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For the Past Three Decades In Knox
and Lincoln Counties

Ouraine Flat Wall

’BOOd ld'“,or you 10 slve «>*■»“« x?

Knox County .............................................. ....
Appleton town ......................................... .
Camden town ....................................... .......

Finish

Cushing

town

...................................................... ..

friendship town ....................... . ................
Hcpe town ............................................................... ..

75c quart

Vie au Haut town.......................................
Matinicus Isle plantation ...........................

Haven town.....................................
Head town .........................................
Rockland city ............................. . ................
Ndrth
3,-is

Rockport town ............................ ..............................

tri

ouraine Water-

Joof Spar Varnish
|t Reasonable Prices

L39 gal.; 69c qt.

St. George town ....................................... . ....
South Thomaston town .............................
Thomaston town ..................... ....................
Union town ......................................... . .......
Vinalhaven town ............................................
Warren town .............................. . ...............
Washington town ............................_.....................

Lsland.. not belonging to any town...........
Lincoln County .................. . ..... „..................
Aina town .............................................. „....
Boothbay town ..........„........... ................................
Boothbay Harbor town ..................................
Bremen town ...........................................................

Bristol town .......................... .............. .................

Damariscotta town .............. . .....................
Dresden town ...................... ........................
Edgecomb town ...........................................
Hibberts gore ...........................................................

lish

Jefferson town .............................. ..............
Monhegan plantation..................................

Quart

1940
27,191
27,191
641
3554
362
747
524
97
112
460
009
8.899
1526
i1.560
550
538
2,533
2533
1,150
1.629
1.458
689
113
16,394
16,294
339
1.370
2,121
383
1,365
844
631
411
1
938
115

1930
27,693
574
3 636
350
742
464
89
156
476
574
9.075
1.651
2.108
579
2.214
1.060
1.843
1.429
615
88
15,498
294
1.345
2.076
322
1.413
825
829
367

1920
26.245
683
3.403
416
696
424
102
140
510

888
109
914

014
133
993
666
256
581
272
2,426
165
862
1,192

Newcastle town ......................................... .................

Nobleborough town .....................................
Somerville plantation .................................
South Bristol town ................................... ......

:nd

Southport town .......................................... ..............

PAINT
gallon

PUTTY

INE

TORE
lOCKLAND, ME.
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Waldcboro town ............................................
Westport town

.........................................................

Whitefield town ..........................................
Wiscasset town......................................... „....
Islands not belonging to any town.............
SERVICE EXAMS
The U S Civil Service Commis
sion announces an open competi
tive examination for Engineman,
Marine 1 Diesel)), for filling a vataney in the position of Chief En
gineer, $2500 a year, in the Quar
termaster Corps, War Department,
lor duty on the tug “Bonnycastle,"
a diesel vessel of 110 gross tons, op
erating in Portland Harbor, Maine.
Future vacancies in the same or
related positions on the same or
other diesel-propelled vessels op
erating on New England waters,
will be filled as a result of this ex
amination. The closing date for
receipt of applications is May 5.
The necessary appication forms
and further information may be
obtained from first or second-class
post offices.
CIVIL

a a • a

The Civil Service Commission an
nounces an open competitive exam
ination for attendant, $1020 a year,
less quarters and subsistence if fur
nished for employment ln the U. S.
Veterans Administration, at Togus.
Applications will be received until
further notice and will be rated at
intervals and certification made as
the needs of the service require.
Qualified persons are urged to
apply.
The necessary application forms
and further information may be ob
tained from the Secretary, Board of
t’ S. Civil Service Examiners at
any first or second class post office.
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Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in advance: single copies three
cents.

Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
The Bureau of the Census yesterday released th«
.
figures for Maine, which was found to have 847 226 inhabit P°Pu'atlon was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17. 1897.
£»•
4W3 .Inc, 1930. Her, are
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Honorary Editor, WM. O. FULLER
Editor-in-Chief, FRANK A. WINSLOW

ence purposes.

For the Walls
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Tlie feature pictures for Park
Theatre next week listen like good
attractions: Sunday and Monday.
Richard Dix and Patricia Morrison
•n The Round Up:" Tuesday, Wed■May and Thursday, Phil Regan
and Constance Moore in "Las Vagas
Nights" and Kay Francis and
James Ellison in “The Play Girl:"
Friday and Saturday, “The Pony
Post"

BEANO TONIGHT
i
I O. O. F. HALL. ROCKLAND
Door Prize. $7.50 in Merchandise
Attendance Prize $18 in Merchandise

665
366
582
405
2.497
111
962
1,231
73

8.100
1,774
1.654
947
2,019
1,133
1.985
1500
660

15,976
320
1,432
2,025
423
1,419
QAQ
620
428

229
563
412
2,311
108
908
1,186

The Bombing Fires
Chief Russell Invites
Citizens To Talk On
English Conflagrations
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Next Monday night at 7.30 o'clock,
I am asking a group of men to meet
with me at the City Building. I am
planning to tell them about the ex
periences the English have had in
their cities with fires during tlie
bombing raids.
This subject should be of inter
est to every citizen of our country,
particularly in cities of some size
where any materials are being
assembled for defense construction.
I would like to take advantage
of this opportunity to extend an
invitations to any interested citizens
of Rockland to attend.
Refreshments will be served.
Van Russell,
Chief.

Out Of State Cars
Alabama

California
Colorado
(noted by E. A. Pinkham)
District of Columbia
Florida

Illinois
Indiana
Iowa

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska
(noted by E. O. Pinkham)
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
North Dakota
(Noted by E. O. Pinkham)
Ohio
Vermont
Wisconsin
• • • •
Hawaii
Quebec
New Brunswick

Plenty of Good Prizes

— BUY NOW!

47-lt STOLE CANNED GOODS
Cecil Hall of Deer Isle was tried
in Hancock County Superior Court
Thursday on a charge of entering
ST. GEORGE REUNION
tlie home of Fred Hosmer in Deer
SATURDAY, MAY 3. 1941
Isle
Nov. 15, and committing lar
HOTEL CONTINENTAL
ceny of canned goods amounting
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Turkey Dinner 6.30 p. m. Tickets $1.30
to $6. The jury returned a verdict
The enthusiasm received by the
<omnilttee indicates that this will
of guilty.
h' ihe largest get-together so far
utenried. A full-course dinner, nwDavid Knowlton of Owl's Head,
Jic, favors. Come and greet old
mends and neighbors. Please have
who
worked with the surveying
money for reservations In hands
crew on the proposed Rockland Air
of tnminittee by April 23rd.
tommittee—Mrs. Roy Clark, 77
port. is now engaged in similar
Brown st„ Waltham. Mass.: Mrs.
work at the Skowhegan Airport.
R?v Harter, 24 Warner St., Somer* He. Mass.; Mrs. Herbert Davidson,
The
young man is a son of Select
J’ School st., Somerville. Mass.,
',r' lohn T. Mathews. 24 Fairmont
man. J. D. Knowlton, and his work
. Belmont, Mass., Chairman. 47-lt
here was praised by Mayor Veazie

kn, see your local Ford dealer!

CENTRAL WELDING SCHOOL
Maine’s Pioneer School of Electric Welding

tW )

We guarantee to teach you Electric Welding regardless of
length of time. You pay a» you leBrn>
Our placement service Ls unexcelled. Our
go to
work. Thte Is the only electric welding school in Maine that o ers
you this guarantee.
CALL, PHONE OR WRITE

CO.
[TELEPHONE 61

THREE CENTS A COPT

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, April 19, 1941
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85 WATER ST., RANDOLPH, ME.
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[EDITORIAL]
SATURDAY HOLIDAYS

There are some holidays whose deepest significance seems
to be in the fact that the dates are printed in red letters on
the calendar. Among these we are impelled to list Patriots*
Day—formerly known in Maine as Fast Day, or Farce Day
when commentators chose to be sarcastic. Fast Day was ad
mittedly a “farce” day used principally while it existed for the
purpose of riding horseback, going “mayflowering" or raking
up the lawn. And then the State Legislature or somebody else
changed the name to Patriots' Day which was higher sound
ing and made famous in Massachusetts by the annual Mara
thon race. But here in Maine it ranks far behind Halloween
for the kids do not even daub paint on store windows and
aside from raking the lawn there’s not much else to do than
sneak away to a ball game in Boston or go on a fishing trip.
Which leads us up to the timely and possibly impertinent
question of why Rockland business circles "shut up shop"—
particularly on a Saturday when we rely on neighborhood
trade to provide a profit which the five other weekdays too
seldom provide. To those who like a holiday and admit the
day after that it tired them more than work, this question
may jangle out of tune a bit, but there are many business men
who turn aside Saturday's trade opportunities with much
reluctance, and who now, more than ever, feel the need of
gathering every stray nickel against the great pinch which is
coming when the National Defense taxes are assessed. We
believe that down deep every Rockland business man and
woman will agree that Saturday is a poor loafing day.
THE BATTLE OF THE ATLANTIC

“The time has come,” the walrus said, “to speak of many
things, of shoes and ships and sealing wax, of cabbages and
kings." We believe every conservative reader of this news
paper will agree with the editor of the New York Herald
Tribune when he declares that the time has come for President
Roosevelt to take the American citizens into his full confidence
as to the conditions which exist in the Atlantic and the diffi
culties which beset the extension of aid to sorely oppressed
Great Britain.' It may mean American convoys for ships
bearing food supplies and war materials—a step in direct
opposition to the President’s campaign pledges, and one
whose gravity nobody recognizes better than he.
It may mean immediate involvement in a war for which
we have little stomach, but there is war all around us, and the
battle lines are tightening on the Americas. Great Britain
and France foresaw a grevious situation long ago, but for
reasons best known to those great nations nothing was done to
stem it, and Herr Hitler was able to gain a foothold on Europe
which may soon amount to complete domination of the con
tinent. Are convoys the sole buttress for America's ultimate
safety? If so. lt must be made known and acted upon before
the hour is too late. We recommend to all of you readers
the following editorial which appeared in the Herald Tribune
Thursday:
The President is increasing aid to Britain item by item.
Latest on the list is the opening of the Red Sea to United
States shipping. All these steps are sound and all are in the
right direction. The country will approve them whole
heartedly, we are confident.
But as his press interview revealed. Mr. Roosevelt is still
loath to take the American people into his confidence ae to the
seriousness of the most critical of all battles, that for the
Atlantic. The ten Cbast Guard cutters will be helpful in this
vast struggle. So will the repairing of a British warship in an
American yard. And the establishment of a protectorate over
Greenland holds future potentialities of vital importance.
But all together are pathetically inadequate to meet the
imminent threat which recent sin-kings hold for the whole aidto-Britain policy. Tf the country knew the truth we are certain
that Congress, so far from debating a prohibition against con
voy, would be insisting that the President be fully authorized
to convoy—in whatever form seemed most effective and at
whatever moment this next step became necessary to the de
fense of the country.
The American people have recognized by overwhelming
majorities that their first and basic line of defense lies in
command of the Atlantic and the surivival of Great Britain.
To secure that line they have voted $7,000,000,000 in aid to
Britain and are straining every energy to produce the goods.
Certainly, it is fundamental to the whole policy—to which
the national safety has been intrusted—that the goods be
delivered. But they are not being delivered. The airplanes
and tanks and munitions into which the American workman
is putting his skill and brawn are arriving, too many of
them, at the bottom of the ocean. We believe that the goods
must be delivered, and that, whenever necessary, the naval
resources of the United States should be frankly used to do the
job and convoy them to their destination.
If the American people fully appreciated the real serious
ness which the Battle of the Atlantic has assumed since the
act was passed, they would, we believe, realize that the
necessity for convoy has now arrived; and we believe that they
would unhesitatingly support its adoption as a step vital.
There is one man, however, who can make the situation plain
to them, and we still earnestly hope that President Roosevelt
will do so. We believe that if the President would abandon
the circumlocutions which he still feels constrained to use, if
he would frankly lay his cards upon the table, put the whole
case before the country and call for the vigorous and forth
right measure necessary to meet it, he would elicit a tremen
dous national response.
The President can explain these facts, frankly and boldly.
The American people are not likely to understand, so long
as they are bemused by the various stratagems and pre
tenses which present diplomacy had involved: but if the Presi
dent will take them into his confidence and state the true case
before them, they will understand and will act to support him
in the strong measures it requires. They will deliver the goods.
OUTLOOK IS DISMAL

The morning war news which comes over the radio and
through the oolumns of the daily newspapers is not calculated
to furnish us with inspiration for the day's routine, and bears
out the depressing prediction made in this column when the
Axis powers moved against ill-starred Yugoslavia. Heroism
is a mild word to apply to the stand being made by the British
and Greeks, but a wondering and admiring world cannot fail
to indulge in the reflection that the outlook is decidedly dismal.
LATE NEWS IN A NUTSHELL

The Yugoslavia Army has surrendered unconditionally
after 12 days' fighting.
The British and Greqk troops are withdrawing to a
shorter line of defense in Efeypt, but say that their line is not
broken, and that the Germans are being slaughtered without
regard to losses.

The terrific bonming sustained by London was repaid
The terrific bombing sustained by London was repaid
is jubilant over the new challenge.
President Roosevelt thinks the Americans are not aware
of the acuteness of the situation, but soon will be.

Volume 96.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 47.

ADVENTURES IN THE ANDES

The Black Cat

.....................................

Capt. “Bill” Wincapaw Flies High To
Take Patient To a Strange Airport
(First Installment)
On one of my daily trips back
from the jungle in a Tri-MotorFord. Mr. Bowers, general manager
for the mining company I fly for,
contacted me by radio, saying that
there was a very sick man in La
Paz with a bad case of pneumonia
and the doctors said that he could
not live at this high altitude. If he
was to live the night out he would
have to be taken to the sea level at
once.
I reported back at once that it
would be after 5 o'clock before I
could get back to the La Paz Air
port, and that it would take another
half hour to get the plane ready
for the trip, and by that time it
would be after dark. Everybody
knows that this mountainous coun
try is no place to be flying around
at night. Besides, the nearest sea
level airport was at Arica Chile
about 200 miles away. In order to
make this I would have to cross an
other high range of mountains.
I told Mr. Bowers that he had bet
ter advise the parties interested to
charter a plane from one of the
other airlines who knew the coun
try better than I. Besides I had
never been to Arica, let alone land
ing on the airport. Informed him
that it was bad enough to land in a
strange airport in daytime let alone
at night.
Mr. Bowers called me back on the
radio in about ten minutes stating
that the airlines had refused to fly
to Arica at night, that it was
against their regulations. The doc
tor still insisted that the man would
die if not taken to Arica at once.
Mr. Bowers advised me against mak
ing the trip. Still he said it was up
to me to make the decision. This
kind of put me on the spot. I at
once gave him an answer this way.
That if he would have all the per
mits needed to leave (Bolivia and
enter Chile and have everything else
in order, that I would try to make
Arica that night.
While the plane was being made
ready I asked the mechanics which
one knew anything about the Arica
Airport. The chief mechanic said
he did. I decided to take him along
as he was also a radio operator. He
told me the airport was a govern
ment owned field and supposed to
be lighted for night landings.
It was just getting dark as we
started at 5.30. To make matters
a little more difficult one of our
regular sand storms had not died
out. We could fly through this stuff
blind, even if we did get through It.
It would have ruined our motors as
this stretch of desert is about 100
miles across.
The only thing to do was to climb
over the top if possible, regardless
of its height, as we could feed
oxygen to our sick man as our planes
are equipped with it.
We reached an altitude of 18.500
feet in order to pass over the sand
storm and flew at this altitude for a
little over an hour before starting
our descent to the seacoast. At the
same time we had to be sure that
we were over the last range of
mountains which is over 17,000 feet
high.
It is almost a sharp drop to the
Pacific Ocean from the top of these
mountains and that is where Arica
is. To make matters still worse the
towns or villages have no lights.
Electric lights and street lights are
unknown except in larger towns
Arica is one of them.
We were now flying very low
(about 300 feet). I asked him what
direction the airport was from the
town. He said North up along the
coast. We flew in the direction he
said, but we could find no airport.
After 20 minutes I again asked
him. He still insisted he knew where
the airport was and that we were
right near it.
I could not see the airport or any
boundary lights. I could not take
a chance and land as I felt sure that
I would crack up this heavy plane.
Therefore we decided to circle over
the town of Arica and they would
hear us and turn on the boundary
lights of the airport.
We circled over the town for about
ten minutes and then would fly in
the direction we thought the airport
to be. Then we again would circle
the town. This time we flew towards
the direction we thought the airport
was in a radio mast 6wished by.
We were flying very low and I de
cided that the radio mast passed us
too close for comfort.
Making a quick deduction I de
cided that the radio tower must be
near the airport. I asked the me
chanic about it and he said he knew
that they were that high. Of course
I knew they should not be 200 feet
high around an airport. Still they
do such funny things in these Latin
countries that it still might be the
radio towers at the airport. So we
climbed another 200 feet and
dropped a large landing flare that
would burn for three minutes. This
flare lighted up the ground for a
mile square. 6till we could see no
airport. The nearest thing I could
see was something that looked like
an old race track or farm. I got
over this spot and dropped another

flare, found it was an old race track
and that the only part of the track
that looked as though we could
land on was in front of a so-called
grand stand. On our approach to
this we found that there was not
room between the starter’s stand and
the grandstand for our wings to
pass between. So we had to give
up the idea.
We had wasted so much time now
in trying to find the airport that I
decided to go back to La Paz before
we wasted any more gasoline. I
made one more circle over the town
so they could watch our lights head
for La Paz so the people wouldn’t
think that we crashed.
We had been flying on our course
for ILa Paz less than a minute when
at my right I saw a row of lights
flash on, then another and another,
until I knew they were the boundary
lights of the field. Next came on
the flashing beacon.
I shall leave my feelings to any
pilot who has ever been in such a
position to see the airport lights
flash on.
We had been looking for the air
port about 12 miles north of the
town when the airport was eight
miles east of the town of Arica down
in a valley, an old river bed.
We now circled the lighted airport
to locate the wind sock to give us
the wind direction. This we found
and made a normal landing much
to everybody's relief.
(To be concluded)

It’s “Captain” Olds

And the Rockland Pastor’s
a Very Busy Man At
Camp Blanding
Our Rockland minister. Rev. Cor
win H. Olds, who is with his Maine
regiment at Camp Blanding, Fla.,

Captain Corwin II. Olds

is by the way of having a new title
—new to his Rockland friends. He
is "Captain'' Olds.
A Camp Blanding special to the
Bangor Commercial says:
“Some people may have the idea
that a chaplain in the army has an
easy life, but such is not the case

with Captaih Corwin H. Olds of
Rockland, regimental chaplain for
the 152nd Field Artillery.
“To begin with, he has to care
for the spiritual welfare of all of
the men in the regiment regardless
of denomination. When you stop to
think that there are 1000 men in it,
to say nothing of the draftees who
are soon to be assigned to us, you
realize that it is no easy matter.
“He visits our men who are in
the camp hospital for one reason or
another, mostly colds, every day
to cheer them up while they are
away from their fellow soldiers.
He also delivers all of their mail
to them while they are there.
“He visits each battery in turn,
eating meals with the men, using
the enlisted' man’s mess kit, visits
them in their tents and follows
their work during the day. He de
votes one full day to each battery.
“He preaches the Protestant
church service each Sunday as well
as arranging for the Catholic sol
diers to have transportation to
Mass each week, If there is no
service for them here in camp.
“Capt. Olds will attend the an
nual conference of the Congrega
tional churches of Florida and
Georgia at Winter Park, Florida,
on April 15. 16, and 17 representing
the Chaplains' Corps. This will be
entirely in addition to his regular
work.
“Captain Olds is also an ardent
moving picture photographer. He
has shows from time to time dur
ing which he presents films of past
Summer camps of this regiment
and also pictures he has taken
since the Guard' left Bangor.
‘Glair Corning of Stillwater has
been appointed to act as Captain
Olds' assistant to hold the rank of
oorporal, and will relieve the cap
tain of a large part of his routine
desk work.
"During the last few days, Capt.
Olds has been distributing copies
of the New Testament to many of
the soldiers and plans to present
them to many more in the near
future.”

(By The Roving Reporter)

Nearly 0.000/XX) pounds of lintThe class of 1892, Rockland High
burger are produced annually by School, gave a graduation ball afi
American cheese plants. Phew! Farwell Opera House June 24, with1
music by Brigham’s Orchestra. Tho
Knox County jewelers will be in patronesses were Mrs. F. J. Simon
terested to know that there are ton, Mrs. A. F. Crockett, Mrs. W. H.
14.559 such shops in the United Glover, Mrs. A. S. Rice and Mrs.
States, and that their annual sales F. E. Hitchcock. A. H. Jones was
exceed $360,000,000. Hope our mer. floor director, and James F. Carver,
Lizzie M. Gay, Grace A. Simonton,
chants got their share.
Ada B Berry and Alfred S. Black
Mrs. Doris Merrifield's 63 words were the committee in charge.
made from “The Black Cat,” went
Private dancing assemblies were
into an eclipse yesterday when Miss being held in Armory Hall 40-odd
Alice Pinkerton, 15, daughter of years ago, witli Robert M. Packard
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Pinkerton of as floor director and Herbert D.
Simmons street, boosted the list to Kennedy, Alton B Small and Sid
90, adding the following:
ney P. Hull as aids. “Bert" Ken
Alack, abet, bleak, beach, bleach, nedy had a brilliant career as a
batch, bathe, bath, belt, blat, chat, newspaper man on the Boston
check, cheat, cachet, cache, clack, Globe, and died In California while
celt, eclat, hake, hatch, heck, latch, still engaged in journalistic work.
lath, tea, talc, teal, that.
Tlie Rockland Letter Carriers
People who visit the Blaine man ' gave their second annual ooncert
sion in Augusta always notice the and ball in Farwell Hall Jan. 25,
Blaine study, which is furnished ac ' 1893, with music by the Ladies*
cording to the period when Blaine Orchestra. G. H. Blethen was floor
was living there. During the stay director and Frank L. Weeks, F.
of Mrs. L. O. Barrows she had the C. Ingraham, W H. Wakefield and
room done over, with the approval M. E. Wotton were aids.
of Mrs. Beale, a Blaine relative.
The old-gold drapes are copies of
One year ago: Frank S. Sherman,
the ones originally there, and arc whose many activities had includ
the gift of Mrs. Beale. The chairs ed a long and prominent career in
were re-covered in old gold. Tlie steamboat circles, died at his home
mahogany colored carpet is a gift on Cainden street, aged 82—Her
from Mrs Walter Dam rose h of New bert DeVebcr, principal of Warren
York and Bar Harbor and the wall High School, was elected principal
paper is a copy of some used in a of the Tri-County League—Capt.
room in Washington where Lincoln Sharles H Joy, 87, died in Cam
stayed. At Mrs. Beale’s request the den.—Mr. and Mrs. Justin Ames of
Blaine desk and chair have been Union celebrated their golden
left untouched.—Lewiston Journal. wedding.

Margaret Johnson, Beverly Hav
ener, Carol Hall, Leona Flanders
and Joan Look. In the singing
chorus.
Kenneth Mignault, Rich
Students of Rockland
ard Stevens. Lincoln McRae.
High Add To Their Stage Martha Seavey. Richard Seaman,
Achievements
Harland Rollins, Mary Anastasia,
Jean
Calderwood, Dorothy Baum,
What better entertainment is
Polly Spear, Gloria Mills, Eileen
there than a good, old-fashioned Beach, Barbara Wood, Kathleen
minstrel show, especially when it Weed. Verona Murphy, Dorothy
is put on by Rockland High School Tibbetts, Ruth Spear, Bertha
students. In a preview of Friday Coombs, Betty Munro, Bbba Kal
night's show, in the High School loch, Richard Giles, Bickford Syl
Rankin, Charles
auditorium. peppy songs and vester, Sam

School Minstrels

by

Huntley. Osmond Palmer, Jr., John

a melodic chorus of girls' and boys’
voices, and specialty numbers by
student artists enthusiasm rose to
a high pitch.
The opening curtain came on the
popular number “Darktown Strut
ters' Ball” by the entire chorus,
and “ladies and gentlemen, be
seated” was voiced by Interlocutor
Richard Calder. From then until
the end, there was never a let-up,
jokes firing back and forth among
the end men, who were Harrison
Dow. Elmer Havener, Douglas
Small and John Storer, and two
end women, Ruth Wotton and
Evelyn Gray, who held their im
portant positions “with the great
est of ease.”
Numbers on the program, every
one of them worth encores, in
cluded “They Had to Carry Car
rie,” Douglas Small, assisted by
Marguerite Mahoney as Carrie (and
how she was carried); “What’cha
Know, Joe,” Elmer Havener, with
a jitterbug dance by Mary Snow
and Elmer Small, and Dudley Har
vey jamming on the trumpet;
specialty solo, "Short'nin' Bread,”

Munsey, Raymond Chisholm, Fred
Morrison, Milton Wooster, Rich
ard Sukeforth, Howard Edwards.
William Orne and Raymond
O'Brien.
Stage manager and chief elec
trician was Richard S. Brown, his
assistants Richard A. Brown and
Barrett Jordan. Howard Edwards
was business manager and Joseph
Lamb property manager.

dances,

end-men solos joined

Douglas Perry;

'“St. Louis Blues,”

Mary Wotton; “Alexanders Rag
time Band." John Storer; specialty.
“There'll Be Same Changes Made,”
Polly Havener and dance chorus;
“Small Fry,’’ Evelyn Gray and Er
nest “Cracker” Munro; specialty
solo, “Night and Day," Josephine
Buckminster;
“Ragtime Soldier
Man,” Harrison Dow.
The stirring grand finale, includ
ing “Marching Along Together’
and "Good Night. Ladies’ had a
novel climax, the entire cast tak
ing part Edwin Edwards, Jr., and
Howard Crockett were the coaches,
and to say they have done a won
derful job is putting it mildly.
Miss Dorothy Havener was pian
ist, and the orchestra lnchi<I?d
Mrs. Emma Harvey, violin; Joseph
Frank Young, comet;
Albert
Emery, drums; Marion Harvey and
Marsh, violin.
In the dancing chorus were
Gardner Brown has returned to
Columbia University after a short Dorothy Ooodnow, Beverly Cogan, I
Gloria Mills, Shelby Glendenning,
vacation at his home.

SEEKS BOYLE'S BERTH

Backed by the James W. V
hams post, American Lego
Charles B. Johnson, a past cc
mander of the post has announ
his candidacy for department i
jutant at the departmental ci
vention at Lewiston in June. 7
present department adjutant
James L. Boyle of WaterviUe.
member of the Maine Public Ut
ties Commission, who has h
that past since Maine's depa
ment was organized 21 years ag

The American Legion Auxilit
Third District Council will mi
Tuesday afternoon at 1.30 in t
Legion hall in Union.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read soma
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week The loss of these
tastes ls a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin
CONCOKD HYMN
By the rude bridge that arched the
flood.
Their flag to April's breeze unfurled
Here once the embattled fanners
stood.
And fired the shot heard round the
world.
The foe long since ln silence slept:
Alike the conqueror silent sleeps;
And Time the ruined bridge has
swept
Down the dark stream which sea
ward creeps
On this green bank, by this soft
stream.
We set today a votive stone:
That memory may their deed redeem.
When, like our sires, our sons are
gone.
Spirit, that made those spirits dare
To die, and leave their children
free.
Bid Time and Nature gently spare
The shaft we raise to them and

thee.

—Ralph Waldo Etaeraon

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, April 19, 1941
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It is Ood that girdeth me with
strength, and maketh my way
perfect -Ps. 18: 32

“Flowers Secrets in Rhyme.” Au
thor. Amy P Crawford Publisher,
The Christopher Publishing House,
Boston
This charming little volume of
verses is attractively bound In bril
liant blue w.th gold lettering, and
the effective short poems are the
author’s effort to bring to nature
lovers and youth a bit of flower
history that has been gleaned f.om
many years rpent in admiring and
making a close study of their value
to the world of flowers and how
to get best results on making them
grow and blossom.
This little book includes some of
the wild flowers. To study natures
gifLt in the blossoms and their,
needs is to give to youth a broader
and grander knowledge of the gifts
that are within our reach, and
learn the great promises that
mother nature keep in store for
tier children These are lovely bits
of a thinking heart and a nature
student that Miss Crawford has
LawTy.
The members of the Rockland Hith School Outing Club who have had a most active season under the leadership of Miss—Mary
compiled for those who give ear
Photo bv Cullen.
nest thought to the world of beauty
Front row, left to right—Conabout us.
1 stance Newbegin. Joan Ripley, high scholarship in tlie school rec
Pauline Beal. Dorothy Goodnow, ord, qualities of leadership re
Cathllne Blackman. Esther Munroe, vealed in school and community
activities, high character, well' Eoba Kailoch.
rounded personality and need for
Second row, sitting — Louise financial aid to meet college ex
Biologist At Boothbay
Smith, Margaret Johnson, Mary penses. All candidates will be In
A teacher tenure bill aimed at would have to pay their wives' poll
Harbor Examines Into
Ramsdell, Dorothy Tibbets, Bar- vited to Colby Coiiege on May 9 and securing school teachers greater taxes." “If this is true," she said,
Private Lives of
10 for interviews, tests and social permanency of employment was re “that is a terrible indictment on
' bara Wood, Maxine Cheyne.
programs. AH applications must be jected Tuesday by the Maine the men. because it implies that
First
row,
standing
—
Lucille
Mel

Finny Creatures
vin. Doris Weymouth. Alice Cross. filed before May 1 The necessary House cn a 92 to 32 division vote. women have no money of heir own.
What caused the disappearance Billie Aylward. Norma Shannon. blanks may be obtained from Dean The action was contrary to that and are penniless and couldn't pay
of the Lake Erie cisco? Do Gulf
Marr.ner or Dean Runnals.
taken previously by the Senate, a poll tax. Tf it is so. we need a
shrimp live but one year? How Madeline McConchie. Dorothy Ha
which had accepted a minority fa emancipation proclamation "
vener,
Mary
Studley.
Delight
Rey

does stream pollution affect our
The Entre Nous Club held its vorable report of the Committee
fisheries? Can the yield of a com nolds.
regular meeting Friday, at which
Tlie House Tuesday refused to
Second row. standing—Mr. Whit time the possibility of having a on Education on a new draft of tlie
mercial fishery be predicted?
agree
w.th tlie Senate in clipping
bill.
Opponents
described
it
as
a
Tlie answers to these, as well as ing. Everett Spear, Clarence Butler, French movie at a future meeting
a host of other scientific puzzles, Vernon Studley, Richie Linnell. was discussed. Following the busi “blow at local self-government. ’ $40000 from the preposed appropri
ation of the Maine Development
are constantly being sought by John Emerson
William Orne, ness meeting, a quiz program of Supporters contended it would
Commission
the next two fiscal
create higher standards of educa
aquatic biologists of the Fish and
__
T
Wildlife SerXe. Vnlted State,
Blclmd Brown, Mis Lawn. Ar- French questions was enjoyed. The tion.
years.
team captained by Gerry Norton
• • • •
partment of the Interior, according I ^ene Hill.
Representative Hanold cf Stan
was the winner. Priscilla Brazier
to Leslie W. Scattergood. Service
A proposed tax on chain stores dish fought successfully’ against the
will have charge of next meeting's
Tuesday morning’s Senior High program—Mary Lamb.
Biologist, stationed at Boothbay
was rejected by ,a 58 to 35 vote of cut in the development commis
Assembly was an amateur show,
Harbor, Maine.
the House. The lower branch con sion's appropriation, saying “this is
Like other Service employes w.th Charles Seaman as M. C. and
School closed Friday and will curred with a report cf the Com no time to retard the efforts of the
throughout the country. Scatter- Richard Stevens as judge. Each reopen April 28
mittee on Taxation which unani commission in the promotional
good Ls taking time during his offi- contestant was interviewed before
mously opposed the measure, de work it is doing."
dal duties this week to call public the microphone by the master of
Junior
High's
Wedne.->day
morn

attention to National Wildlife Re- ' ceremonies, who asked the usual ing assembly program was arranged signed to raise revenue fcr cld age
The House concurred with the
assistance
Tlie proposal ranged
storation Week which is now being questions, but who received some
Senate
in rejecting the compulsory
by
Miss
Hughes,
who
was
assisted
from
a
$5
levy
cn
ail
stores
up
to
celebrated throughout the nation unusual and questionable answers, by Florence Brown, Beatrice Ash
automobile
liability insurance bill
10.
to
$155
on
each
store
in
excess
under the sponsorship of the Na- This show was no exception to the
croft.
Gerald
Bradley,
Sandra
Hal

introduced
by
Senator Jean Charles
of
50.
It
also
embodied
a
gradu

tlonal Wildlife Federation.
usual amateur show, where a few
Bcucher of Lewiston.
“In this particular area. Booth- contestants must “get the gong” lowell, Jean Rokes, Georgia Treat, ated tax on gross receipts.
• • • •
Declaring that the independent
bay Harbor Ls the headquarters of by the judge Several numbers were and Albert Havener.
Tlie
opening
exercises
consisted
The
House
argued over a bill
the lobster investigations,’ Scat so ridiculous that the judge had not of a morning prayer, the 23d Psalm, retailers pay 75 percent of store
aimed
at
removing
eight State po
the
least
bit
of
trouble
in
know

tergood pointed out. “Here inves
Lords Prayer, a poem “A Welcome taxes, Representave Roy. Lewiston, licemen assigned to the Secretary
ing
when
to
ring
his
gong.
The
tigations or studies are being con
to Spring.” flag salute, and seng sponsor of the bilL said he did not of State's Department and return
ducted to develop improved meth program:
’Gxxl Bless America,’’ with the “aim to put anyone cut of business, ing them to police duties. At the
ods of rearing lobsters and to de Harmonica solo—“In An Old Dutch
but to equalize taxation."
entire
school taking part.
Garden.''
end of heated debate, it killed an
termine the present condition of
Because cf the large amounts of amendment which would have given
Osmond Palmer
These
were
followed
by
a
solo,
“
I
the lobster fishery.
Vocal duet— On the Road to Manda
Am An American,’’ Elizabeth Robi- money taken out of the State by the policemen a choice of returning
lay,”
“Federal activities in fishery con
Ruth Err.erv and Ruth McMahon
shaw ; piano solo. Theme from Fifth the chain stcres. he said, “they are to the force or resigning and tak
servation,” according to Scatter Vocal solos Beat Me Daddy Eight to
Symphony.
Franklin
Blaisdeli; drying up the lifeblood of the ing jobs as motor vehicle inspectors,
Bar.'’
•
good. "are for the development and
“You Walk By.”
recitation, "Trees,-’ Leverne Patter communities.”
and then it killed the bill itself.
complete utilization of aquatic re
Maynard Green
son; dialogue, “Make Your Choice,”
Representative
Jordan
of
Saco,
a
Representative Sleeper quoted
Violin
solo
—
“
Amapola."
sources by means of scientific re
Melzlne McCaslln
the Chooser, Lester Spencer; Life, signer of the committee report, said Robie as believing the present sys
search.'’
Vocal solo
The Wise Old Owl "
Louise Barton; Death, Harold Ax the committee reached an adverse tem was the better one. “If Weaver
Pauline Havener
Scientific studies by the Serv Boxing math
Featherweight. Benja tell; Adventure. Barbara Bartlett;
decLsion because of the benefits de needs more men. he ought to get
ice's Division of Fishery Biology
min Shapiro and Heaveywelght.
Achievement, Florence Davis; Popu rived from the chain store by both them." said Sleeper, "but not take
Robert
Jones;
announcer.
BlcX
provide facts upon which wise
lord Sylvester; referee, James larity. Priscilla Anderson; Pleas
the Maine prodtteer and consumer. the eight men from the Secretary
management of commercial and
Duffy; seconds. Richard Giles and
ure, Priscilla Clark; a Friend. Har
of State who are well versed in
Harlan Rollins
sport fishing depends. About 70 Trumpet
solo — “There 11 Be Some land Demuth.
The Senate Tuesday enacted a their duties. It looks like false
professional biologists, located In
Changes Made."
Tap
dance.
Nancy
Calder; solo, bill denying retirement compensa economy."
Dudley
Harvey
Washington and at approximately Vocal solos and yodeling
"Rifling “So You're the One.” Malcolm Sha
25 field stations, comprise the staff
Down the Canyon."
piro; read-ng, “Entertaining Mrs. tion to Maine Superior and Su
Proceeds from a proposed $2,000,“Mexicali Rost,"
of this Division.
preme Judicial Court justices ap 000 war bond issue to improve Maine
Esther Munro
Jones,
’’
Mary
Lou
Duff;
play,
"The
"The primary purpose of all bio Piano solo Artist 's Life,”
Winning of Winnie," with these pointed in the future, if. during bridges in the interests of national
Wltham
logical fLshery investigation is to Vocal solo—Gloria
"South of the Border."
characters: "Mr. Gass.’’ Raymond their retirement, they act as coun defense would be used “only if and
insure a continuing supply of fish
Carl Kailoch
Bowden; “Mrs. Goss," Charlotte sel in cases in which the State is when federal funds are made avail
with violin obligato by Joe Sylvestrl
and shellfish for food and indus Accordian
solas “Daisy." "You're the Cowan; “Winnie,” Naomi Withing- an adverse party.
able” under an amendment ap
trial purposes,-’ explained Scatter
Only Star in My Blue Heaven.
• • • •
ton;
“
Edward"
Robert
Achorn;
proved
Thursday by the Senate.
“
My
Wild
Irish
Rose,"
“
When
good.
By a 25 to 6 vote the Maine Sen The amended measure was sent to
Irish Eyes Are Shining." "My "Elijah Harris." Clifford Cameron;
Research projects on more than
_____
Bonnie."
"David Bumps." Franklin Blaisdeli; ate Tuesday turned down a bill de the engrossing stage.
30
different
species
of
important
j
,
, Norton ?»hM«artt ••
t.~~. ___________ __ _
__J|Vocal solo—“I Hear a Rhapsody.
“Elaine, ” Carolyn Candage. The signed to have women pay a poll
food and game fish, shellfLsh and (
Josephine Buckminster
pregram was given by Room 8, and tax and reduce the levy now ap
crustaceans, at present cover four
Ruth Seabury* Dorothy Havener, was announced by Shirley Lunt.
plied only to men. frem $3 to $2.
DAVID G. HODGKINS ,JR.
major fields: (1) commercial fish and Betty Holmes were accompan
• • • •
Senator
Gail
Laughlin
cf
Port

OPTOMETRIST
ery investigations to determine the ists, and Mr Matheson was faculty
The
junior
business
training
land
said
she
believed
the
poll
tax
336
MAIN
ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
size of fish populations, the effect advisor for the assembly .--Written
classes are grateful for many inter law should "apply equally to every
TEL. 26
of fishing operations on abund by 7th period typewriting class.
esting pamphlets given them by the body.”
Office Hours: 9 to 12.3fr—1A« to 5.30
ance, and the mast efficient means
Evenings By Appointment
Building and Loan Association, and
She said some of tlie opposition
of prosecuting the fisheries without
Members of Miss Bennett’s eighth used this week in their study of
26-25
to the proposal was that "the men
endangering future supplies; <2> period typing class who received
aquiculture. or the cultivation and certificates this week for passing a savings Institutions.
• • * •
management of fresh-water fishes; five-minute test with a minimum of
In Latin I classes this past week,
(3) improvements in the farming 25 net words were Pauline Beal,
of shellfish crops; and (4> develop Martha Chapman. Walter Dodge. names were drawn, and letters were
written In Latin, and then trans
ment of fish-protective devices.
Stanley Murray. Eleanor Tracy, and
•One of the most noteworthy in Eleanor Young. Stanley Murray lated before the class. Subject
vestigations recently concluded." also qualified for the 40-word silver matter varied from the present-day
war to love—a sure sign of Spring
.‘aid Scattergood. "was that into pin.
the ’private lives’ of South Atlan
• • • •
The weekly meeting of Troop 203
tic and Oulf Coast shrimp, to de
Through the courtesy of F E. was held Wednesday night. It was
termine whether thLs important
fishery was nearing the limit of Fox of the Colonial Beacon Oil Co., opened with a short marching drill,
productivity under prevailing fish two chapters of a fine movie in and was followed by patrol meet
ing methods. In the course of off colcr. entitled “Frm New Lands to ings. After reports were given, a
shore explorations by the vessel Old" and "Persia Faces Today,” game period was enjoyed, at which
From the Du Pont "Wcnderi^f.; a.
Pelican in the Gulf of Mexico and were shown to Senior High Thurs- time the troop was divided up into
world of Chemistry” comes a
along the South Atlantic coast dap morning. These pictures of teams and "Steal the bacon” was
the
Thaw
Expedition
covered
22.000
V
"
new house paint that starts
played. The meeting was closed by
from Fort Pierce, F.a., to Cape
miles
from
Paris,
through
Ger

repeating the scout oath and flag
whiter and stays whiter. It
Hatteras, N. C„ no concentrations
I'T
of shrimp were found in either area many, Hungary, Yugoslavia Bul salute.—Richard Simmons.
forms a tough, durable film
• • • •
--4
outside the waters now being ex garia, Turkey, and Persia. Scenes
which
protects the surface
from
these
countries
were
taken
Ruth Hammond of the office 1
ploited. a fact which emphasizes the
Just
before
the
war,
and
proved
in

practice class, and Lucy Thompson
from rust, rot and decay. Costs
importance of measures recom
Other im of the senior shorthand class as
mended for the protection of the tensely interesting.
no more than other good
supply in inshore waters where the pressive scenes were those of the sisted Principal Blaisdeli in the
paints. Available also in a
Turkman's family caravan on the office this week.
nursery grounds are located."
desert,
and
Persians
making
the
wide
range of beautiful colors.
As an outgrowth of such studies
beautiful
rugs
for
which
their
coun

A
free
showing
cf
Scout
movies
there has been developing a defi
will take place in the auditorium
nite trend in public thought toward try is famous.—Virginia Foster.
STARTS WHITIR
$2.90 gal.
Monday at 7 30 p. ni. Parents and
international and interstate co-op
STAYS
WHITIR
In 5 Gal. Lots
I Q. tests have been taken by the friends of sccutirg are cordially in
eration in the conservation of fish
vited
to
see
these
pictures.
—
B
Fel

freshmen
this
week.
ery resources, concluded Scatter
• • • •
ker, Scoutmaster.
good.
A WORD TO HOME OWNERS!
The annual competitive scholar
ships
offered
by
Colby
College
to
Pvt.
James
A.
Smith
of
Fort
LevSubscribe to The Courler-Gasette
If you are planning to paint the exterior or re
outstanding Maine secondary school ctt. Portland, and Robert Fogarty
decorate the interior of your home, ask us for our
seniors will this year consist of of N. H. CCC Camp, who were home
eight awards of $250 cash. These 1 for a week's vacation, visited school
COLOR SELECTOR AND STYLE BOOK.
scholarships have been established Tuesday.—Minnie Smith.
• • • •
to assure tne benefits of college
ALL MAKES—ALL MODELS
Four movies were presented to
training to some Maine boys and
Repaired, Adjusted, Installed
girts of exceptional promise who Junior High pupils Wednesday aft
MAINE MUSIC CO.
TEL. 708,
ROCKLAND, ME. would otherwise be unable to con erncon—“Exotic Egypt.” “Civiliz 743 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL 17
ing Africa.” “The String Choir,”
40-tf tinue their education.
They are awarded on the basis cf and “Naples, Vesuv.us, and Capri.”

Fbh-And Science

P|aC£ To LlVe”

the cask and—that ls the
We now proceed to make a '
1
v
lime cask. Hold a truss noop In
Maine Featured In Attrac
cne hand and place selected staves
'In Joyous Style He Tells
clear arcund the inside of the hoop.
tive Light By the Develop
You How He Became a
Tunk the hoop lightly—enough to
ment Commission
hold the staves in place. Drop the
“Tooting Cooper”
i bilge hoop down over the head hoop , “Maine, the Place to Live.” tlie
w
i by Iree Member >•
,. and press it down hard enough to
__
In the Dec 28 issue of The Cou- hold the staves in place while turn- newest and mast outstanding bookrier-Gazette appeared a picture of *g the whole thing end for end. iet published by the Ma ne Dewa load cf limecasks. drawn by a W’e now have something that looks opmer.t CommLs ion Ls now availyoke of oxen. Location. South like an old fashioned tdash churn aj,le ^or distribution at its office
Hope. In the Jan 7 issue was an- upside down—the staves a.l Laie
gtaU Hou£e at Augusta
other picture of a load cf limecasks. outward at the .op w e e
( T;1C new book’et. des-gned by the
drawn by eight horses. Location. tom
of tiie staves aie e.
oommiss ons Executive Secretary,
Rcckland.
P*<* * th*
*** Everett
F Greaton with the text
These p ctures were of great in- Push the flainng end of the cask wriUen fcy
Doucets lts pub.
terest to Iree Member They took into the half circle cut in the bei)c »
dlrector depicts in pictures
me back to my youth (in memory, for this purpose, diop a cop o
i
words Maine’s appeal to these
of course» and the days when I windlass rope over t.ie ends of the
an Weal horat.
made limecasks.
loose staves, gives a .w
on ‘‘
Th.rty-eight half tone engravings
I have done many kinds of windlass and the loose ends wi..
repioduce the varying types cf
founcj in Maine in this
manual labor during my life of brought together, drop a truss .oop honies t0
of, , .
more than “three-score years and ever tne ends ol the staves, ^hp off •
the
Iccp
of
rope
and—
there
you
ten” and, while the amount cf
covers show typical Maine scenes
money earned was very small. I al- ' are Even tlie staves on the cask | w.th homes predominating the
ways liked the work of making bv thumping one end on the flcor. loreground and the copper line
limecask* Nothing romantic about set it on the fire as described above etching that introduces the geneiai
it but it was lght, clean work, le for a few minutes. This heating . text a of a welcoming doorway.
quire;! some skill to fashion a caskiPrccesS "sets the curve of the This latter is the art work of Kiir
which conformed to the ' bilge" law staves and makes 'hoeping easier Beck of Mount Vernon A new de
of 50-odd years ago; also, in the
Remove the cask w hen properly parture which adds considerably to
handling of the various tools used heated, place it in the bench “circle,” the effectiveness of the booklet u
Perhaps the following sketch on ll5e the champer to even the ends the addition of shadow etchings
this subject will be of interest to of the staves and champer t.ie bevt.. which give increased •*mphas.s to
the readers.
(Then use the “crew” to make the the general layout.
I was taught the trade by my Dad groove fcr the cask head to rest in.
Tilbutes to Maine as tiie ideal
when I was 16. Work was rather While the cask Is heating we shave place in which to live with accom
scarce and he had a large family 'cur hoops so that the next step panying photographs of their own
take the cask to the notch Maine homes are written by Kento feed
feed—
—an
an even
even dozen living at j
block."
measure the proper distance
home at that time—<fnd. having
' neth Robert--.. Oiadys Hasty Carroll,
learned the trade when a boy. he to cut the notch by winding the Walter Damrasch and Frank H.
decided to once more become a hoop around the cask at the proper Mason.
“cooper.” for a time, until he could i place, cut the notch, lock it. place
Of particular interest to pro5find a better paving jcb. We fixed it on the cask, drive it tightly in pective home owners are the sev
up an old building, located across P^ce, knock off the top truss hoop, eral “before and after” photographs
the road, added 10 feet to its length. Put in the head and put on three j of old houses which have been
built a brick chimney, etc. and the .more hoops. Turn the cask end for ‘remodeled into attractive yearnew enterprise soon took shape. 1 end and repeat the process on that round residences in various parts of
An old fashioned "cooper shop" is end. After much practice we are | the State.
a thing of tlie past and a brief de- able to make a lime cask that is not
For thase who enjoy the study
scription may be of interest.
&a£i t0
at and legally o k
of architecture, there is a ser.es of
Our shop was, after it was comI
to shave hoops in the eve- 'photographs showing varying types
pleted, about 20 feet long and 12 ning sometimes and when I got my of oid doorways to be found in
feet wide, low posted and the hip **rst cornet—an old brass critter
Maine villages. Examples of
roof was the celling. A small, squat worth much less than the $5 I many
both Lite Colonial and Oeorgian
affair but it was a good shop m P**id for it I Used to take it out to periods are included in these beauwhich to make limecasks, neverthe-1 the shop and practice a while and i Lfully clear piMJtographs
less. Tlie tools required were a , then shave hoops a while. Boy, oh
Tlie booklet is intended to intercurved adze, a hoo pshave, a chani- I boy what noises I tortured out of ' est the increas.ng number of pe: per and a crew. The adze had a that old horn! I had a lot of fun.
short handle and the steel head i though, and knew that old horn ■ sens who are responding to the dei velcpment Ccmmission’s campaign
was shaped much like a hammer insi.ee out before I quit my tooting. |' to attract year-rcund residents to
Sometime
I
think
I
will
write
about
but instead of having "claws" the
Maine.
curved steel part was much longer “what not to dc” when learning to ,
and wider and had a sharp cutting play a cornet. A tooting cooper was
properly takes a let of practice. To
edge on the end. This tool was I. Good old days?
This
brief
description
of
lime
split
a large pole into four, or even
used for splitting hoop poles, cut
ting the “clasp notch ' and to use cask making would be incomplete five parts also requires skill and
as a hammer on the “driver" when ' without a word abcut that very im- i Practice.
"hooping” the cask
i portant part cf the cask—the hoops. ‘ In my day almost every country
The hoop shave was used to shave Hoop poles are made from small hcme boasted a “cooper shop ' and
the hoops to a proper thickness.! ycung trees two to three inches in many debars found the:r way into
the champer to bevel the ends of diameter and birch wcod is prefer- t-ie family till from the lime cask

The Memory Man

Rockland High School Outing Club

AT THE STATE CAPITOL

the staves and the crow to make ab-p.

Young white maple wood ;s a

industry

There, new -that you know how
the groove for the edge of the head close second choice. I have cut
to rest in. A shave horse, a bench, thousands of them We cut them it is dene, go make yourselves a few
a windlass, a notch block, an iron six to eight feet long and use only lime casks and—if at first you don t
kettle with the bqttom knocked one length of the lower, or ground succeed, you know the rest Hop to
out of it and two truss hoops about end of the tree. Tne tep part is it!
too brittle to use although occa
completes the equipment.
Chester Bailey of Dark Harbor,
The chimney was built something sionally. when the tree is straight
arrested
for drunken driving, de
and
plenty
long,
we
used
the
top
like a fireplace, larger at the bot
manded th^ a blood test be made
tom than at the top. It had to cut.
These poles are taken to the shop as to tbe alcoholic content in his
be large enough to set a cask in.
Four bricks placed on the brick and split into two, three, or feur | blood. A sample taken at Knox
floor, with an opening left in front 'parts, depending cn the r size This Hospital was sent to Lewiston for
for a “draft" and the old kettle set ! part of cask making is quite a trick , examination, there being no local
on the bricks. A f,re was built in To split a pole in three parts with- apparatus for that purpose The
the kettle, a cask placed over the out spoiling it. then splitting the trial was pa^tponed to next Mon
kettle so that the heat would all i heart out so that it can be shaved j day.

ABOVTIW/S MATTER OF
~ 99

WHITE

Houses

Aprii 88 Onion
nian'K Oomraunlty

''April 23 "Hnpt i
rftl comedy at l

Church vestry

1

April 23 —Thotn..|
meeting
April 24 Nutlon
ernor's party at C
April 24 -Camden
Parade” at Opera
April 25- Knox c .
stltute meets at ij
Thomaaton.
1
April 27-Dayllgh
April 28 Women
»t Hotel Bocklan.i
April 29- Knox (
aoclatlon (place t
May 2 Annual i
Educational Club
June
12 Rockh
Commencement.

Sidney F Cop?l
an auto salesma
last connected w.tl
Nash agency in 1;
ered his reslgnati
private Harold
has been home fr
for a fortnight, t:
pendicitis attack
Fort Bragg. Nor
Knox Lodge I (J
jehearsal on the
Monday night,
who will take pat
be present. Rd
served.

Come on let's
otic and civic :
with our brooms
all the sand fron.)
in town. It can
save the city
our shoes and o
Ruth Mayhew
Monday night, u
Mrs. Ada Payson
will be rehearsj
beano party In
be the final in a |
Mrs. Lina Carroll
“Come and bu |
fleers” ls tlie wc
with the notice
night's meeting
Blake B. Annls i
ruler, and the bo
ward to a success
|

Sheriff Ludw I
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before you buy any
IS THE ONLY DRIVE IN

THE WORLD THAT -
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i Auroiwmc smmm/
^Optional al Extra Coat on all Models

car with a new type of
“drive.” If you find a
clutch pedal, it’s a sure
sign that a clutch pedal
is needed—for parttime shifting of
gears. In a HydraMatic Oldsmobile,
Built and Backed by

of course, you’ll find no
clutch

Gears

pedal at all.
shift automati

through all four
forward speeds. You get
full accelerating power
without manual shifting.
And you get per
formance that puts
you right out ahead!
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April 22 Union—Guest night of Wopun's Community Club at Methodist
lestry.

SERMONETTE

April 23—"Happiness Ahead.” muslcill comedy at Littlefield Memorial
Church vestry.
April 23 —Thomaston
Special town

Info II s Likeness

meeting

A. Marstaller, at the Littlefield
Memorial Church. Sunday-School
follows at 11.45 with classes for
all ages. Yeung People’s meeting
at 6 o'clock. At 7.15 the pastor
will speak on "The Cost of Dis
cipleship” There will be a solo
by Mrs. Ruby Allen. Mid-week
praise and prayer service Tuesday
evening at 7.30.

It ts a gTeat privilege for any
Christian to be thrown into
contact with other Christians
not of his part.cular commun
ion. There are great religious
leaders in this State whom it
• ♦ * •
is always a pleasure to meet and
At the Universalist Church to
profitable to an enlarged cutmorrow Dr. Lowe will preach a fol
look on Christian progress. On
low
up Easter sermon on the sub
the train the other day I was
ject: “The legacy of A Life.” Miss
quietly reading, and heard a
Lotte McLaughlin will sing two in
voice behind me say, “I thought
spiring solos
Kindergarten for
Sidney F Copland, who has been
that was you.” I turned around
small
children
meets
during the
on auto salesman since May, 1921,
and there was (Rev. Arthur A
service
of
worship.
The
Church
l.i t connected with the C. F. Smith
Callaghan, district superinten
Na. ii agency in Rockport, has tend
dent of the Methodist Church, School will meet at noon. Mrs.
ered his resignation.
Augusta.
We did no mere I Glover's Class at her residence;
reading, just talked about mat | Junior Y.P.CU meets in the vestry
I at 5.30 p. m., and Senior YP.C.U
Private Harold L. Mitchell, who
ters concerning both great Con
' in the church parlor at 7.
li.,.-, been home from training camp
vention boards.
• • • •
lor a fortnight, because of an ap
He deplores the defeatist at
At
the
Methodist
Church tomor
pendicitis attack,' leaves today for
titude of many religiously mind row Dr. Wilson will speak at 10.30
fort Bragg, North Carolina.
ed people as heartily as I do. on "The Exalted Christ” and at 7
We discussed the so called his theme will be ’’Life's Emergen
Knox Lodge I O O F. will hold a
Fundamentalist and Liberalist cies." Tlie religious s’chools meet
lehearsal on the initiatory degree
trends and before we knew it, at 9.30 and 12. The Young people
Monday night, and all members
he was at home in Augusta.
convene at 6 30.
who will take part are requested to
For clear lucid thinking com
be present. Refreshments will be
mend me to Arthur A. Cal
NORTH HAVEN
served.
laghan. His is a mind that is
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Priest of Rock
The above picture was made at Knox Trotting Park about 45 years ago, and was loaned to this paper by
Trank Kersweli Front row: Roscoe Ingraham, Benjamin Fuller, Charles Cook, Frank Kersweli and Smith.
open to truth, and that thinks
port was a visitor last weekend at
Come on let's all show a patri Second row: Charles Watts, Ardie Thomas, Joseph Pray, Eastman, Shepard Smalley, Mark Crockett, Der things through. He knows what
the home of Mrs. Priest’s sister.
otic and civic spirit and go out wood Kellock. Third row: James Gilchrest, Bert Pearsons, Fred Gilchrest. Fourth row: James Robinson, Fred he has believed and knows that
Mrs. Hanson Crockett.
with our brooms with a will to clear Smalley, Lewis Jayson, Delilvia Hawthorn, Sidney Robinson.
Etta Noyes, who has been spend
others reach their Lord by dif
all the sand from all the sidewalks
ing the winter in Portland, returned
ferent paths than those he fol
in town. It can be done and will
Charles E. Lord, chairman of ALEWIVES RUNNING
to her home here Monday.
lowed. His countenance bears
save the city expense and save the Camden branch of Red Cross,
Mr. and Mrs Bonnie Quinn are
the mark of the Christ written
Three weeks ahead of last year's
our shoes and our pride.
has been named delegate from the schedule, alewives have put in an
1
moving
to their home on the water
into its flesh. You all know
Knox County Chapter to tire Na appearance at the South Warren
front.
the sign that illumines the
Once Heard Doctor Sav
Ruth Mayhew Tent will meet tional Convention at Washington. weir, operated by Charles Young,
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Harkinson
faces
of men who love God.
He Would Live Only a Few
Monday night, with supper at 6.30, D. C., April 21-24.
are located at 362 Essex street,
A stranger from Mars would
who has smoked over 700 of the
Hours, But Here He Is
Mrs. Ada Payson chairman. There
Salem, Mass., and would be pleased
know that men like Rev. Wil
fish thus lar. He says the run |
will be rehearsal of officers. A
to hear from friends,
liam H. Jones, Rev. Rodney W.
Maine's second group of Negro is better this year, the fish larger
A man whom tlie doctors had
beano party in tlie afternoon will draftees will be inducted into fed and' fatter than they have been
Constance Carver arrived home
Roundy, 'Rev. Martin Sorenson,
given only a few more minutes to
be tlie final in a series of six, and eral military service at Portland for years.
Thursday
after spending the winter
tlie late Bishop Brewster, Rt.
Mi Lina Carroll will be in charge. April 23. Two of the six, four of
in
Ashland
with her sister, Mrs.
live,
back
in
the
early
19Q0's
visited
Rev.
Joseph
E.
McCarthy,
Smelters at Warren village have
Rose
Tilley.
the
editorial
rooms
of
The
CourierBishop of Maine were men of
‘ Come and back up the new of whom were volunteers, will be from reported seeing a few this week I Gazette Friday afternoon—a rug
Dr. and Mrs. T. Asbury Sapping
Penobscot
County
and
the
others
God. Their faces reveal their
up
near
the
village
dam.
The
ficers'' is the word in conjunction
ton
of Anniston, Ala., are visiting
ged
specimen
of
humanity,
and
the
with tlie notice for next Tuesday from Cumberland. Knox, Piscataquis town netted $339.66 from fish i picture of health. His name was daily contact with their Re
at
the
home of Mrs. Sappington's
deemer. There are hundreds of
nights meeting of the Elks.
Dr. and York. The Knox County volun taken last year, for the Brands, Ernest E. Hawkins, his native home
mother,
Mrs. Katherine Duncan.
clergymen and laymen — so
Auguste, Nagel and Co. of Haiti,
Blake B. Annis is the new exalted teer Ls Fred Peters of Warren
They
were
accompanied by Dr. Sap
was
St.
George, and he has been a
marked. Harry Drummond in
which has contracted to take War
ruler, and the boys are looking for
pington’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
resident of Pasadena, Calif., the
Pax Vobiscum built the essay,
ward to a successful administration.
Edwin Anderson. Thomaston fire ren’s surplus fish three years, this past 37 years.
Ernest Sappington of Fort Gaines.
around the unforgettable words
being
the
second
year
of
the
con

Georgia.
chief, was guest speaker at the Sea
Tlie belief that his hours were
of Paul—“But we all. with open
Sheriff Ludwick attended a meet Scout meeting Wednesday night He tract.
Harvey Calderwood left recently
numbered arose from the fact tliat
face beholding in a glass the
Average
price
received
this
past
ing of the Maine Law Officers Iden spoke along the lines of the emerg
he had been crushed in a planing
for Falmouth, Mass., where he has
glory of the Lord, are changed
tification Association in Bangor ency program the Scouts are en year for each packed barrel is 98'i machine acciflent while in the em
taken a yacht for the season.
into the same image.’’
Thursday. An interesting feature deavoring to fulfill. He gave several cents. 23’a cents better than the ploy of the Morse-Trussell-McServices at the Baptist Church
—William A. Holman
was a demonstration of a ‘‘Maico demonstrations in bandaging and price received fcr many years. It Loon Machine Co.—so badly crushed
wil be conducted Sunday by Rev.
Psychometer,” which, in plain Eng went into detail on the subject of probably will be three weeks be as to be nearly cut in twain. Circu
H. I. Holt. Sunday school is at 10;
lish. is a "lie detector.” The in first aid. Earl Howard and Francis fore the run appears at the vil lation returned so that he heard,
At St. Peter’s Church, (Episcopal) worship at 11; evening service at
strument is used in many of the Galiano were inducted into the Ship lage, but fish agent, William Stan subconsciously, the remark of the the Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the 7.30; Young People’s meeting at 6.30.
large cities but Ls new to this sec during the investiture ceremony. ford, lias been inspecting the gear physician: "We will do what we services lor tomorrow will be ap
tion.
Several members of tlie Explorer in preparation, and Mrs. Sadie ’can for him. but he won't live more propriate for the flrst Sunday after ROCKVILLE
Callers Sunday at the home of
Patrol of Troop 204 attended the Dolham is busy on nets to replace than a few hours.”
Easter: Matins at 7.10; Holy Com
Members of the Baptist Men's meeting. The crack signalmen of those w’orn out last year.
Mr. Hawkins was with the Morse- munion at 7.30; church school at Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Tolman were
League revelled Thursday night in a each Scout troop in the city will
Trussell-MoLoon Machine Co., and 9 30; Holy Eucharist and sermon Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Sylvester and
delicious turkey supper and the wom meet at the Sea Scout building next
family of Rockland, Mrs. Carl Hil
Wilbur C. Frohock, a former resi its successor, the Camden Anchor- at 10 30 .
en's right ears must have burned Wednesday afternoon at 4 for an dent of this city is a guest of Mr. Rockland Machine Co., until 1907,
ton and daughter of Bremen Mr.
• • • •
trom the resulting compliments. other practice session.
and
Mrs. Lynden Bunker of Cran
and Mrs. Fiank L. Weeks of High being the first foreman of the new
"Doctrine of atonement" is sub
Tlie guest speaker was Prof. Rayland street, making occasional busi machine shop in Camden. Today ject of the Lesson-Sermon that will berry Isles, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Crockett and son of Rockport and
born Ij. Zerby of Bates College who
ness trips throughout the State in he is half owner of the Standard
Members of Winslow-Holbrook the interest of the Ace Bedding Machine Works at 88 N. Delacey be lead in all Churches of Christ. Miss Lillian Messer of Union.
discussed in Academic manner, va
Scientist, throughout the world
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Hallowell are
rious phases of democracy. A brief American Legion Auxiliary who at Corporation of Boston with which street in Pasadena.
He finds his adopted Western April 20. The Golden Text Ls: “All receiving congratulations on the
open forum followed. The next tended the National Vice Presidents' he has been connected the past
things are of God. who hath recon
meeting. May ,15 is the season’s Conference in Augusta Thursday three years as traveling salesman. home most congenial and when he ciled us to himself by Jesus Christ, birth of a daughter.
Mrs. J. F. Jaseph of Fitchburg,
wind-up, carrying with it the were Mrs. Mary Dinsmore, presi Mr. Frohock tells of a tremendous wants to talk over the old Rockland and hath given to us the ministry
proverbial strawberry shortcake and dent; Mrs Ida Huntley. Mrs. Ann boom in New England, due to war days all he lias to do is get in touch of reconciliation” (nCorinthians who Ls passing a few days with Mrs.
• lection of officers. President Brun Alden, Mrs. Adah Roberts. Mrs. activities, and of a shortage of help with Walter L. Ramsdell, formei’y 5: 18). The citations from the Edith Follansbee in Rockland
berg. completing a very successful Amelia Kenney and Mrs. Bernice in many business establishments with tiie Burpee Furniture Com Bible contain the following pas called on friends here Thursday.
She will later open and occupy her
econd term, named Edwin H. Crie, Jackson. A luncheon was served due to the fact that clerks and other pany, and now retired.
Mr. Hawkns has two sons—John sages: "Wherefore in all things it Summer home, Porter Acres.
E L. Brown and I. Lawton Bray at tlie Augusta House followed by employes are leaving their positions
Allen Hawkins, a photographer in behooved him to be made like unto
Vivian and Helen O'Jala mem
as members of tiie nominating the meeting at the legion hall. Mrs. in order to engage in industrial
Pasadena; and Reginald Hawkins, his brethren, that he might be a bers of the Senior Class of Rock
Marcia
Sprague,
vice
president
of
committee.
work paying much better wages.
merciful and faithful high priest port High School left by bus Friday
the fourth district presided,, and Make hay while the sun shines, in who is 1st Lieutenant in Co. H,
in things pertaining to God, to with other members of the class
185th
Infantry,
who
has
come
east
At Friday's meeting of Rotary introduced tlie guests who weie the next five years, and prepare for
make reconciliation for the sins of for a trip to Washington.
to
attend
an
officers
’
training
Club. O. William Menke of Portland Mrs. Even Keene, national vice tlie inevitable slump thereafter, is school at Fort Benning. Ala.
the people. For in that he him
Mr. and Mrs. M. M Crowley,
was a visiting Rotarian
Quests president, Mrs. Mary Milliken, de Mr. Frohock's advice. He is past Ernest Hawkins came East with self hath suffered being tempted,
wire Gus William of Boston, public partment president, Mrs. Ann master of the West Roxbury (Mass.) his soldier son, making the last he is able to succor them that are daughter Marjorie and son Leslie I
spent last weekend at Corea.
relations representative of Colonial Lovely, department secretary, Mrs. Masonic lodge, and values very half of his journey by rail. He ex tempted (Hebrews 2: 17-18).
Beacon & Oil Co.; and Howard Marietta Greenlaw, national chap highly the handsome jewel which pects to remain a week, meantime
• • • •
CUSHING
Thomas, sales manager of tlie same lain. and Mrs. Nichols, president cf was presented to him upon his re being the guest of his sister, Mrs.
Mrs. Eula Coombs is at home
At the Congregational Church,
company, who showed pictures of James Fitzgerald unit. Other units tirement from office.
Mary Monaghan in Long Cove.
Rev. Roy A. Welker of Bay Shore, from Rockville, Conn., where she
Thaw's Asiatic ex^xAHlon, covering were represented by department of
He is a member of Masonic Lodge L. I., will occupy the pulpit at spent the Winter with her daugh
—.000 miles from, Paris to Bombay. ficers and members. Tea was served
How honest are you? Here’s a No. 272 in Pasadena.
morning service 10.30 with music by ter. Mrs. Robert Ames.
India, which proved to be thorough by Mrs. Sumner Sewall at Blaine chance to check on your honesty:
Dr. E. George Payne, dean of
the quartet. Comrades of the way
ly interesting and instructive. Wel- Mansion, and the guests were read what a well known quiz ex
Red Cross work done Monday at will meet at 6.30 and the Pilgrim New York University was recent
• omes were extended to Harry O. shown through the house, when pert says in the American Weekly the Legion hall will be discontinued Fellowship at 8 p. m. Sunday School guest at M. J. Maloney’s.
Gurdy, retired member; and A. C. many sat in the governor's chair Magazine with the April 20th Bos until further notice.
Ida Olson of Portland passed the
as usual.
McLoon, home from Florida. A new’ and made a wish Tlie local unit ton Sunday Advertiser.
• • • •
47*11
Easter recess with her parents. Mr.
player presided at the piano, Charles group joined in a tour of inspection
Rummage sale at the Universa
"Sharing the Easter Message,” and Mrs Samuel Olson, returned
Lundeli, and the singing was led by through the Veterans’ Facilities in
list vestry Saturday April 26. Doors will be the subject of the sermon Monday to the beauty salon in
I>r. Walter P. Conley.
Togus.
*
CEMETERY INSCRIPTION open at 9 a. m.—adv.
47-49 at the First Baptist Church Sun Portland where she Ls an appren
day at 10.30. A live Church School tice.
WORK
DIED
Rummage sale at GAR. hall
Annie Fillmore, a teacher in
will meet at noon. The Endeavor
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
J. A. WILLILAMSON
Monday at 10 a. m. by D.U.V.—adv.
Everett
At Waltham. Mats.. April
Presque
Isle High School, was a
Inspiration Hour will open at 6
16 Mrs Charles Everett, native of
Thomaston, Me.
SEWINfi machines oiled and ad o'clock. The people’s evening serv visitor the past week at Ansel
Rockport, aged 78 years. Interment ln
Orae’s.
"Happiness Ahead,” joyous mu- Waltham
45 GLEASON ST.
TEL. 187 justed SI. Rebuilding a specialty.
47*49 ice will open at 7.15 with the pre
Leadbetter—At Camden. April 17.
4C&47&51’ BOX 254. Rockport.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hutchins
sical comedy, at Littlefield Memo- Norman
Eugene. Jr., son of Mr and
lude and big s ng assisted by the
of Lowell, Mass., were at their
r.al Church vestry, night of April Mrs Norman Leadbetter of Lincoln
instruments and the chcar. Mr. farm over the holiday weekend.
ville aged 6 months
Funeral Sun
23. Public invited.
43, 44-48 day at 2 o'clock from the residence.
MacDonald will discuss in his ser
Carl Cedarstrcm of Everett, Mass,
Rev. Duncan Rogers officiating.
mon, "How the Millennial Age is has been visiting with Rieliard
For flying instruction see Charlie
to Close." Tlie choir under the di Fales.
IN MEMORIAM
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland.—
rection
Grace Patterson
In loving memory of our mother
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Holden, son
EVERY SATURDAY NITE will singof atIdella
adv.
2-tf Laura M Leach who passed away on
both services. We Richard of Chevy Chase. Md.. with
At
April 20.' 1929.
punish ourselves when we hate Mrs. Eugenia Tonks and daughter
Peaceful be thy rest, dear mother.
other people.
It ls sweet to breath thy name.
GLEN COVF
Doris of Somerville, Mass., were
In life we love! you dearly.
• • • •
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. W.
In death we do the same.
Music By
"Christian Helpers” will be the B. Holder.
Mrs. Ralph Loring. Mrs. BeUe Coates.
topic for the morning service at
HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Maloney were
Ambulance Service
10.30 used by the pastor. Rev. C.
in Boothbay last Saturday to at
CARD OF THANKS
Admission 35c and 85c, plus tax
OCEAN VIEW
I wish to express my sincere thanks
tend funeral services for (Mrs. Maand appreciation to all my friends
llTStf
oney
s aunt. Abbie Manks, who was
and neighbors who were so kind to
FEMALE HELP
KOCKLAND
RUSSELL
me during ray recent Illness, also for
a music teacher for many years.
the nice letters and cards and for
Woman Cook. Must be good on
B. S. Geyer. Leon Ames. H. L.
FUNERAL HOME
the lovely plant. I wish to thank the
EVERY THURSDAY, FRIDAY,
Pastry. Job is steady in one o
doctors ana nurses at Knox Hospital
Killeran
and H. D. Flint have been
9
CLAREMONT
ST.
TEL.
862
SATURDAY EVENINGS
Maine's fine eating places. Write or
during ray stay for their kind atten
burning
blueberry
land this week
ROCKLAND,
ME.
SATURDAY AFTERNOONS
call, MRS. McGRATH'S Home Made
tion•
Mrs. Annie Chap.es
88-tf
it
the
Smith
fa.m
in South Wal
MAJORETTES ON REVIEW
Candies, GARDINER, ME.
47-lt
doboro.
SATURDAY, APRIL 19
CARD OF THANKS
43-ThAS-tf
I wish to thank the neighbors and
friends for all .their kindness during
❖+++***+**++++*4-*****++++*+**++**++++++’»’+*’*’’*’++*t.
-JrA* ,or Hyperacid
my Illness. I especially want to thank
April 24 National Defense and Governor's party at Community Building
April 24 -Camden—"Knox County on
Parade" at Opera House.
April 25—Knox County W C T.U. In
stitute meets at Federated vestry ln
'fhumaaton.
April 27—Daylight Saving begins.
April 28 Women's Ixjwllng banquet
#t Hotel Rockland, 8 o'clock.
April 29 Knox County Poultry AsH,nation (place to be announced).
May 2 Annual meeting of Woman s
jc,,rational
Clufc--at Grand
Army hall.
Ed
---------------_
lime
12 Rockland
High
tichoai
Commencement.

A Westerner Calls

4J

Officer Harold L. Mitchell of Kockland witii one of (lie new State
Police cars which have Ju.\l been issued and which have a special color
scheme so that they may be easily identified on the highway. The body
of the car is a dark blue or black, and the fenders are a light blue. The
official State Seal Ls painted on both doors. These cars arc equipped with
both receiving and transmitting radio sets.
- -Photo by Sid Cullen

Came A-Visiting
Young Thomaston
Musicians, Guests of
Junior Rubinstein, Present
a Fine Program
The Thomaston High School Or
chestra gave an unusually well bal
anced program of orchestral selec
tions Wednesday night at tlie
Tower Room of the Community
Building: where it was tlie guest
of the Junior Rubinstein Club.
Tliis club, under the direction of
Mrs. Fred Snow, is very active,
and co-operatave with other clubs
of musical interests. The com
mittee of the hostess club includ
ed Miss Leona Wellman, chair
man. assisted by the Misses Edith
Clark, Grace Bowley, Bertha
Coombs and Christine Newhall.
The program opened witli a
grand march led by Glen Simpson
and Betty Fales; Elmer Biggers
and Beverly Kirkpatrick.
Three piano solos were then
played by pupils of Mrs. Louie
Rogers. Constance Knights, the
youngest pupil, showed abundant
Ijalent and eagerness to learn in
her intepretation of "Two-Finger
Tommy and Old Man Accent” and
“The Fairy Wedding"; Helen
Adams followed with "Prince Im
perial Galop" by Coote and “Indlian
Dance in the Firelight” by Wil
liams. The concluding solo was
presented by Maxine LoWell of
Tenants Harbor, oldest pup41 of
Mrs. Rogers, who played with the
ease and assuredness of an ad
vanced pupil.
The remainder of the program
was devoted' entirely to the con
cert given by the Thomaston High
School Orchestra and showed
achievement and perfection which
come only from the combined
efforts of pupils and leaders.
This orchestra is very fortunate
in having as its leaders, Miss Ber
tha Luce as councilor and Mrs.
Ruth Sanborn as director, whose
diligent work, thorough knowledge
and inspiring influence aided tlie
following program to its success.
Ensemble—"Magnolia

Blossoms."

Plano—"Polish Dance,"

Xnver Sc'nrwpiiker

Sally Oray. Beverly Kirkpatrick
Violins—"Full v Tale.Karl Konizak
Virginia Foster, Mildred leach
Clarinets "Il Baclo."
L. Ardltl
Betty Fales, Leona Frisbee
Accordlan—"Blue Danube Waltz."
Johann Strauss
John Dana
Ensemble—"Valse Ballet,"
Trombone "My Pal.''
F. L. Buchtel
Virginia Roes
Violin "Caprice Gavotte,"
Carl Relnecke
Virginia Foster
Accordlan—"Beautiful Days."
Pietro lXlro
Jimmy Dana
Reading "Fisherman's Luck."
Joe Richards
Trio—"I Hear A Rhapsody,”
Betty Fales, Leona Frisbee
and Buddy Fales
Saxophone—"Saxophobla."
Rudy Wledolf
Eleanor Gregory
Ensemble—"Marching Feet,"
Accompanists—Leona Frisbee, Stilly
Gray. Betty Fades, Beverly Kirkpatrick,
Patty Roes

Chaperone, Mrs. H F. Dana, and
other parents attended. A social
hour concluded tlie meeting.

GRANGE CORNER
News items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed*
here.

Seven Tree Grange of Union ac
cepted an invitation to visit Ap
pleton Grange Monday night and
exemplify the third and fourth de
grees. They responded to tlie num
ber of 55 and a grand time was
enjoyed. The team received many
compliments on its fine work.
• • • •
Thimble Club of Hope Grange
met Tuesday with Mrs. Evelyn
Brown and completed work on
curtains and covers for the Grange
hall in preparation for the Po
mona meeting May 3.
The first and second degrees will
be conferred on, two candidates
Monday at tlie meeting of Wey
mouth Grange of Thomaston. A
program will follow tlie business.
Bruno Mazzeo went to Boston Fri
day to run in the 26-mile B. A. A.
marathon Patriots' Day. David
Mazzeo, home from Houlton N.Y.A.
Training School, and Kenneth
Lowe will run in the annual fivcmlle race in Portland.

FENTON BROTHERS’ DANCE
At ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING

TUESDAY, APRIL 22
Benefit Camden High School Band
DANCING 9.00 TO 1.00
(Tickets may be purchased from members of Camden II. S. Band
and Orchestra, Village Shop, Camden Drug Co., Libby's Drug
Store, Camden; Community Building, Maine Music Co., Kockland
47-lt
)

You Can’t
*.
Blame Them for Dreaming

— they just joined the

OWN-A-HOME SAVINGS CLUB

DANCING

ROLLER
SKATING

you’ll find no
pedal at all.
hift automati-

rough all four
speeds. You get
lerating power
manual shifting.
you get peruance that puts
right out ahead!

t

ral Motor*

BURPEE’S

Dr Soule. Miss Steele and Rev. Fr
E O Kenyon for their service: also
the women of St. Peters auxiliary for
the flowers.
w.i
•
Lucy Bucklin

DU.V. beano Monday at 2.15.
Door prize. 20 lbs. sugar.—adv. 47-lt

FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

ER STREET
iND, MAINE

TELEPHONES
890 or 781-1 or 781-U
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.
119-tf

j

PKSv STOMACHS
r.

Doe* a hyperacid atomach
keep you trom enjoymg remtritious food t

SATURD'Y NITE. SPEAR HALL 7.45
$3.00 Attendance Prize. Door Prize.
Special Prize to thane winning Beano
47-lt

M
BAY
$?OO
ECONOMY tIZK......................... e>
rauuu.................... Sl°°
SHELDON'S DRUG STORE
Rockland
Main St.,

J

+

new Own-a-Home Savings Club carrying you
swiftly and surely toward your home, we’ll bet

you’re going to indulge in a little dreaming too.

By saving as little as $10 monthly under the
Club plan, you may have the necessary down
payment within 36 to 60 months! A free booklet
tells the whole story. Get your copy at our offices

and “talk it over” with the rest of the family.
Or mail the handy coupon.

Rockland Loan & Building Ass’n.

+

18 SCHOOL ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

+ on Pruning, Spraying and Lawn Service—Why take a chance
+
when you can get

"/***•»< ful sleep and eating good, nu

♦

The® try Plunder i Tablet*, uaed and

BEANO

SPECIALIZING ON LAWNS
I CAN SAVE YOU MONEY !

+
+

you suffer from C«, ACID
INDIGESTION. SOUR STOMACH.
ACID PAJXS *n«J DISCOMFORT?

prsMed by thousands of men and women
everywhere,
g are mede to the
formula and original process of Frederick
H. Pfundet, Ph G.

LET ME DO YOUR LANDSCAPING ! !

♦ THE PERFECT TOUCH NEEDED TO DISTINGUISH YOUR HOME

• Don’t envy them—because with our exciting

W. E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION & THOMASTON
Power Equipment for Cemetery
Lettering

44-S-tf

♦
♦

I

GUARANTEED WORK DONE
will gladly call and Estimate Your Landscape Planting at •S’
No Charge or Obligation

CHARLES P. CLANCY
27 Traverse St.
Tel. 169-W
Rockland, Maine
NO JOB TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL

Send free booklet about your Own-a-Honw
Savings Club.

A’a.-rt?
____ SUta----------- i
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Recordings In Review
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' Every-Other-Day '
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These Records May Be
Heard At Maine Music
Co., Rockland

___ .
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By General ARID

e *• -■•’•

A metallic click told him
hi> weapon «u empty.

| once. “Even if we shoved all cur
available troops onto the Pacific
Colonel Fiagwill had ipraw’ed out coast, we couldn't supply them with
on a cot in his office In the Muni ammunition for more than two
tions Building for a few winks of weeks of action, if that long. As I
sleep at sunrise, when he was shak said before, sir. our defense plans
en to wakefulness by an assistant. have been laid on having an effec
•'Here's our report from the tive force ready in three hundred
Fourth Army at San Diego, lir.” days after mobilization.”
“I regret to say. General,” Pres
the assistant reported. "Air reconna. stance confirmed Major Ben- ident Tannard responded, “that with
r..r.g’s report from El Paso. Van aE my years in the Senate I didn’t
Hassek s troops are moving north realize that condition.”
The President turned to Admiral
from Guaymas! Facts confirmed by
photographs taken by one of our ob Hunt ar.d asked him. ' With the loss
cf your naval bases on the Pacific,
servation planes.”
Fiagwill sat up ar.d read the re you wJl have Pearl Harbor to fall
port with a blank expression. Tne back on?”
“If two of our battleship divi
staggering succession of events, the
crushing respor.sJjihties of the past sions and otner craft are to be or
few days had bankrupt him of emo dered to protect the Atlantic, sir. I'd
recommend against risking what re
tion.
' Well—one more report from our mains of cur fleet on me Pacific in
As-.atic fleet and we’ll know the Pearl Harbor. Such a division cf
worst,” he muttered. “Is General the fleet is very dangerous.”
“Then you recommend abandon
Hague at his desk yet. do you
ment cf the Pacific coasts, at least
know?”
“No, sir. the general has been for the time being’” President Tan
asleep tor nearly an hour. His aide nard demanded.
refuses to let anyone disturb him
The admiral's face went ashen;
on any account Major Benmrg re He swallowed several times and
ported in from El Paso half an licked purple lips.
hour ago. You were asleep—”
“That, sir.” he said in a low.
“Let him come m,” Fiagwill in tremulous voice, “is a matter of de
terrupted.
cision entirely beycr.d my province.
Benning responded at once, his I can only give you the facts as to
face a pecul.ar chalky color. Flag- the limitations of your navy.”
will's eyes centered on the major's
Tannard codded slowly ar.d re
left arm that hung from his neck in sumed his pacing of the floor. His
a woolen sling.
head sunk again to bis chest, the
“You didn't tell me you’d been in knuckles of his clenched hands were
a Jam.” Fiagwill accused. “What white as bleached bones.
are all the bandages about?”
“Very well gentlemen. I will deBenning smiled placidly, and said: cide.” President Tannard said at
“The sawbones took a Luger slug last
out at El Paso. sir. Fve only my
He halted and looked from one to
self to blame for taking foolish another. H.s face now was wrinkled
chances, but at least all's well that and drawn until he had the aspect
ends well, and I suppose I'll always of a very old man.
feel better about the way I handled
"The inevitable decision.’’ he add
It.”
ed. pr.d wet his lips with several
“What about Boggio?” Fiagwill nervous flicks of his tongue. “You,
sharply interrupted.
Admiral, will be prepared to with
“When I met him. instead of draw your fleet to the Atlantic to
shooting him at sight, I said. “Bog- protect the country’s vital centers of
gio. I’m Major Benning. United population. You. General, will meet
States Army. I understand you claim the invasion as best you can at the
responsibility for bombing the Wnite Pacific shore, and fight a delaying
House.” Boggio snatched out his pis action. There must be no public
tol and went into action. I aimed announcement of this decision tem
very deliberately at his heart and porarily to abandon the Pacific
effected a clean bull's-eye. I didn't coast We are simply yielding to
even know I’d been hit until some the inevitable. That is all. gentle
minutes later.”
men.”
Fiagwill nodded gravely and said:
A momentous decision had to be
“I’m glad you did it just that way. made by the commander of the
Eenning. Hope your arm isn’t in Fourth Army. General Brunn and
too bad a fix.”
“Just a little hole. sir. El Paso
gave me anti-tetanus treatment and
said I'd be as good as new in a
short time. Things seem to look
pretty black just new. Anything new
from Panama?”
“Yes. Engineers affirm that it’ll
take a year to put the Canal in
commits.on.”
General Hague's aide-de-camp
banged into the room with a sum
mons. his ashen face and distended
eyes eloquent of some major ca
tastrophe that he did not wait to
disclose.
Fiagwill got to his feet “There
must be blood on the moon. Benmng!” he exclaimed. “Better go
out to Walter Reed and get your arm
treated, then report back here to
me in event I need you.”
Benning passed up the hospital to
search through Intelligence summa
ries and press reports. They reflect
ed a world now black as pitch with
stark omens of mighty violence.
An hour later President Tannard
walked slowly up and down his
study, head sunk to his chest, har.ds
tightly clenched, the tense silence of
the room broken only by the soft
tread of his feet and the noisy tick
of a small clock. Across the room
•'Very well, gentlemen. I
from him stood General Hague and
will decide.”
Admiral Hunt, the latter, chief of
caval operations.
his general staff hhad been in a
The President halted in front of huddle through long hours.
Hague and said in a low voice. “You
American bombers, attack and
are sure of your estimate. General,
that you haven’t sufficient forces to
held the Pacific coast against a ma
jor invasion?”
CATALOGUE Printing
“Positive, sir.” Hague affirmed at

CHAPTER XIX

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

ROCKLAND, ML
Service te:

Vinalhaven. North Haven. Ston
ington. Isle an Hast, Swan's
Island and Frenehboro

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
A. M.
M.
5X0 Lt. Stran’s Island, Ar. 6.00
Ar. 4.M
6X0 Lv. Stonington.
Ar. 3X0
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 2.45
8X0 Lv. Y'inalhaven.
Lv. 1X0
9X0 Ar. Rockland,
119-tf

f.

BURKETTVILLE
The Community Sunday school
will meet Sunday at 10 in the schoolhouse under auspices of the Ameri
can Sunday School Union There
are classes for all ages At the
conclusion of the school session the
Sunday school will be organized
under local leadership. Everyone is
welcome.

pursuit planes, had hammered Van
Hassek s marching columns without
greatly reducing their relentless
northern movement.
Another comphcaticn was the
monstrous specter of invasion from
the Pacific, now looming nearer and
rearer. Airplane observers, risking
themselves far out over the sea,
verified the actuality of it Though
there had been no declaration of
war, yet transport and warcraft,
cloaked in greasy smudge, swept
toward the coast like some cata
clysmic pestilence.
“We have done our best here.”
Brunn finally told his staff.
"We
have no alternative than to with
draw northward to the vicinity of
Sacramento. Otherwise we will find
ourselves inevitably in a pocket from
which we ll be unable to extricate
ourselves. Our withdrawal com
mences tonight”
Benning heard the decision with
a gloomy tightening of the muscles
of his jaw. Events of the past few
days had dulled his sense of acute
feeling, left him numb and dazed.
Brunn's decision meant the aban
donment of the great Naval Operat
ing Base at San Diego. It meant the
first move of the land forces in evac
uating the Pacific coast
Continued in Tuesday's Issue)

MONHEGAN
Mr. and Mrs Henry Stanley and
daughter Enid have returned to the
ft ft ft A
ftft Aft
.sland
ss
U BTI
MRS. LOCTSE
Maurice Davis returned home re
cently but left the island again last
Saturday. accompanied by his!
mother. Mrs Leslie Dans. Capt !
Leslie Dans took them to Boothbay
Mrs William Stickney observes
Mrs Howard Chapman ok Thom Harbor Mrs Davis and sor. are
her birthday anniversary' Wednes
aston has been visiting her parents. now in Portland.
Mr and Mrs Clinton Mattliews
Capt. and Mrs. Walter Davis day Open house to be held at
Miss Katherine Jameson of have returned from their visit in her daughters fcr neighbor^ ana
Friendship was a caller Thursday Portland. Capt Davis has discarded friends from 2 until 6 o'clock that
on friends here.
hls darfc glasses ana can see very afternoon and to which neighbors
and friends are cordially invited.
Mrs. Lawrence Weston. PttUip well.
Arts Oxtor. patient at Children s
Weston and Clinton Mank visited
Ira Acorn has returned to the
Wednesday in Portland
island after spending the Winter in Hospital in Boston will observe her
Edmund Barnard and Miss Bea- Thomaston where he has been em- seventh birthday anniversary Tues
day and fnencs are remembet mg
trice Barnard are visiting in Wash- ployed at the Knox Hotel.
Zc
ington. D C.
Virginia and Bud Stanley. Jean her with cards Arts address is Ch;lMr. and Mrs. Robert Schoppe and nette Poss. Waiter Green and Hen- ctas Hospital. 300 Lawr.wood
daughter Sandra are spenciny the jey oay. Jr., have ail recovered avenue. Boston
weekend in South Portland
with her front the chicken pox Mrs Ger- The Contract Club will meet
,,
parents. Mr and Mrs I. F Flynn ^dme Given received word that Tuesday at the home of Mrs Willis
Mrs Osbome Welt, who hac beer. her daughter Constance is well Vinal
visiting her daughter Mrs Oeorge enough to return to the island
j
Ecwir. Boggs and Mrs CorBrowr. m Brighton. Mass returned. captains Earl Field and Ellsworth nelius Overlock returned home
V
_ She was accompanied Wallace went to New Harbor re- Monday from a weekend visit in
by Mrs Brown and daughter Isobil centlv. They motored to Portland Boston, with Miss Virginia Beggs
who remained over the weekend.
where they took an oral examina- They were joined there also by EdMrs Fred Genthner was tendered tioa to obtain a license for party win Boggs Jr. of Hartford. Conn
a surprise shower Wednesday night boat operation.
Elis Spear 3d of Newton Centre.
at the home of her mother. Mrs.
Mr ar.d Mrs Frank Fillmore of Mass. guest of Mr and Mrs W B
Henry K Crowell, by her sister. Miss New Harbor have been visiting Mr D. Gray ir. Thomaston this week
Dorothy Crowell. Over 30 guests and Mrs. Earl Field this week Mrs. has also visited friends here durwere present. Cards were played Fdlmcre is a sister of Mrs Emma ing that time.
EVEN IF YOU UNDERVALUE!
and refreshments served.
Field.
MTs. Edith Burdick of Portland
Miss Dorothy Rowe of Framing
Harry Richardson of Rockland is with her sister. Mrs. WElis Vinal $•
YOl LENGTHEN THE LIFE of your fur coat when you give
ham. Mass . and Charles Rowe Jr., has been guest this week of his for a visit.
of Boston, are visiting Mr and Mrs. grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Mrs Mane Clark, warden of the
it proper care each year. Heat dries up the natural oils in the
Charles Rowe over the holiday Wincapaw
Rebekah
Assembly
of
Maine
pelts. Protect your ocat from this by storing with as in a real
weekend
Eva Brackett has returned .awarded Mystic Rebekah Lodge
Cold Storage Plant where even temperature is guaranteed, and
Miss Johnna Redman of Augusta from a business trip.
a certificate of merit Monday night
is guest this week of Miss Barbara
Ravmocd Remick of Cape Eliza- during her official visit when the
where the building is used for this purpose only.
ScotL
beth V-sited the island Tuesday. He degree was exemplified
Charter
Lester McLain. Reginald French. returned home Thursday accom- member* Tight was also observed
PHONE 558 and we will pick it up
Blenn Perkins ar.d James Hiltor.. pamed bv Miss Charlotte Stanley. Mrs Herbert Waitz. the only charLincoln County boys stationed at Miss Stanlev wEl visit Mrs Beatrice ter member present. She was pre3', Of Your Own Valuation!
Camp Wheeler. Georgia, were guests Johnson in’ Kennebunkport. Mrs
a carnation by the noble
recently of Clyde Sukeforth and his Johnsons maiden name was HutchRefreshments were served
Montreal Royal baseball club at a ins and she is a former resident of a‘lt^
«
game in Maccn. Ga.
. _
Mrs A.ice Kmgnts ano Mrs HanMrs Ella Wood, who has been
. i-,-»« viheitu’e ' inah Hastings, the latter of ThemCap’.. Ear. Re.d w J..^.e
motored Wedresdav to Auspending the winter with her daugh
mail man for Capt Ear.e Starrett
u
ter, Mrs Ernest Black, returned
, Tuesday and Thursday.
===========
Tuesday to Windham.
William Stanley made a short;
....
,
AdvertiaemeBte tn tnta eulumn no*
Mr and Mrs Leland W.r.ehen-1 visit
MODEMS « 9- 6-rocrc rent to >t
to the mainland recently.
> the harb°r last week. The one time to exceed three .tne* inacixM one* foe
garden, garage on* partly furnlahet
bach leave today for a visit in Vir
25
cenia. three times for 50 cent*. Ad
Misses Betsy Pierce. Betty Field seiae[converted into a yacht dlttonai
Ca*.
IS GREEN ST flffaocnatoc <7-i.
line* five cent* each for on*
ginia
and Lorraine Richardson have beer. ’15 *»uut tr. Friendship by Wilbjr time. 10 cent* for three tinea PIt«
TWO-room fumashed apartment •Mrs Virgil Wallace is in Bath, at home fcr a week's vacation They
let Hoc water ya*. use cf antn
;;
owned by Capt Ernest email words to a Un*.
guest of her mother. Mrs. Irving
Cedar St TEL 8K.-U_____________47*4'.
return todav to Lee Acacemy.
. . .
,.
,
7DTREZ unfurnished room* tc le*
j Mortimer and sister
e.«r.x.r uesno. boa: 15 now
owned by people —m Cape
Eomund
.
,
with private bath.. Apply at 65 North
Supt and Mrs A D Gray have
ac<x3
and
haUs
from
Perkins
Cove
Ma..-. S4 TC. AT M__________ 46-tl
sie Mortimer of MecSeid. Mass arbeen recent Blue Hill visitors
Everett Carter went to Port Clyde
BROWN ard white shaggy male
ON'S small he use to rent two room Mr ar.d Mrs Clarence Reed of.nved Tuesday. a*o Mr and Mrs. this week with a trip of lobsters
puppy lost Thursday coot
Cal! D: and bath
fn^gutre A B ALLEN 54
New York are at their home on i William Parreu of Troy, ..N. Y..
ana
or notxly ELAtER NBWM-VN 5 W .-w Tl.Isr.n Ave Tc- 359_____________ 45-47
„
Mrs Alfreda Stanley left the islana St
,7^" The
! Tuesday She will visit her parents
Jefferson street
FTRNISBED 3 reo-c apartment w.th
SUM of money .on Mam St run porch to let at 5 Grove St also 7Charles Lilly Post and Auxiliary , FarreLs cwn cc..ages in Dead Ma-, s
friendship, and Mr. ard Mrs.
Mcnday
Reward
m
3
2
rooen ht-v*e and ea-age it 27 Chestnut
meet at GAR hall Mcr.day night. Cove and came to open them in Ru&s<?11
4? C St IE ADORE GORDON Te: 239-W
preparation for their return la^erj
___________
43-tf
In the season. Miss Turner of Phiia- pflRT PI YflC
SEvniAL tenement* tc let :»rg»
UNION
delphia is contemplating renting a run I vLTUt
and •mafl Ca.’ at C M BLAKE Wa.l
Paper
Store 662 Mam St Nortber-d
Everett Prescott was badly cut cottage here for the coming season
Miss He.en Davis, Sydney Davis.
Reek and__________________________ 43-tf
Wednesday when his hand came While on the island the Mortimers . M ss Heer. Davis. Sy dney Dav^.
A hydraulic dump and a —etaac..POCB-room heated apt to let. v .'
He was taker to Knox Hospital by ard Miss Turner were guest* at the i visited the past week with their cal dump SAMTEZ. AKCHSS Spruce matid
not water
At 15 Summer St
Head______________________________ 4~'4S
H M FROST Tel 3l»-W________ 39-C
in contact with the woedsaw Sea Gull cottage and The Trailing parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sydney
38-ACR5 farm in Ea*t Warren foe
Dr Tuttle
Yew. Capt. Earl Field took Miss Darts.
FTRNSEED apartment to .et a'
arte, a’so plough
seeder feeti.iaer
41 -1
John C. Ripjey of South Wey- Turner zo Port Clyde Sunday. Fred , Mr and Mrs Melville Dearborn h;.ler digger AUSTIN SNOW RFD I IX Un.:- St L3DLA PXfeE
<?•♦»
meuth. Mass . was a recent caBer TOwr.send was also a passenger. Mr. and sons
Earl ardCharles
were 1. Thomastcn.
HZ.*.TED apartment tc let 4 rocir.REG
c RED
-efrri yearling r i.. ’ aod Seth .Apply ’ ELL3OT ST Thorr.at the Griffin home
Townsend motored to Portland, re- guestsSunday
of Mr.
ard Mrs. and
44
Herrtoed -teenEUGENE FB i - ' ast-tn T>1 24 oe 5
LE
R
R
D
2
Waldcbtrc
_________ 4~'4?
Mrs Lila Bumll is visiting her turning to the island Tuesday. Waiter Sumners
located
On ICE te let eeatna
FU I TNG *t»tiOQ and c~~»~er «tore steam heated, low reau^
The Mitchells of Wakefield,
brothe Dr E U. UfTord in Au- Frederick Mortimer, son of Edmund
L 133
foe sale, on Route 1
TEL 8117 or
44-M
Mortimer, arrived Tuesday.
bumdaie. Mass
Mass spent the past week at their 953-W ____________________________ 4*’49
FOCR
unfumjped
rooms
to
le:
Harold Marston of R-ockland was
Tne yachting season opened here Summer home,
NEW process ecan-.-- ga* range ftr
with sun por—h and toLet
Inquire
ton shelf tike new <10
MRc
guest recently of W. J. Bryar.t.
when the Georgie Bowden entered j Capt. J. O. Chadwick and son sale
FRED COLLTSS West R:<C> — 46’44 Il Eh .a St TE. INt-'A_________ 31 tf

WALDOBORO

In Everybody’s Column TO LET

THE EMPLOYERS U4NLITT
ASSURANCE CORP
London. England
.USSETS DBC 31. 1W0
Real Estate
j, 3^3 706 87
Stock* and Bonds
32 177.770 59
Cash ln Office ar.d Bank
4 325 319 32

Premiums m course of col
lection not overdue.
Interest and Renta.
All other Assete.

INSURANCE

Gross Assets
<46 755.967 55
Deduct items not admitted 1 674 111 09

Admitted.
<45 081 856 46
UABIUTTE? DBC 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses
<18.332 586 00
Unearned Premiums.
9 080.631 04
All other Liabilities.
7 668 589 42
Statutory Deposit.
350 040 00
Surplus over all Liabilities 9 650 000 00

ROCKLAND, ME.

.TTXA INSURANCE COMPANY
Hartford. Conn
‘S5ET5 DBC 3! ’940
Real Rotate,
S2315.957 43
Stocks and Bends Book
value).
50.496 7M 78
Cash ln Office and Bank, 5372 704 78
Aaents’ Balances.
2.932 *53 81
Bills Receivable.
54 825 53
Interest and Rents,
210 378 95
All other Assets.
49 S36 15

FIDELITY PHENIX FIRE INSURANCE
CO OF N. Y.
88 Maiden Lane. New York City. N. Y.
ASSETS DEJC 31. 1944
Rea. Estate.
<898 293 90
Stocks and Bonds
63 .598.775 00
Cash In office and Bank.
5.415 534 88
Agents Balance*
18® 321 49
Bills Receivable.
164.213 25
Interest and Rents.
148 630 23
AU other Assets.
49 062 04

Groes Assets
<61 428 841 41
Deduct Items not admitted 4.554 818 75

Grose Asset*
<77 244 830 79
Deduct items not admitted. 212919 44

Net Unpaid Losses.

82 T83.734 50

4 248 A33 3c
127 344 14
1.313 993 27

ESTABLISHED 1853

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.<45 061 856 46

41S47

Unearned Premiums
20 691.930 ©
Conflagration and Mi sc
Reserves
6 644 040 04
All other Liabilities.
1.490 000 00
Cash Capital
7 500 OOO CO
Surplus over all Liabilities. 18 399 328 47

<77 431 961
Admitted
LIABILITTK DBC 31. 1944
83 329 374
Net Unp«ld Losses.
15.013.698
Unearned Premiums.
3 569 700
Ail other Liabilities.
3 750 COO
Cash Cap-.taL
Surplus ever all Liabilities. 50 369 ’.88

39

04
90
00
00
45

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.
<77 031961 39

THE LONDON A LANCASHIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY. LTD.
London. England
ASS ETTS DEJC 31. 19*4
Stock- and Bonds.
SS 917 332
Cash in Office andBank.
1.200.15*
Agents' Balance*
583 359
Bills Receivable
335
Interest and Rents.
29387
AU other Assets.
32.919

83
25
69
44
57
16

Gross Assets
<7 763 542 94
Deduct items not admitted. 248252 57

87X15X90
Admitted.
LIABILITIES, DBC. 31. 1940
<313X06
Net Unpaid Losses
3 883 631
Unearned Premiums.
224 250
AU other Liabilities,
500 000
Deposit Capital.
Surplus over all Liablllti S. 2.793 X02
Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

33

00
69
00
00
64

<7X15X90 33

THE EMPLOYERS' FIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY
118 Milk St. Bmton, Mas*
ASSETS DBC Jl. 1944
Stocks and Bonds.
<5.757 957
Cash ln Office and Bank
778 275
Agents Ba.ar.res
658 067
BlUs Receivable.
35 760
Interest and Rents.
14 876
All other Assets.
24 449

02
29
17
09
18
65

Gross Assets.
<7.269 185 44
Deduct items not admitted 837 952 17

Admitted
<6 431X33
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1944
Voluntary Reserve.
<451.169
Net Unpaid Losses
307 A63
Unearned Premiums.
2 723 926
All other Liabilities.
196 674
Cash Capital.
1 000 000
Surplus over all Liabilities. 1.750 000

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

23
00
00
67
47
00
00

86 431X33 23

RICH dark '.barn f?r
ftr firwer
garden* and lawns Delivered Small
amou-t of loam car. be bought at
res fence for hcuse plants WTtI taw
.ANDERSON West
Rd Bccktand Tel 1245___________________ 46-tf
MOTOR boat 1? ft for -ale aiae
sk.ff 60 lobsters traps two cars
H
KD.LE.ALi, Rockport Te. Camden "C
____________________________________ <7’4»
16-PT power boat for sa.e 835 T5T
347-W_____________________________46’4?
FARM 41 2 a '-s for *a •- *-roogii
house ham ca-ag'- r-xxi well elec
tric pump ar.d light* c-aveg pn *ne
wood lot same lumber 20 ac-es biuebeuies. fine builduags
Prtre 83104
V F STCDLEY 2S3 Mam St
Te!
1154 or 330
45-tf
KITCHEN cabinet and three-Borttte’
I Glenwood, eray enameled ra* «tove
for sale, good coad-tion. TEL 301-J
!____________________________________ 46 48
S.aFE for mle also flat counter
I scales: canopy tent
12 vXO
auto1 matte sasn squaring and setting up
clamp: 4 ga* store* 4 ga* heater*
high wheel trailer: 2 yacht tend*-'
110 and 12 ft 1; Maroon: ng sloop 35'
long. 9 wide 6 deep and station
agent stove. TEL 1017-J
45*47
PLAT-bottom boat for sale 10 feet
long FRANKLIN HOPKINS Te. 1184 R
i J__________________________________ 45*47
40-ACRE farm for sal* tn Washing| tor: wood and lumber W.xud exchange
for property in Thomaston or Rcck
land
C M OVERLOCK 115 Holme*
St Tel 774-M_____________________ 44-tf
BIRD houses Buy now B e assort
ment: all prices RAY"ES CRAFT SHOP
14 Prescott 8*____________________ 43*48
Hard wooa per foot, fitted 11 50:
Sawed 81 40: long. 81 30 M B. k C O
PERRY' Tel 487__________________ 39-tf
D
H hard ooal. egg stove nut
814 50 per ton. del. Household auft ooal
88 per ton del Nut sue New River soft
not screened <9 ton del. M B A C
O PERRY 519 Mam St Tel 487 39-tf

Smart selling reaches direct
to the conMuner! Let os help
too plan more effective cata
logues.

TEE T7R

The Courier-Gazette
Job Printing Dept.

C
th- Portland Office of V
krOm

am ^la Tjandry of Portl:
UfSt of her daughter, Mr
^’fiitworth.

Fcx islanders 4-H Club w..
demonstration meeting Ap
union Church Vestry,
ij’oon tea will be served to
Lucsts.
Mrs. Andrew Gilchrist
‘npd Wednesday at two tat]
bridge, complimenting her c
yrs (Meredith Trefrey. who r
h. returned from Miami.

A

THE LIVERPOOL A LONDON A
GLOBE INSURANCE CO LIMITED
ASSETS DBC 31. 1944
Real Estate
8459.577 00
Mortgage Loans.
1 012 38
Stocks and Bonds.
15.575.906 47
Cash In Office and Bank.
1X06X32 65
Agents' Balances.
1 085.124 71
Bills Receivable.
40 962 88
Interest and Rents.
73 452 28
All other Assets.
204.722 &8

Lull

5,as served. Phyllis Black > >
Lors at bridge and Mrs. f
Ijeceivcd a guest prize.
‘ Mrs Arthur Patterson le:
Inf day for a visit with her <
L Eliza Patterson in Son
uass.. also her son Donald
n in Buffalo. N. Y.
Ansel Philbrook has cmpl
L Camden.
Floyd Robertson has retui(
gfiniont. Mass., to resum
studies.

Mary Neilson recently
de Sophomore formal daij
University of Maine. Slu
"uest of Hollis Burgess Jr.
Mrs Roy Arey and son Jf
isiting Mr. and Mrs. Nels St)

|j:i Springfield. Mass
Tlie Night Hawks met T!

rith Dorothy Billings
William Benner has emphj
in Portland.
Vinalhaven Band. Joseph
-edge, leader, will rehMU
night in Firemen's hall

Lucinda Rich, countv 4-lJ
igent, attended the'EaTm
ji.pfting Tuesday at the h<
Alfred Creed, featurin ',
n shoe Buying." Supper was
Herbert Knowlton has :
lo New Haven where he
jloyed on Yacht Althea
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Ni«j
ind daughter Evelyn came
iav from Everett, Mass.

Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Carvi
Tturned from a week's vi
dockland.
Rev and Mrs. Kenneth Co)
laughter Lois-Marie Cook w.l
Holiday to attend Methoderence at Caribou.

Mrs Aurilla Bray of Rock]
isitir.g her daughter Mrs
3rown.
I'nion Church Notes
Sunday School meets at V
Ship will be at 11. Rev. K
look will preach an inspirit
non. Special anthem* will
jy the choir. There will
licin at this service.

Junior Epworth League ni
Christian Endeavor at 6:

nrship at 7. the p.istor

will
There was a large attend!

he vestry Thursday night wl

r^ RNlsHSD aparvnr—n .*
to let
TELIA YORK ; I; Peasant St
29-tf

RDOM tc let at 15 Grove St. MR?
FLORA QOLLDg Tel ?~9-W
39-tl
5-ROOV tenement with bath to :tt
Newly regevsted Oppos.te Marne Cen
tra. R»:r- Rent reascaaa.e Iaqu:r»
M ARMATA The Mens Shop Mi r.
A Park Sts Bc».-k_ano____________ 39-tf
IwO or 3 rtwm fum.»hel apt •
let cn warren St Inq. re at 12 WAP
REN o« 11 fAUR ST
39-’f

WANTED
3

PASTuicte hcusewurt wirt^tf fro~
o - ‘ ucl
rcWt BOX
~
622 Crty
4’’i
GIRL wasted fee general houe»w'*k

and care ct «m*,l child MRS LEIGH
553 Ma.r SC . T>t 506_____________ C It
MIDDLE urc woman wasted
care fo- «
w?c*au us War-ez v. lac- C*C a: 154 SO MAIN ST C.f
______________ _____________________ 47*49
RELIABLE m«rt waiter; setweer-!7
arl 56 te succeed D F Purbt*1- *«
Rawic-.gR
tc Nxrfiea*-. Lir.cc.r.
Cruaty
Setting openeoce ur.aec**»arv
E*ery-fuag fum l»bed eweyt
car Sp.eudrf opppcrTuuttv foe a mar
te Kep true a prrfliabic busisew f
himself
Wr-te ax cace R.4WLEIGH '
DEPT ME-73 K Albar v r y
;_______ 39 <1, <2 44 C T
THREB upnght paaao* waced •'
-<*• Mu-sx be m «cod eeodmec THE
RADIO SHOP TV. 944 al 517 M*
S’.
R-x-kland____
46-4i

SBCOMDLand ear wasted W.J pav

caah foe car In eaeeOat ccbd.t.-r
with lea mileage
Need rot b* lat*
model ASdb-*.* w R n care Oc
t-et-Ga.-ette
46 <6
Opportunity For The Future
wi;; hire sever*, mea hetwr* .
the ag**# ef J4 and 29 te Ham the
Smail Lear. Business salarv and ca-'
allowance
Mucx be H S Graduate
willing to move aaywfiere in New Er.<lar.d
Both single and married me
con*jie»Pd
Many opperxunitie* f '
future adnactLHul Give ac- heigh'
wetght and prevunis exper.enre and
school: be Write
K W L
?t
courier-<Mm 1 le____________
48*43
t'FRIGHT
piano _
la fed -coodtt:
------ -------------wanted
p4aiu case ;preferred
—’--------••*
anted p4aia
MAIM
ML
SIC
CO
Tel
708
_______
Tei 788______________ 44.'
FURNIi i hI wanted te upboistet
called foe and delivered T J FTE5*
ING 19 Bcxh Sx . Tel 212-W
34-if

Lecn of Peasant Pol-.; a ere visi
NATIONAL FIRE INSURANCE
tors Sunday at the home of Mr.
THE COMMONWEALTH INSURANCE
COMPANY OF HARTFORD
and
Mrs. Ulysses Davis
COMPANY OF NEW YORK
Hartford. Cobb.
New York. N. Y.
the cnrruRY indemnity co.
Miss
Nora Clark has returned
ASSETS. DBC. 31. 1940
Hartford, Conn.
ASSETS DBC. 31. 1940
home
after
a visit in Camden
Real
Estate.
83.017.033
75
.ASSETS DEC 31 1MT
Stock* and Bonds.
86733 568 54 Mortgage Loans.
285 060 68
Cash in Office and Bank.
690X72 65 Stocks and Bonds
Mrs.
Mary
Waldo and daughter
Stock* and Bonds < Book
704 49
332 628 88 Cash la Office and Bank. 41.796
value).
810 434,149 31 Agents' Balances.
4X25X97
46
Janet
of
Thomaston
spent Easter
12X93 23
Caah in Office and Bank
1 256 495 85 Bills Receivable
Balances.
1.741 761 79
34X46 00 Agents
Agents Ba.anoes
1905.780 36 Interest and Rents.
with Fred Waldo and W.Uiam
Bills
Receivable.
55.628
39
8 656 46 Interest and Rents.
Interest ar.d Rents.
45.896 72 AL ether Asset*.
158 426 14
Gross Assets.
<18 947.061 25 Goyeite.
A.1 ether Assets
107 786 52
2 X49X43 41 Deduct
Gross Assets
87 866.965 72 AU other Assets.
Items not admitted. 659X87 50
The Advent Christian Church
31.684 88
Gross Assets.
<13jS5O '.09 66 Deduct items not admitted.
Gross Asset*.
<54X28356 11
services Sunday will be: Worship
Deduct items not admitted 259 478 06
Admitte
d.
818X87
493
75
Admitted.
<7 835X80 54 Deduct items act admitted. 1 087 X37 36
at 10X0; Sunday School at 1145;
LLABILTrnB DBC 31. 1940
Admitted.
813391.031 60
LIABILITIES. DBC 31. 1940
853.140.818 75 Net Unpaid Losses.
Admitted.
8974.901 52 Loyal Workers at 6 and evemr<
BARRED
Rock*
and
sek-'.tnked
LIABILITIES DBC. 31. 1340
Net Unpaid Losses.
<159.19! 04
Unearned Premiums.
8 727X52 61
UABILITIES DBC 31. 1940
from U
S pullcrum clear,
service at 7. At the morning serv chicks
1.980X98 07 Net Unpaid Losses.
Net Unpaid Losse*.
84 498 539 04 Unearned Premiums.
All
other
Liabilities.
670X88
77
sxock
Also Chester white DigAt
81 769X66 78 Statutory Deposit
5W 000 00
197.512 42
Unearned Premiums.
3518.963 53 All other Liabilities.
<: «'
Premiums.
16 013X88 93 Surplus over all Liabilities. 7.414 650 85 ice the pastor. Harry R Daniels, prep c Ryrg Union
1 000 004 00 Unearned
AIL other Liabilities.
789 910 89 Ca«h Capital.
AU other Liabilities.
7 858X25 00
C1EMENT5 Red Chicks and C.e.-rwin preach on the subject. The
Cash Capital.
1.000 000 00 Surplus over all Liabilities. 4.498.179 35 Cash
Capital.
5.000.000 00
crca* pullet chicks are available fcr
Total
liabilities
and
Surpiu* °ver til Liabilitiaa 3 662 818 14
Surp.us over all Liabilities, 22 499.638 M
during April and Ma* W
Total Liabilities and
Surplus
<18 287 493 75 Misthrected Life. ’ and m the eve shipment
not have the moat prr&xatxe atra nning
he
will
give
a
short
medita

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.
87 835 X80 84
On
the
basis
of
Dec
31
1940
market
Total Liabilities and
i at reasonable prices’ Hatched in the
Surplus.
813 392.031 60
tation* for all bonds and stock*
Prayer best equipped sanitary batcher* :n
Surplus.
853.140 818 75 quo
owned, this company's total admitted tion on. "Grace and Giory
THF CONNECTICUT FIRE
assets would be Increased to <19.141.- service will be held in the vestry the Btakr Personal attention to eveMERCHANTS MUTUAL
INSURANCE COMPANY
order Send a postal card for free ;*QUINCY MUTUAL EIRE
906 47 and surplus to <8 269 062 57
Hartford. Conn
CASUALTY' COMPANY
Wednesday at 7 o'clock The cot page .'.lust rated catalog and pnee ll*'
INSURANCE COMPANY
Buffalo. N. Y.
Winterport 39-34 collect for ru
.ASSETS DBC 31. 1940
tage prayer meeting wlfl be held Tel.
Quincy. Mass.
PHENIX MUTUAL FIRE
order*
CLEMENTS BRO6 TARAl
ASSETS DBC 31. 1940
Mortgage Loans.
<680 801 57
INSURANCE
COMPANY
41-53
.ASSETS DBC 31. 1940
at the pastor's home Monday* at 7. Winterport. Me.
Real Estate.
<155332
00 Stocks and Bonds.
20X76 668 29
Concord,
N.
H.
<180.000 00
Mortgage Loans
67X763 93 Cash in Office and Banks. 2.688X65 17 Real btate.
Mrs
Elden
Dav-_s
received
a
ASSETS DBC 31. 1940
1.406.731 61
794X49 92 Stocks and Bonds
Stocks and Bonds
2 439X83 61 Agents' Balances.
1 986.342 00 CoUsteral Loan*
Cash in Office and Bank. 1 171.157 54 Bills Receivable.
6.377 85 Cash in Office and Bank.
858.456 00 beautiful Easter lily Sunday from
202 413 36 Stocks and Bond*
Agents' Balances.
384X61 33 Interest and Rents.
91 701 78 Agents Balances.
294 920 80 Miss MeJba Timer of Thom as tor.
Interest
and
Rents.
7X57
62
Bills Receivable.
20.70S 67 All other Assets
332 325 41
Cash tn Office and Bank.
88.433 48
AU other Assets.
1.053 25 Agents' Balance*
Mrs Nora Timer cf South Cush
Interest and Rents.
15.686 73
14.612 28
BRAIDED rugs- Various ataaa ar..-.
Gros* Assets
824 870X89 99
Interest and Rents.
1.141 37 ing passied last weekend with Miss color*
MRS O W CURRIKR App
Gross Assets.
83.764 097 84
Gross Assets.
84 420 792 81 Deduct items not admitted. 555X13 76
ton Me_____________
46* 4Deduct items not admitted.
95 708 99
Deduct items not admitted. 620-450 10
Gross Assets.
8457X60 93 Celia Chadwick
Admitted Assets.
824X15.076 23
MEN Women' Want Vim' Stimu
Clarence Hupper of Hartford re lant* iB Otrex Tonic Tablet*, pep up
Admitted.
83 800 342 71
Admitted.
S3 668.394 85
Admitted.
8457 X63 93
LIABILITIES DBC. 31. 1940
cently visited his parents. Mr. and bodiea lacking Vitamin B-l. Iron Ca LLABILITTES. DBC. 31. 1940
LIABILmEB. DBC. 31. 1940
LIABILITIES DBC 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses
8902X17 35
clum. Imoanhems Introductory nr'
Net Unpaid Losses.
<1.896 662 43 Unearned Premiums.
5.623X18 75 Net Unpaid Losses.
819.8U 23 Net Unpaid Losses
87 788 70 Mrs Charles Hupper.
only 15c Call write C H MOOR A
490 089 87 Unearned Premiums.
Unearned Premiums,
1.052 127 02 AU other Liabilities.
1.424.745 51 Unearned Premiums.
177.487 81
Clifford Bryei and fnend of OO. and all other good drug store 28.189 25 AU other Liabilities
All other Liabilities,
101.180 79 Caah Capital.
2.000 000 00 All other LisbUities
27.831 45
____________________ 3»*v
Surplus over ail Liabilities. 750X72 47 Surplus over all Liabilities. 15XC8X70 26 Surplus over aU Uabilitlea. X195.798 98 Surplus over all Liabilities. 344.455 97 Boston spent a few days recently
Ladle*—Reliable hair goods at Bot*at The FoCastle. the Summer iand Hair Store 24 Bxr. St Mail orne- Total Llabr.ltfe* and
Total Liabilities and
Total Liabilities
Total Liabilities
so*tf;t<*L H O. RHODE* Tai 5i» Surplus,
U 900X0 n - eurplus.
934 915.076 »
<3 968X94 9ft . _ Surplus.. .
9457X83 « hotae of Aliaa B. Craven.
41^'J
Total Liabilities and
Surplus,
858 874 022 66

c-dney
(Winslow is writ
, y of Maine Island, Vinal
i , ' He was appointed
iA.rf‘k of Maine Writers P

FOR SALE

TEL. 497. RES.TEL.53-W

<56974.002 66
31. I960

ft ft ft ft
oooar o. lamb
Correspondent

LOST AND FOUND

406 MAIN STREET.

DBC

VINALHAVEN

SENTER CRANE'S

COCHRAN. BAKER & CROSS

Admitted.
LIABILITIES

Every-Other-Day

WARREN

’

Eggt And Chicki

MISCELLANEOUS

WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.

The first number this week is
• Chapel In the Valley” < Decca No •
3614 >. Sung by Bing Crosby in;
his inimitable style, this is truly a
ballad that will go on Accompan- I
ied by Victor Young and his orefces- j
tra Crosby blends the music and
the vocal with the quality which
only he car. Another of Crosbys
hits is one of those beautiful Irish
oa”.ads “DM Your Mother Come
Prom Ireland • 1 Deoca No. 3609 •
Backed by the Kings Men. Crosby
really gives this piece the air of
Old Ireland.
Prom Bobby Byrne comes "You
Walk By” 'Decca No. 36131 in a
swee: swinging way. Smoothness is
the keynote of th* number but it
has ar. undercurrent of swing that
is easily felt. The vocal spotlight
is taken by Jerry Wayne and. this
, young tenor puts a real gusto be
hind this number.
The final number is presented by
Ted Weems and his Orebeetra in
the form of “May I Never'Love
Again” 'Decca No 3627 >. The
work of the orchestra is really su
perior to that of the vocalist but
all in all. it is a good piece The
music of the orchestra is excellent
in the way of smooth swing.

7a

I

fitk HANOVER URE INSt’R
New York. N. Y.
A36BTS. DEC 31. 19<
’ »( Estate.
4 I'tKHKP L.hii'•>'k- and Bon.I
,' h m Otfi.-c iind i: . k
Balances,
lill. Receivable
"crest anrl Rent-

Ul other A

•

. Grogs Assets.
<19
Muct items not admitted. 2,

Admitted,
<16
LIABILITIES. DBC. 31.
*rt Unpaid Losses.
I'
"ed Premium*.
h other Liabilities.
k-»*h Capital.
4
! Pin* over all Llabllltle- t
Total Liabilities and
Surplus.
<16
UNITED STATES BRV

Union

assurance sock t

ASSETS. DBC 31. K
It ,k, nd Bonds.
$i
In Office and Bank.
‘■'ent.*' Balanc< .
Receivable

•J 1*

-irrcst and Rent'
ether Aaects.

Orosa Ai-seta.
<2
'auct Items not admitted.
Admitted.
<2
LIABILITIES. DBC
tl UnP«td louse*.
"earned Premium*.
1
’ other liabilities.
"'utory Deposit
purplus over all Llabllltle*.

Total Liabilities and
nurplug,

<2

*• BRANCH NORTH Bll
MERCANTILE ins. co..

„ London and

hoinbi

KINGDOM of GREAT BI
ASSETS. DBC. 31. 19
»n<f Bonds,
13
,n Office and Bank
1
inu’t' Balances.
1
Us Receivable
"'erest and Rents.
6' other Asset.-.
i

Gro*h asact *
11
6uct items not admitted

Admitted,
<13
LIABILITIES DBC 31
Int Unpaid Loaaes.
,,*Arned Premiums,
t
.‘‘other Liabilities.
^tutory Deposit.
urPlue over all Liabilities

Total Linhllttles and
“Urpiya,
915

' Evcry-Other-Oay '

I

•Other-Day

Every
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Skippers Came Back

VINALHAVEN
ft ft * A

And With Drew In ThreeCentury Class, Whaled
the Poor Ganders

OSCAR a UUNi
Correspondent

ANTE'S

Winslow is writing a
Maine Island, Vinalhaven
He was appointed Senior
of Maine Writers Project,
t fii.1 Portland Office of W.P.A.
Ella Uindry of Portland Is
' ‘t of her daughter, Mrs. John
$dr.cy
of
story

Q <<_

fpitt'orihFcX islanders 4-H Club
Licnstiation meeting

Page

This Massive Shaft of Vinalhaven Granite
Became a Column of a New York Cathedral

THE GLOOMY GANDER
(By A. Blue Goose)
AI°neclSwdhe <Uley- away ,rom the

think ol the

Wher'««»K<here 11
bowling with
nothing to psy
n
And "X tVwLI 5,aus*' oer the transom there floats

will hold
April 26
Vriion Church Vestry. After- . • ‘Sass’s™?*
„ tca will be served to invited Revle with mjerre c*fd and chortiin8

jsts.

<ri,

Andrew

Gilchrist

enter BU' "SXn1
B“h iSSSf,
‘
iusr

'd Wednesday at two tables of
Tug?, complimenting her cousin,
t'yeredith Trefrey, who recent-

I

”> ■>-“> !>•»
w. m.

me"

feeding a friend, to be bit on
vrfturned from Miami. LuncHeon When the
hand.
LTervcd. Phyllis Black won first Had “en been born equal, the use
,„cr5 at bridge and Mrs. Trefrey
of their brain.
Would shield me from Shields, and
pjr.ed a guest prize.
• r-K.^thS^ off” Jhoote of Lane
Chief Thunderball Hell" In his
i
"jr. Arthur Patterson left Wedblanket I’d wrap
j3v for a visit with her daughWhUe for Pete and for Drew Id care
not a snap.
Eliza Patterson in Somerville,
., also her son Donald Patter- Had men been bom equal, as bowlers
at leaat,
Lj, m Buffalo, N. Y.
The B’?ra«e °f Ooose would be rising
,,f; Philbrook has employment Carver, aW Libby, and Littlefield too
-nmden
, w*111® £&* Frank Orlmes could be

£ Rcbertson has returned to*
*>’ B1“»
Little
Boy
Blue
could
IjT.ont. Mass., to resume ..tis
horn.

[VALUE!

Hdies.

recently attended
formal dance at
iersity of Maine.
She was
of Hollis Burgess Jr.
Mr Roy Arey and son John are
i. . Mi and Mrs. Nels Stordahl
Springfield. Mass.
Night Hawks met Thursday
’.{2r Neilson
Scphomore

lui coat when you give

thr natural oils in the
oring with us in a real

lure is guaranteed, and
* only.

Eth Dorothy Billings.

pick it up
uation!

IN 4 or 6-room rent to let.
larige.
one partly furnisher! .
s-------- —
IEEN ST
homaston 47*52
joni furnished apartment to
water, gas. use of hath
23
TEL 86.5-.I_____________ 47*49
unfurnished rooms to let.
ate bath Apply at 65 North
TEL 887 -M._____________ 46-tf

nail house to rent, two rooms
Inquire A B ALLEN. 50
Ve . Tel. 359_____________ 45-47
»HED 3 room apartment with
to let at 5 Grove St.; also 7se and garage at 27 Chestnut
ORE GORDON. Tel 299-W
43-tf

\L

tenements to let., large
Call at C M BLAKE Wall
are 662 Main St.. Northend.
43-tf

oom heated apt to let. autot water. At 15 Summer St
1OST. Tel. 318-W________ 39-tf
>HKD apartment to let at
St LEOLA ROSE_____ 41-tf

0 apartment to let. 4 rooms
Apply 7 ELLIOT ST., Thom24 or 5.40 tf

to let, centrally located,
ated, low rental. TEL. 133
_______________ 40-51

unfurnished rooms to let
porch and toilet. Inquire
Bt.. TEL. 156-W_________ 31-tf

William Benner has employment
j Portland.
Vinalhaven Band, Joseph Kitt
le, leader, will rehearse Tuesday
in Firemen's hall.
L cmdi Rich, county 4-H Club
■r:.: attended the’Partt Bureau'
peeling Tuesday at the home, of
Alfred Creed, featuring “Aids
:Shoe Buying.' Supper was served.
Herbert Knowlton has returned
b New Haven where he is cmDyed on Yacht Althea.
Mr ard Mrs. Ernest Nickerson
| j daughter Evelyn came Thursfrorn Everett, Mass.
.'! ar.d Mrs. Reuben Carver have
’turned from a week’s visit In
ockland.
Rev ar.d Mrs. Kenneth Cook and
ghter Lois-Marie Cook will leave
Monday to attend Methodist Con| .re at Caribou.
Mrs Aurilla Bray of Rockland is
i..;:;r.g her daughter Mrs. Dewey
town.
• t.v
1 iiion Church Notes

then blow his

Could point to His totals, his lip
curled with scorn
But we ll all be sunk as sure as
there's Hades
If Der Captain don't stop giving les
sons to ladles.
Just now I am only a slave to the
mill.
If the Skippers keep winning, as they
probably will,
I've gone all to pieces, my bowling's
a sight.
And the worst blow of all Is my lost
appetite.
I slave with my poor blistered hands,
ever stuck.
And nothing I do seems to help with
my luck.
I seem to be lost In a tobacco smoke
haze.
Where the Skipper has fun and the
Gander boy pays.

- •
A -'

” - fe.

But away with this chatter, no more
must I shirk.
I've got to earn money. I've got to
And work.
For me not the victory, the laughter,
or song.
I've got to bowl better, or I won't
bowl for long.

School meets at 10. Worp will be at 11. Rev. Kenneth
| r.k will preach an inspiring serr. Special anthems will be sung
the choir. There will be bapFn at this service.
Dr. Stratton will be at his Vinal
I Junior Epworth League meets at
haven
office from the arrival of
Christian Endeavor at 6; evening
irrship at 7. the pastor will preach. the boat Monday afternoon April
[ There was a large attendance at 21 to its departure Wednesday I
1
I t vestry Thursday night when the, morning.—adv.
| Sundav

X

" K.
v

M'DOUGALL LADD CO.
INSURANCE
J4J5CHOOL STREET,

:d

ROCKLAND, ME.

Consult our Sub Agents in the following localities:

une housework wanted, from
2>'__ BOX 622, City.
47*43
•mted for general housework
f -mall child MRS LEIGH.
St . Tel 506
__________ 47 lt
aged woman wanted to
derlv woman in Warren vllat 154 SO MAIN ST. Cltv
_____________________ _ 47*49
E man wanted, between 25
i succeed D F Furbish as
|Deaier in Northeast Lincoln
selling experience unneceserything furnished
except
fidld oppportunlty for a man
Ito a profitable business for
Write at once RAWLEIGH'S
-73 K Albany. N. Y.
39 41, 42. 44. 45 47
upright pianos wanted «t
ht be in good condition. THE
HOP. Tel 844. at 517 Main
and
46-48
hand car wanted Will pay
car In excellent condition
mileage
Need not be late
Idre s ' W R N ' care Con
le.____
46 48
inlty For The Future
lire several men between
24 and 29 to learn the
Business salary and car
Must be H S. Graduate- ove anywhere In New Engsingle and married men
Many opportunities for
icement Olve age. heigh*,
previous experience and
Write
K W L." % of
tte.___________________ 46*43
piano In good condition
lain case preferred. MAINE
'., Tel 708______________ 44-tf
IRE wanted to upholster,
and delivered. T. J. FI,EM'
rch St . Tel 212-W.
34-tf

ind Chicks
Rocks
and
sex-linked
m U S pullorum clean
Chester white pigs. ALIIAWES. Union._________ 42-47
TS Red Chirks and Clenv
tt chicks are available for
during April and May. WhV
the moat profitable strains
ble prices? Hatched In the
?ped sanitary hatchery m
Personal attention to everv
-d a postal card for free 16ated catalog and price list
rport 39-24 collect for rush
LEMENTS BROS. FARM5
Me.
41-58

iNEOUS
> ruga Various sizes and
tS O W CURRIER, Apple'
46*48
>nien"i Want Vim? Stimuhtrex Tonic Tablets pep UP
ling Vitamin B-l, Iron Cal'
wphorus. Introductory size
Call, write C. H MOOR *
all other good drug stores
39*51
tellable hair goods at RockStore. 24 Elm St Mall order*

U O. RHODES. Tel-

i

FRIENDSHIP—RAY WINCHENPAW
DEER ISLE- -E. W. PICKERING
C. CREIGHTON
UNION—
NORTH HAVEN—0. D. LERMOND

41S4f
I"' H15UVI R FIRE INSURANCE CO.
New V«rk. N. Y.
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1940
»* Estate,
856.667
•flgsge loans,
13.399
and Ben-1
15.9n9.463
’■ii in Office and Bank.
2 180 '.69
I’nts Balances.
815 067
Receivable
nn Q8o
•ret and Rents,
49.395
other Assets.
159.604

R3
38
37
39
21
3i
04
42

Gr<
Assets.
$19 383.766 95
■«t Items not admitted. 2.750.278 13

Admitted.

$16,633 488
'IABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1940
'■ L'npaid Losses.
$1.052 883
| *arnetl Premium*.
5.836.876
884.096
’ther Liabilities.
4.000.000
W Capital,
mer all Liabilities, 4.859,630

82
77
11
47
00
47

LTo'*l Li abilities and
l’lrP $16,633,468 «

insurance company
OF NORTH AMERICA
Philadelphia, Penn.
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1946
$5,669,179
Real Estate.
18.275
Mortgage Loans.
95.113.311
Stocks and Bonds.
9.868.191
Cash in Office and Bank.
4.355.246
Agents' Balances,
47.915
Bills Receivable.
205.416
Interest and Rents.
265.297
All other Assets,

13
00
13
41
06
79
83
77

Gross Assets.
a?
Deduct Items not admitted. 1,777,340 81

CALEDONIAN INSURANCE CO.
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1940
$352,523
Real Estate.
3.091.514
Stocks and
ana Bonds.
wuus
700.180
cash tn Office and Bank,
417.294
Agents' Balances.
18.721
Interest and Rents.
15.269
All other Assets,

$2,778,405 44
Assets,
• ■ I Items not admitted, 151.986 49

$4,504,965 90
Gross Assets.
Deduct Items not admitted , 349,762 56

Admitted.

$4 215.203
Admitted,
LIABILITIES. DBC 31. 1940
$239,209
Net Unpaid Losses.
1.698.896
Unearned Premiums.
94.759
All other Liabilities.
Deposit
500.000
a^bluC8aovear,all labilities. LIMBOS
Surplus over

$2,626,508
31. 1940
$99,760
1.050 993
58,905
500.000
500.
ow
..
posit
916.849
pT'Hs over all Liabilities,

LIABILITIES. DEC
f L'npaid losses.
I''' ‘"I Premiums,
1 labilities.

|sjp’a- Liabilities and

95
00
69
83
00
uu
43

*2.626.508 95

s BHWCII NORTH BRITISH
'»•«( 1NTII.E INS. CO., LTD.
and EDINBURGH.
OF GREAT BRITAIN
ASSETS. DEC 31, 1940
■ and Bonds.
13,021.455
1.491,988
fcr.1’1 °fficp and Bank.
1.077.593
Balances,
Rcceua(,ie
33.329
86.160
and Rents.
°ffier Assets.
38.641

39
27
18
44
74
57

l (*ros,> Assets
$15,739,164- —
59
Pct Items not admitted. 203 485 73

Admitted,
LIABILITIES. DBC
Losses.

t nn‘ed Premiums,

$15,535,678
31. 1940
$694,467
6.625.632
613.660

1. . ■ Liabilities.
r?_J-°ry Deposit.
over all Liabilities.

hft.I',ahnniM and

86
00
70
59

GRANITE STATE FIRE
INSURANCE CO.
Portsmouth. N. H.
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1940
$136 871
Real Estate.
2.800
Mortgage Loans,
4,082.338
Stocks and Bonds.
283 931
Cash In Office and Bank.
252 080
Agents' Balances.
43.5P3
Bills Receivable.
32.580
Interest and Rents,
28.011
All other Assets.
$4 842.154
Gross Assets
Deduct items not admitted, 333,423

51

00

46
55
81
91
90
15
29
52

Admitted.
$4,508,730 77
Admitted.
$113,765,492 31
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
LIABILITIES, DBC. 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses.
$143 139 83
Net Unpaid Losses.
$6 M5.569 00 Unearned Premiums,
1.575 252 05
Unearned Premiums.
237559.926
67
or? 7V» 70
other Liabilities,
63.587 44
? ®27.f5” I? Cash Capital,
1 000.000 00
AU other _____
Liabilities.
Cash"ci'pttal. „ ..
12 tto qsr 94 Surplus over all Liabilities. 1.726.751 45
Sumlus over
over all Liabilities, 64.2J2.zoo vs
----------------Surplus
Total Liabilities and
$4
508.730 77
Total Liabilities and
Surplus.
$113,765,492 31
Surplus.

(MTF.I) STATES BRANCH
\SSURANCE SOCIETY, LTD.
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1940
2jj and Bonds.
$2 459.042 01
n Office and Bank,
196.695 82
11OR87 80
“w Balances,
2 076 59
Receivable.
lisiB 00
’"•'t and Rents
1 tlner Assets,
5.024 78

'IOS

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

61
55
88
13
83
10

34
48
28
51
00
07

*4315.203 34

ALBANY INSURANCE COMPANY
OF ALBANY. N. Y.
ASSETS. DBC. 31. 1M0
Real Estate
$153,409
^o^nd^nds
391.606
Cash In Office and Bank,
115.425
Agents' Balances.
18.823
Interest and Rents.
35.860
AJ1 other Assets.

SPRINGFIELD FIRE AND MARINE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Springfield, Mass.
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1940
Real Estate.
723.421 55

MS,T.r

7,

Bonds (Amortized Values). 10.927.312 17
Stocks (Market Values).
17.072.583 65
Cash in Office and Banks. 3.589.231 02
2.476.234 33
Agents’ Balances.
03.735 16
Bills Receivable.
103.450 67
Aocrued Interest, etc.,

Total Admitted
Assets,
$35,579,307
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses.
$1,490,094
Unearned Premiums.
13.153.807
AU other Liabilities
933.947
General Voluntary Reserve. 500.000
Cash Capital.
5 000.000
Surplus over all LiabUltles, 14,500.857

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

ROYAL INDEMNITY COMPANY
New York City. N. Y.

38
97
08
96

ASSETS. DEC 31. 1940
Stocks and Bonds.
$30,249,919
Cash In Office and Bank. 2.105.272
2.672.774
Agents' Balances.
148.341
Interest and Rents,
491.124
AU other Assets,

$2,776,598 34
Admitted,____
LIABILITIES. DBC. 31. 1940
$42,992 00
Net Unpaid Losses.
551.835 11
Unearned Premiums,
57.961 85
AU other Liabilities.
1.000.000 00

29
46
32
98
00
00
53

$25,579,307 29

M

r.r^Ks Assets.
$3,128,633 68
Deduct Items not admitted. 352.035^34

05
99
68
47
45

$35,667,432 64

Gross Assets.

$35,667,432 64
Admitted.
LIABILITIES, DBC. 31. 1940
$13,551,122 00
Net Unpaid Losses.
6.471.553 09
Unearned Premiums.
8.144.757 55
AU other LiabUltles,
------------Cash Capital

7 Ml 5? ^5liSBover‘ aU LiabUltiee. uEjS M ^l^oveT 'all Uablimea. S.OOOBOO W

---------------—

$15,536.678 86

___ _

«>

~
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conclusion that if ever a team de add to that, when old man Drew
served condolences it is the Gan gets up on his hind legs and bowls
ders, who are now in one of the about 30 more then his average,
worst slumps of their big time that makes another 30 pins to be
reckoned with.
bawling career.
And then to have the Captain
Tt has been quite a long time
since the ©kippers walloped the of the team become so engrossed
Ganders to the tune of 86 pins, in outside activities, such as
and it would seem that if there was showing some of the weaker sex
any reason for breaking out into , how to hold a cue and shoot a
print, it would be on the Skippers game of billiards, to the detriment
red and rosy side of the ledger, of about 30 pins off his regular
rather than on the dark bue and score, just about accounts for what
saff.on colored page of the Gan the Ganders lacked.
ders record.
Drew and Peterson carried the
But the Ganders may have had torch for the Ganders while the
a good alibi if they had cared to struggling Goose led his flock but
use it for Link Sanborn was out could only place third. He dad
of the lineup with an attack of manage to get enough to keep his
indigestion, and Keith Carver who average where It locked good to
claims to 'be only an 80-average him, an even 96.
man was called in to substitute for
Now that the baseball season has
him, and when you substitute 80 started Gene Hall says the Goose
for 99 and multiply the difference wdl be a sucker to beat, for his atby three, it makes a total of 30 tention has already begun to wanon the minus side, and then to ' der for he gets his balls and strikes

HED
apartments
to let.
)RK 111 Pleasant St. 29-tf
o let at 15 Grove St. MRS
OLI INS Tel. 579-W
39-tf
tenement with bath to let
lOvated Opposite Maine Cenn Rent reasonable. Inquire
TA. The Men's Shop. Main
ts . Rockland.
39-tf
furnished apt to
,rren St Inquire at 12 WAR
JAMES Sr.
39-tf

'

JAL ■ '

'tv > -

- is*.

Readers of The Courier-Gazette who visit New York City and view that beautiful Episcopal Cathedral of St. John the Divine, may well feel
proud of the marvelous structure, for its massive columns were quarried by the Bodwell Granite Company at Vinalhaven. Above Ls seen the first
of the eight monoliths. It was 64 feet long, 8 feet 6 inches in depth, and 7 feet in width, weighing 310 tons. Transporting the columns by water
to New York was an easy task compared with moving them through New York streets to the site of the cathedral.

Tt must have been the awfully
poor showing of the Ganders last
Monday evening that inspired the
above effusdon, for if one will look
over the score he will come to the

members of the choir presented
one-act plays, “Just Among us
Girls" and “Rocking-Chair Row.”
Tlie parts were interpreted in a
manner true to life and kept the
large audience in laughter from be
ginning to the end.
Antique costumes added much to
the success of the plays. Proceeds
will be used for general expenses
ot the church.
Musical selections between acts
were piano and saxophone duet by
Marilyn and Ruth Carver; and
numbers by Greenleaf's Orchestra.

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG. Worcester; WCSH. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN. Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

\

1 PaUMofu°d “ moment t0 think out
F°r edly. a bowler

Five

Total Liabilities and

_

-

SEARSMONT

in a tightly covered baking pan,
and bake In a moderate oven about
45 minutes. Do not add water. The
rhubarb holds its shape, is tender
and delicious, and you get all tlie
delicious flavor.
Cranberry Punch—2 cups sugar
syrup, 2 cups unstrained lemon
Juice, lli cups unstrained orange
Juice, 2 cups crushed pineapple, 3
cups Ocean Spray Cranberry Cock
tail, 1 cup tea infusion, 1 quart ice
water. 1 quart Canada Dry G.nger
Ale or Sparkling Water.
Allow fruit juices and tea infu
sion to blend well and ripen. Use
sliced oranges, lemon and chunks
of pineapple for garnish. Add red
and green cherries if desired.
Rhubarb Punch—4 pounds rhu
barb, 2 pounds sugar, l'i quarts
water. Pineapple Juice, 1 pint Can
ada Dry Ginger Ale
Wash four pounds of rhubarb,
cut lt in pieces and simmer with
sugar and water until rhubarb is
tender. Then strain, measure and
add water to make two quarts of
rhubarb syrup. Chill, blend with
pineapple Juice and a pint of gin
ger ale. Raspberry or cranberry
Juice can be added If you ri like
another flavor and delicate pi: k
color.
MENU
Breakfast
Fresh Strawberries and Cream
Broiled Lamb Kidneys
Bean Muffins
Currant Jelly
Coffee
Milk
Sunday Dinner
Cream of Mushroom Soup
Pot Roast of Beef
Boiled New Potatoes, Parsley Butter
Creamed Carrots
Watermelon Pickle
Stuffed Tcmato Salad
*Cream Custard Strawberry
Shortcake
Coffee
Sunday Supper
Cold Sliced Mrat
Mueller's Macaroni with Green
Peppers
“Spiced Rhubarb
Hot Biscuit
(Brownies
•Cranberry Punch
• Recipes given

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Carley of
Waltham, Mass., were recent guests
of their aunt, Mrs. Arthur F.
Templeton, being called here by
the death of Mr. Templeton.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Byron and
family have moved to the former UNION
TENANT’S HARBOR
Orin Berry farm, which they bought
(Rev. and Mrs Byrd Springer and
The Woman’s Community Club
recently of Eben Cobb.
will observe guest night Tuesday at two children, accompanied by Mrs.
Fred Wiley visited Mr. and Mrs. the Methodist vestry. Each mem Springers mother, Mrs. Snapp of
Charles Luce in Belmont last ber is privileged to invite two guests. Chicago who has been .spending
Thursday.
Everett Greaton, executive secre j the Winter with them, went MonMr. and Mrs. Samuel Higgins, tary of the Maine Development f day to Chicago, where they w 11
who are employed in Oxford, spent Commission of Augusta will be the visit relatives for a week.
several days at their heme here speaker. Hostesses are: Mrs Louella
Miss Harriet Long was leader of
recently.
Rich, Mrs. Avis Nichols. Mrs. Alice
the
Wednesday night prayer meetMrs. Stanley Roberts and Miss Hills. Mrs. Lila Burrill and Mrs.
i
ing,
and Sunday, Rev. Kenneth
Daisy Roberts of Providence, ac- Lizzie Hawes.
4
»
Cassens of Rcckland will have
accompanied by Jacqueline Roberts,
Guests of Mrs. Lizzie Hawes for
were guests last weekend of the for the week have been Mr. and Mrs. charge of the day’s serveies.
mer's mother, Mrs. Agnes Fuller.
Tlie remains of Mrs. Oolden Alley
Dana Webber and two daughters
Mrs. Ray C. Williamson of of Auburn. Mass., and (Mrs. Itving Watts of Rockport, formeily of
New method for extinguishing
N' Y" has
\ftinT8 at French and children of Dorchester, thia place, and who died in March
and was placed in the tomb in
incendiary bombs utilizes a powdered the home of her mother, Mrs. Lula Mass.
Thomaston, were brought here
mixture of asphalt or bitumen/ and Sprowl.
Nazarene Church Notes
Monday for burial in the family
slate for smothering.
Mr. and Mrs. James Beane and
The Easter sermon by the Pas lot in Seaside cemetery. Mis.
family of Gardiner were visitors at
UNITED STATES BRANCH OF THE
NORTHERN ASSURANCE CO. LTD.
THE MERCANTILE INSURANCE
the home of Mr. and. Mrs. Maynard tor, Sunday morning, was on the Watts was the daughter of the late
OF LONDON, ENGLAND
COMPANY OF AMERICA
Cushman Sunday. Harry Bickford subject “Come see the place where John Alley and Emma (Marshall)
New York, N. Y.
ASSETS. DEC 31, 1940
Special song Alley. She is survived by her hus
of
Bangor was also a caller at the the Lord lay.”
Real Estate.
*
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1940
S«71 250 00
"Awake
”
was
sung
by
Mr. and Mrs. band of Rcekport. a sister in
Stocks and Bonds.
5.258 234 66 Stocks and Bonds.
$6,404 991 93 Cushman home.
Cash in Office and Bank.
1 856.900 34 Cash In Office and Bank.
Herbert
Mank.
After
the study of
698 231 51
Agents' Balances.
Mrs. Milbury Hunt of Belfast
706.040 63 Agents' Balances.
354.761 43
tlie
Bible
School
lesson,
there was Massachusetts and two brothers,
Bills Receivable.
13.432 41 Bills Receivable,
9 366 28 called on relatives and friends here
Interest and Rents,
15 467 97 Interest and Rents,
a short Easter program by the chil Leroy Alley of Un on and John
41.595’39
All other Assets,
5S.810 M AU other Asset®,
6.407 90 Sunday.
dren. The text of the evening mes Alley of Camden
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wyman
DrinkwaGross Assets.
*8.577.836 57
Mrs. Evelyn Hunnewell lias em
Oross Assets,
sage was Matthew 24:44.
$7,515,354 44
Deduct Items not admltte*
373.625 40 Deduct Items not Admitted.
13.978 62 ter visited relatives in Camden
The annual Church Meeting was ployment in Wool worths store in
Sunday.
Admitted.
$8,204,211 17
held Tuesday night, with Rev. J. Rockland.
Admitted.
$7,501,375 82
The first aid class, which Allen W. Ames presiding. The following
LIABILITIES, DBC. 3ll, 1940
LIABILITIES, DEC 31. 1940
Harlan Bragdon is employed
Net Unpaid Losses,
$568 799 96 Net Unpaid Losses.
$162,958 00 F. Payson, Chief of the Camden officers were elected for the new
Unearned Premiums.
4.150 870 23 Unearned Premiums,
Saturdays
in a Rockland A. A P.
2.056.881
93
Fire department has conducted here church year, which will commence
All other Liabilities.
460.441 98 All other Liabilities,
210 28° 19
store
Cash Capital (Statutory
1.000.000 00 during the Winter and early Spring
Cash Capital,
Depos
------ It).
500.000 00 Surplus over all Liabilities, 4.071.253 70 held its la&t meeting April 7. These May 4: Trustees—Mary Ware, Her
Miss Myra Marshall of West
Surplus over all Liabilities . 2,524.099 00
bert Mank and J. C. Moody; stew
members completed the course: Mr. ards—Mrs. Ivah Cummings, Mrs. Somerville, Mass, and Mrs. Ches
Total Liabilities and
Total Liabilities and
Surplus,
*7.501.375 82 and Mrs. Laurence Robbins, Mr.
Surplus.
Herbert Mank, Helen Cramer, Dor ter Marshall, who has been her
68.204,211 17
47. 48 8c 51
and Mrs. Lee Sprowl, Mr. and Mrs. othy Howard, Bertha Moody, Eve guest for the Winter, arrived Tues
THE PHOENIX INSURANCE CO.
Harold Cobb. Clarence Gelo, Ken lyn Danforth, Robert Cunningham. day to spend a few days at Miss
CALIFORNIA INSURANCE CO.
Hartford, Conn.
San Francisco, Calif.
neth Plaisted, Robert Hall, Ernest Superintendent of the Bible School Marshall’s Summer home "MarsASSETS. DBC 31. 1940
ASSETS. DBC. 31. 1940
Sprowl,
Ira Packard, Richard —J. C. Moody. The annual meet Hall” in Martinsville.
Real Estate.
$567,557 04 Real Estate.
$801 282 12
Lewis
and
Russell Knight, all of ing of the N.YPB. was also held
Mortgage Izians
461 1.55 30 Mortgage Loans.
140.073 52
Mr. and Mrs. Hans Smith of
Stocks and Bonds.
56.512.077 00 Stocks and Bonds.
3.452.965 24 Searsmont, and Maynard Whiteand
the
following
officers
elected:
Cash In Office and Banks. 5.487.687 43 Cash In Office and Bank.
South
Walpole, Mass., spent a few
440.549 22
In apprecia President, Evelyn Danforth; vice
Agents' Balances,
2.864 940 65 Agents Balances.
236 061 31 house of Camden.
days
recently
with Mr. Smith's
Bills Receivable,
46.006 60 Bills Receivable,
8.301 89 tion of the helpful instruction given
Interest and Rer.L
110 277 76 Interest and Rents,
26.161 91 by Chief Payson, the members of president, Helen Cramer; secretary, cousin, Mrs. Nelson Gardiner of
All other Assets.
—49.184 13 AU other Assets.
84.385 46
Bertlia Moody; treasurer, Mrs. Martinsville. Mr. Smith is a na
the class presented him with a fine Loyd Gordon.
Grose Assets.
*66.003.518 65
Gross Assets.
*5.189.780 67
tive of this town, and called on
Deduct Items not admitted. 563.652 62 Deduct Items not admitted.
66.361 31 brief case, and Russell Knight made
The WJ.MB have elected their former acquaintances.
the
presentation.
On
the
night
of
officers: President, Mrs . J. C.
Admitted Assets.
$05,439,866 03
Admitted.
$5,123,419 36
The Davis ambulance of Thom
March 31. A. W. Hatch of the Moody; vice president, Mrs. Ivah
LIABILITIES, DBC 31. 1940
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses.
$1,645,405 92 Net Unpaid Losses.
$i36.482 00 Hatch Photo Service, Camden took Cummings; secretary, Myrtle Hem aston was called'here Tuesday to
Unearned Premiums,
9319.471 05 Unearned Premiums,
1.466.962 61 photographs of the class, and it is enway; treasurer, Mary Ware; su take Isaiah Balano to Knox Hos
All other Liabilities.
1.575.365 18 All other Liabilities.
157.756 10
Securities Adjustment
Cash Capital.
1.000.000 00 regretted that several members of perintendent of study, Mrs. Lulu pital for treatment. Mr. Bala no
Reserve.
7 000.000 00 Surplus over all Liabilities. 2.362.218 65 the group were unavoidably absent
Lovejoy; superintendent of pub has been afflicted with blindness
Cash Capital.
6 000.000 00
on
this
occasion.
The
members
feel
Surplus over all Liabilities,. 39.899.623 88
Total LiabUltles and
licity, Mrs. Dorothy Howard; agent and impaired hearing for many
Surplus.
5,123.419 36 that they have gained much knowl for Other Sheep, .Mrs. Lloyd Gor years.
He has remained In his
Total Liabilities and
47. 48 8c 51 edge of and practice in first aid
Surplus,
< $65,439,866 03
don; Superintendent of Prayer and old home under the care of Mr.
principles, which will be of value, Fasting League, Mrs. J. C. Moody. and Mrs. Axel Holgerson, who are
AMERICAN HMPLOYERS’
NIAGARA FIRE INSURANCE CO.
INSURANCE COMPANY
both to them as individuals and to
80 Maiden Lane, New York City, N. Y.
Morning Worship Sunday at 10 now owners of the place.
110 Milk St., Boston, Mass.
the community as a whole.
ASSETS. DBC. 31. 1940
o'clock, Bible School 11.15, N.YPS.
ASSETS. DBC. 31. 1940
A special Easter service was held 6 o’clock, evening service at 7. The
Stocks and Bonds.
21.868.729 00 Stocks and Bonds,
95
Cash In office and Bank.
1.314.909 58 Cash In Office and Bank. $10,275,069
at
the Community Methodist subject of the Bible School lesson CUSHING
1.399.080
47
Agents' Balances.
824 871 11 Premiums In course ol
Bills Receivable.
6.235 75
Church
with a large attendance of will be “Using Witnessing Power.”
Walpus Sallinen returned to
coUectlon.
1.593.617 19
Interest and Rents.
63.764 97 Interest
and
out-otf-town The theme of this lesson is for
and Rents,
36.531 96 parishioners
Bangor Monday where he has em
All other Assets.
21.533 97 AU
other Assets,
178.698 89 friends. Rev. Mary S. Gibson con
ployment
after being home with
courageous living through the power
Gross Assets.
*24.100.044 38
Gross
Assets.
ducted
the
devotions,
and
adminis

an
infected
hand.
$13,482,998
46
of
the
Holy
Spirit.
The
N.Y.PS.
Deduct Items not admitted.
45.981 48 Deduct Items not admitted. 532.423 31
tered the Rite of Baptism to Elaine, will have Bible study on the last
R. A. Doe, Ray Hyler and Alfred
Admitted.
$24,053,062 90
Admitted.
$12,950,575 15 daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph half of the Book of Deuteronomy. A Nord have employment with S. E.
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1940
LIABILITIES, DBC. 31. 1940
Drinkwater, Tirrell, daughter of Mr. young people’s choir is oeing or Hyler.
Net Unpaid Losses.
$476,993 16 Net Unpaid Losses.
$3,845,485 00 and Mrs. Wentworth Wilson, and
George Jameson of Friendship
Unearned Premiums.
5.366.688 61 Unearned
ganized under the direction of Mrs.
Premiums,
3,081.059 21
AU other Liabilities.
503.800 00 All other LiabUltles.
Stanley,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Rich

spent
Sunday with his sister, Mrs.
2,0(24.030
94
Cramer.
Cash Capital
2.000 000 00 Cash Capital
1.000.000
00
ard
Lewis.
Under
the
direction
of
S.
E.
Hyler.
Surplus over all Liabilities, 15.705.581 13 Surplus over all Liabilities, 3.000.000 00
Mrs. Russell Knight, these chil
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Pipicello of
Total Liabilities and
Total Liabilities and
dren df the primary department of ST. GEORGE
Owl's
Head spent Sunday with
Surplus.
$24,053,062 90
Surplus,
$12,950,575 15
the church school gave appropriate
Mrs.
Plpicello's
parents at East
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Adrian
Kinney
and
41-S-47
FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE CO.
exercises and recitations; Carl and family of Lisbon Falls visited Mr. Friendship and Sunday night were
San Francisco, Calif.
U. S. BRANCH OF THE ATLAS
Lillian Howard, Frances and Carl and Mrs. Ardie Thomas last week callers on Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Nord.
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1940
ASSURANCE CO., LTD.
Gelo, Russell Jr. and Danny Knight end.
Real Estate.
$2,856,850 25
George Avery went Tuesday to
ASSETS.
DBC.
31.
1940
Mortgage Loans.
637,394 72
Ferae
Harriman,
Murdock
Rat

Beth
for an indefinite stay.
$5,074,719 34
Collateral Loans.
2 075 47 Stocks and Bonds.
Sally Robinson is spending a
Stocks and Bonds.
29.518.640 25 Cash In Office and Bank, 1.6023811 76 ten, and John, George and Esther week s vacation at home.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Stone spent
Cash In Office and Bank.
7.266.491 30 Agents' Balances.
526.425 82 Cushman. Four girls of Mrs. Gib
last weekend at home coining from
24.934 79
Agents' Balances.
2.304.252 26 Interest and Rents,
Charlotte Caddy spent the Easter Matinicus
All
other
Assets.
26.924 18 son’s class, Phyllis and Priscilla
Bills Receivable.
63.006 70
island where Mr. Stone
holiday with her parents.
Interest and Rents.
K5.619 23
has employment.
Gross Assets.
*7.255 385 89 Gelo, Carol Paulson, and Donna
AU otber Assets.
2.695.709 20
Shirley Fuller is a surgical pa
Deduct Items not admitted 882.781 89 Bickford, recited the Bible story of
Mrs. Margaret Curtis was called
Gross Assets.
*45.492.041 38
tient at Knox Hospital.
Easter.
The
entire
group
of
boys
to Bath Friday by the death of her
Admitted.
$6,372,604 00
Deduct Items not admitted, 834.779 26
Crawford Allen was nome from father, Frank Ryder. Mr. Ryder
and girls sang ‘Wonderful Words
LIABILITIES. DBC. 31. 1940
Admitted.
$44,657,262 12 Net Unpaid Losses.
at Framingham,
$355,360 00 of Life.” A vocal trio, composed Connecticut to spend last weekend died Thursday
LIABILITIES. DBC 31. 1940
3.029.612 23 of Mrs. Gibson, Mrs. Francella with his family.
Unearned Premiums.
Mass.,
where
he
has resided for
409,204 61
Net Unpaid Losses,
*3.104,417 73 AU other Liabilities,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hysler of several years.
The body was
400.000 00 Moody and Harold Cobb, rendered
-Unearned Premiums,
13.450.437 50 Statutory Deposit.
AU other LiabUltles.
3.648.426 56 Surplus over aU Liabilities, 2.178.427 16 special music.
Mrs. Harold Cobb Warren were Sunday visitors of Mr. brought to Bath for the service and
Cash Capital.
7.500.000 00
interment.
was
pianist
for
the
entire pogram. and Mrs. Percy Jones.
Total
Liabilities
and
Surplus ow aU LtobUltles. 16.953,980 33
Surplus.
EDWARD W

Total Liabilities and

I35.667.432 94

mixed up with his spares and
strikes, and he often tries to throw
a knuckle ball down the alley in
stead of his regular dinky outshoot.
There are rumors of a big feed to
top off the season and end it In
| a blaze of glory and a cloud of hot
' steamed lobster, but as yet lt is
j harder to get any information on
i it out of Captain Grimes than it
Is to find out where the British
fleet is.
■Perhaps when the Captain has
pinched enough dimes out of his
patient patients, he may condescend
to give them the required informa
tion.
Gloomy Ganders—Littlefield. 242;
K. Carver. 242; Grimes, 240; Libby,
281; “Goose" Arey, 290; total. 1275.
Scurrilous Skippers — Hall, 234;
Drew. 309; Peterson. 297; Lane,
256; Shields, 274; total. 1361.

We always hold our breath and
wait for reproaches when we ven
ture a new twist with an old fa
vorite recipe but there Is a new ver
sion of strawberry shortcake you
should try sometime. We’U admit
whole-heartedly nothing can taste
better than the split, feathery hot
biscuit, butter melting lavishly In
golden rlverlets, crushed sweet
ened strawberries and a pitcher of
yellow cream alongside. Just the
same you might like sometime to
serve Cream Custard Shortcake.
Pastry is rolled an eighth of an
inch thick and cut in three eight
inch rounds, then each round cut in
four triangles and baked till brown
and flaky then cooled. A cup and
a half of strawberries are sliced
and folded Into Cream Custard,
then the pastry triangles are ar
ranged in three layers with straw
berry cream between, cream cus
tard poured over and fat, sweet
berries used as garnish.
Have you made a strawberry
rhubarb pie yet to eat warm with
cream cheese? Strawberry tarts or
the rhubarb and strawberry betty
that’s eaten with hard or lemon
sauce or cream? There’s a Spiced
Rhubarb that’s perfect witli meats
and a Rhubarb Punch to sene
with crisp cookies next time you
entertain the bridge club.
Cream Custard (for shortcake)—
1-3 cup sugar. 3 tablespoons flour,
1-8 teaspoon Sterling salt. 1 cup
milk, 2 egg yolks, 1-2 cup heavy
cream, 1 teaspoon vanilla.
Mix sugar, flour and salt. Scald
milk; add gradually, mixing well.
Cook over hot water, stirring con
stantly, until thick. Cover, cook
ten minutes longer. Beat egg yolks,
add hot custard mixture, mix well.
Cook 2 minutes longer. Chill. Whip
cream, fold into custard with va
nilla. Makes enough to fill and
top three eight-inch layers.
Spiced Rhubarb—2 pounds rhu
barb, 1 cup sugar, 1 slice lemon,
dash of nutmeg.
Cut tlie rhubarb leaving the skin
on into inch lengths. Add the su
gar, lemon and nutmeg, and place

Surplus.

_

$44.657362 U

$6,372,604 00
BERRY .Y CO . Agents The church was tastefully decorat
41-S-47 ed with potted plants.

Subscribe to The OourierOawtM.

Read The Courier-Gaze tte
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CAMDEN
Coi respondent
ft ft ft ft
Word has been received by Mrs.
Stanley Frye that a daughter was
born April 16 to Mr. and Mrs Ber
nard Clark of Portland. Mrs Clark
was formerly, Maxine Smith, a
graduate of Camden High School
who has many friends in town.
The Baptist Ladies Circle will
hold an all day session April 23 at
the parlors. A covered, dish lunch

,

Abave are members of the cast of the Majorettes Review, which will be presented at the Ocean View
roller skating rink Saturday night. There are 18 skaters in the group who have spent considerable time rehearsing Ifor
the MIUW.
show. rFront
rcw, ICil
left IU
to right: Charlie McCarty,
Blanche Sylvester, .......
Anita ------------Malstrom,
Grace Bracki ing
or vnr
mill ILW,
---------k —
~------------------------------------------------------,i ftt Ba,bara Boardman, drum major: Mary Walker,_ Adelaide _ Hooper. Avis Taylor, Betty Skinner, dummy. Fat

stuff. Back row: Muriel Oliver. Margaret Hooper, Theresa Thompson, Addie Kaler, Betty Sylvester, Alice
Grant Arlene Jones.

Lura Libby, Mrs. Naomi Elliot and
Mrs. Bernice Knights in charge.
Harvey Howard has returned
after spending the Winter in Fair
haven, Mass.

I

ROCKPORT
o ft ft ft

XX XX XX -x

T.TTIA G. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent

In the Churches
Church.

SOUTH THOMASTON
A group of volunteer workers met
Tuesday at the cemetery and great
ly improved its appearance by cut
ting and burning bushes and dead

Rockland. Mass at 8 and 1045
Donald Welt, Earle Deane, Albert
a. m.
Tel.
MacPhail and Frederick Quimby.
St. John's Church. At 9 a. m.
Mrs. Marrion Harris of Rockland
Holy Eucharist.
Amid cheers from the large crowd was guest Friday at the home of
Baptist and Federated Churches. of relatives and friends gathered in her parents. Mr and Mrs. Herbert
A deputation from tlie University j front of the Post office Friday Poland
of Maine will be in town this | morning, the members of the Senior
Mrs. Lena Wall has returned
weekend and will conduct the class with their chaperone. Prin. from Belfast where she has been
services at these two churches. At George Cunningham, boarded the spending a week with friends and
C o'clock tonight these young Boston and Maine bus on the first relatives.
people will be served supper at lap of their journey with WashingTlie community was saddend to
the Baptist Church, following ton, D. C. as their destination. Just
before
leaving
they
were
presented
l
earn
of the death of Mrs. Charles
which there will be a joint Chris
corsages
and
boutoainieres
by
Everett
of Waltham, Mass., who
tian Endeavcr-Epworth League so
Rev.
and
Mrs.
C
.
Vaughn
Overdied
Wednesday
at her home after a
cial at the Federated Church vestry
man
of
the
Baptist
Church.
This
i
long
illness,
terminating
with pneuat 7.30. At the Baptist Church at
trip,
which
is
an
annual
event
of
monia
Mrs>
Everett
was
bom in
the 11 o’clock service Sunday the
speaker will be John Webster whose I Rockport High School, Ls made pos- this town 78 years ago. daughter
topic is "God s Way in Man’s | slble b>' funds derived from the of Freeman and Susan (Coose)
Carnival-Regatta held each Sum-j Spear. She is survived by her luisWorld." Miss Arlene James is to
band, three sons. Dr. Raymond Ev
be the soloist, and MLss Olive mer on the waterfront.
erett, Paul and Carl Everett, and by
Maynard Ingraham and daugh four daughters, Miss Della Everett,
Rowell the leader.
At the Federated Church John ters, Nancy and Arlene, left Friday Mrs. Frances Frullo and Mrs. Louise
Cullinan and Sylvia Belden* are morning for Waltham, Mass., to at Cumyn, all of Waltham, and Mrs.
the speakers, their topic "Tlie In tend funeral services of Mrs. In Marion Ingraham of Rockport. Fu
ner Light." and the soloist is Ken graham's mother, Mrs. Charles Ev neral services are being held this
neth Closson and the leader Miss erett. Arlene will continue on to afternoon and interment will be in
New York for a visit with relatives,
Barbara Cole. At this service the the others leturning home Sunday, Waltham.
Federated Choral Association will accompanied by Mrs. Ingraham,
Miss Arlene Ingraham, Mrs.
sing the anthem "The Lamb of who has been in Waltham for sev- Mona Payson, Mrs Bernice CrockGod." by Stryker. At 6 o'clock eral days called there by her !ett- Mrs- Dorothy Sprague and Miss
there will be a joint meeting of the mother s serious illness.
Helena Upham enjoyed a supper
Epworth League and Christian En
and
theatre party Thursday in
Due to the holiday the Public Lodeavor with Miss Sylvia Belden brary will be open Saturday only Rockland.
the leader. Tliis, and the united from 1 to 5 p. tn., being closed in Church Notes
service at 7 oclock led by John Lite evening.
Baptist Church, C. Vaughn Over
Webster. John Cullman. Miss Bar
man, minister: Worship at 11. ser
Mis.
Evelyn
Cunningham,
Miss
bara Ccle and Miss Olive Rowell,
... . ... .
„ ... x,,
. .Mildred Graffam, MLss Geneva mon subject, "Our Heavenly Part
will be held at the Baptist Church. |
EarIe AchQrn anJ
ner;" Church School at 12; Chris
Thomas joined the group from tian Endeavor meeting at 6 o’clock,
Camden, whicli left Friday after Mrs. Maud Carleton as speaker;
SOUTH WARREN
Mrs. Milton Robinson enter- nocn for a trip to Washington. D. evening service of praise and prayer
tained the Rug Club Friday at her C, and points of historical inter at 7 o’clock, the pastor preaching
est. The tour was planned and will from tlie topic "Making all Things
home at Oyster River.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Wood of Mil be directed by Milford Payson of New.” Ladles' Circle will meet
linocket were guests last weekend at the Camden High School, and will Wednesday afternoon with Mrs.
include stops at the Luray Caverns, Mayme Carrol; Trytohelp Club will
O A. Copeland’s.
L. F. Harriman has been employed Philadelphia. Annapolis, Arlington, meet Monday night at the home of
at tiie liome of Miss Mina Wood the Blue Ridge Mountains as well Mrs. Effie Salisbury with Mrs.
as a complete tour through Wash Leona SalLsbury as assisting hostess.
cock, Cushing the past week.
Methodist Church , F. Ernest
Fred Folsom of Auburn is the ingten and New York.
guest of his sLster, Mrs. O. B. Libby.
The pageant "He Lives" which Smith, minister: The Church will
Mrs. Hattie Cormier who has been was presented last Sunday night at hold an after-Easter Jubilee next
with Mrs. Bertha Jordan for sev- , the Baptist Church and which was Sunday. There will be special music
eral weeks has returned to South written and directed by Rev. Helen by the Senior and vested choirs. A
Thomastcn. Her place is being tak Sims Overman, will be presented souvenir program with the names
en by Miss Lillian McCarter of at the Baptist Church in Bath, of of new members and a resume of
Cushing.
which Mrs. Overman's father, Rev. the year’s achievements will be dis
William Dow of Thomaston, who [Charles R Sims is pastor, next Sun_ tributed. Sermon subject will be
succeeds the late D E. Barrett at day night. The members of the "After Easter Gladness;” Sundaytlie Suite Farm, has moved to the cast who will go from here to assist School meets at 10; Epworth League
Bucklin house lately vacated by the in production are Mrs. LinaJoyce, j at 6 with MLss Constance Lane as
Barrett family who have bought Miss Althea
Joyce, Mrs. Mabel leader. At 7 there will be songs of
and are

place.

have been field at M
Bardwell’s in Camden a
. ;tie Knox Hospital A
l^en cancelled bec.i.o

o

a

v

jgiss Katherine Rice
I al* Emerson College
l,er non.e
........ ales
Norma Philbrick
been an appendectomy
Kn

eon will be served at noon and the

Mrs. Grace Payson is giving up
her apartment on Knox street and

Catholic

Tlie contract pait\ ii

Tel. 713

Robert MacFarland, accompanled by iMaynard Marston of Rockand, is spending the weekend in '
Boston.
Nineteen students of the De
paitment of Sociology cf the Uni- j
verrity of Maine under the lead
ership of Professor Lamson, visited
the State Prison and farm Thurs
day.

Bernards

Camden First Aid Class

NAOMA MAYHEW

SHIRLEY T. WILLLAMB
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 190

the Federated Circle will be held
Tuesday at the vestry with Mrs.

Every-Other-Pay

«*«»

ft ft ft ft

will make her home with Mr. and
Mrs. Frar.k D Hathorne
Mrs. William Sharpe of Minden.
Nev. Ls visiting friends in tewn,
having been guest several days of
Mr. and Mrs. Donald P George.
Rev. and Mrs. H. S. Kilborn have
returned after several days’ visit
at their home in North Weymouth,
Mass.
Mrs. Edith Hill ar.d son. John
Hill, of Reading. Mass., with a
guest, Mrs. Mabel Riley cf Laconia,
N. H. are spending a lew days at
Mrs. Hills Summer home, the
Lenfest house.
The monthly supper served bv

I

•

THOMASTON

St.

Every-Other-Day
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occupying the Jerry Libby,Crone.

Mrs.Alice

Marston.

Nonna Hoyle, Miss Alice

Miss

praise, special music and a roll call

Miller, of members, with brief responses

grass and making a general clean
up.
Misses Ida Stanton and Patricia
Stanton of Danvers. Mass., at
tended the wedding last Saturday
of their cousin. Miss Celia Crowley
to Roland HurtubLse. They re
turned home Sunday.
These members of the committee
which raised money for the Coast
Artillery boys, went last Saturday
to Portland to buy the needed sup
plies: Mrs. Carolyn Davis, Mrs.
Flora Baum, Mrs. Naomi Ulmer,
Mrs. Helen RacklifTe, Mrs. Annie
Dennison, Mrs. Ruby Makinen, Mrs.
Ariene Hopkins and Mrs. Myrtle
Makinen.
Church Notes

Easter services under the direc
tion of MLss Hazel Lane of Rock
port were observed at The People's
Church by an attentive audience of
over 100, including a group from
the Spruce Head Church.
Committee members who worked
tirelessly to make the service a
success were: Mrs. Archie RacklifTe.
Mrs. Samuel Jackson, who directed
the Junior Choir; Mrs. Jackson.
organLst; Mrs. Louise Butler and
Mrs. Flora Baum, decorating com
mittee, assisted by Mrs. Victoria
Clements, Miss Alice Baum and
others.
Pots cf ferns were donated byMrs. Clements and Mrs. Annie Den
nison. The Easter flowers were
bought with a special collection
from the Sunday School pupils and
teachers, and taken, after the serv
ice, by members of the SundaySchool to the sick and shut-ins of
the community.
Transportation
was furnished by Ralph Cline and
Oliver Hamlin Jr.
All programs were typed by Stan
ton Sleeper. Mrs. Ermlna Tyler
acted as organist. A male quartet,
with Mrs. Ella Watts at the piano,
made its first appearancec. A fam
ily group consisting of Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Wiggin and their six children
sang

together

The

Easter

Promise

of

"In

Play

the

Oarden"

"The

Unending

Easter

Life,”

was

performed creditably by the three
departments of the Sunday School.
In the evening a group from this
community visited and participared
in the Easter Services at the
Spruce Head Church.

The worship service will be con
ducted Sunday morning by Miss
Hazel Lane, the religious director.

Bel.eve it or not, there are, ac
cording to the Census Bureau, fcr
artificial ice factories in Alaska,
employing 20 men.

!!

home ’nsueadaj

men are invited. Two quilts are
to be tacked.
County Attorney and \
Charles Spruce spent the week
ic Burgess nave gont
end in Bradley, guest cf his par
Lou
a:u !i1 wpt
ents. and on return, accompanied
by hs brother. Russell Spruce, he
fpgaer’s parents Mi
risked in town. He Ls employed
I
H Bll^.xin the Maine Shipyards Incorpor
V,
ated, South Portland.
Russell
jgr. and Mrs E. K
Spruce will spend some time in
I
tggjq
arrived heme
rtte-at
Portland. iMrs. Spruce spent Wed
i Winter's sojourn in C.i
Front row: Stanley Frye in traction splint, Lucy Dickens holding leg up, Nancy Hobbs victim, Phvllisl I trip u.iich .
nesday in Bangor.
Packard
operator. Second row: Mrs. Mildred Heald. Alice Hanson, Corinne Sawyer. Loena Lenfest, Mrs lturi,| when the .At the Methodist Church wor
Frye.
Back
row: Edwin Dodge, Allen Payson and'Evelyn Hale instructors.
went aground on Lht
ship Sunday will be at 10 30 with
Florida, terminated v» ,
sermon by the pastor, subject “Povprt that makes Rich- Music will whose home is in this town l.as CONSTRUCTING DAIRY BARNS length of stable if the cows hard cut the Rockland coup
direction nf Mrs ai- recently been appointed assistant
ample room than will be produced Noon apt to forget t:
W lmon
TItKIzi Plocvoc- and to the President. He is spending By A. M. Goodman, Professor if one or two more cows are crowded iortable experience
neo
, monk
niDIe
ana
Agricultural Engineering, Cornell into the row. Records of the pro
. __.
nf 1tna^ses
1 AR n’nl/%nLr
church schocl meet at 11.45 o'clock. the week in Boston.
duction and the feed costs of mary
Miss Winifred Dinin 1
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dexter and University, Ithaca, N. Y.
Mrs. stella McRae, superintendent.
cows
show
that
the
larger
cows
ad
The
prime
purposes
of
a
dairy
jng
the holiday weeken
Junior League meets at 5 o’clock Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cockson are
a
group
return
the
larger
profit
and
Mrs David G Din.,
barn
are
to
provide
comfort
for
the
followed by Epworth League at 6; enjoying a week's vacation in the
For
convenience
no
arrangeinhitl
laud.
She will be Joint
White
Mountains.
Happy Hour Service at 7, Praise
cows, shelter for the feed and fod has been found that is better than I
MLss Dorothy Dimick
Miss
Isabel
Rokes
has
a
position
with talk b>' the
der and bedding, and to make it having cows in two rows with their mouth. N H
‘‘Divine Heartburn;’ Church serv at The Copper Kettle in Rockland.
possible for the dairyman to do the heads toward the wall and an alley J
ices will be held in the vestry Elm Street School News
Mrs Earle R Oowe..
work necessary to the proper care six to eight feet wide between gut
Thursday night at 7 o'clock, sub
Wednesday
at a luiii. i
Second
Grade:
Philip
Sylvia
was
ters.
of
his
herd
with
the
expenditure
of
ject “The Danger of Apathy";
Glen Cove liome
M
Number
Champ
last
week.
Mary
a
minimum
of
time
and
effort.
choir rehearsal Friday- night. A
Hinds
of
South
Portlai,
Kelleher, Evelyn Lunt, Rclbert These few simple, fundamental re
Singapore is but 78 miles from |
publio supper will be held Saturday
fred Wilson. Mrs Warn
Keating and Frances Robinson quirements of a dairy barn may, by the Equator.
in the vestry.
Mrs. Lirton Raymonc
were next in line.
careful planning, be had in old
A group of local teachers leaves
Fran kColllus cl We.-t
Fourth Grade: Richard Foxwel, barns quite as well as in new ones.
Read The Courier-Oaaette
Friday for a week’s visit to Wash Lawrence Sparta, Richard Ayers
I Mrs Rupert L St: at:
The comfort that a good dairy
ington. D. C. and vicinity; Elm and Frank Ames are playing in cow enjoys is definitely reflected in
Mr and Mrs W W C
Street School. Miss Lucine Arau, struments in the High School the amount she produces. The
Probate Notices
|KcnMth kBgna
Mrs. Mildred Oliver and Miss Pearl Band. Carl Crawford Ls celebrat chief stable factors that directly
STATE OF MAINE
East Braintree Ma-. •
Walden; Brick School, Miss Ver- ing his tenth birthday Saturday. effect her comfort are the length
To all persons Interested In either| Irbit with Mn Oreg
nlta Colson. Miss Edith Arey, Mrs. MLss Ellen Birmingham, teacher and width of her stall and the of the estates hereinafter named
At a Probate Court held at Royk- | Mr and Mrs W H Ox
Evelyn Bailey and Miss Marjorie will spend the Spring vacation at character of its floor; the tempera land,
ln und for the County of Kn
Steen; High School, Mrs. Doris her home in Bangor. Frances Hast ture and condition of the air around on the 18th day of March ln the year I
Mrs H P Bickmore
of our Lord one thousand nine bun-1
Frye, MLss Helen McCobb. Miss ings- is ill with tonsilltis. Jills her.
dred and forty-one ahd by adjourn lerson and w:f>. Mr and
day to day from tiie istli I
Ethel Oliver, Miss Bertha Clason, grade had an Easter party Friday.
The stall length should fit the ment offrom
said March.
The following iBifkmore :n K.':> :
Milford Payson. Supt. and Mrs. A program in which all the pupils cow. The width of stalls should be day
matters having been presented • Charles E. Lord. Miss Jessie Hos took part, was presented and re at least 0.8 their length. ThLs gives the action thereupon herelnafoi in-1 Chapin Class will :
ted It is hereby ORDERED
mer and Mrs. Ethel Burkett will freshments were served. Henry room enough for all cows to lie d lea
That notice thereof be given to
I lght at the home <
persons interested, by causing a
:
be guests.
Bickford was chairman of the pro down at one time. If cows are to of
this order to be published thru I Payson Gr. ce
Robert, son of Mr, and Mrs. gram committee. Miss Freda Bur have the full use of the width al weeks successively ln The Courier-1
a newspaper publish'd at
lotted to them, there must be pipe Qazette
Burton Stevenson was host Thurs kett was the guest of honor.
John Sansom ha.x
Rockland ln said County, that tl.'v
may
appear
a Probate Court t oe
day afternoon, to a group of
Wmter in Florida
Fifth Grade: Allen Hatch has or pole partitions between their held at saidat Rockland
the 28th
friends, celebrating his 13th birth returned to school after a week's stalls. These will pay for them day of April A. D. 1941 atonnine
o< ."lc| llann in Soul. W- .
ln the forenoon, and be heard tiuri
day. Patriotic decorations, sand illness. Tlie Fifth grade boasts selves many times over by guarding on
If they see cause.
Mr. and Mrs. Wain
wiches, birthday cake and ice a bang-up good baseball team against bruised udders and crushed
FRANK 8. EDWARDS, late of Cuntden.
deceased
Will and Petition del Ihuve bee:.
cream were in full swing and this year: Stirling Hastings, pitch teats.
thereof, asking that the same
It has been amply demonstrated Probate
games were enjoyed by the ycung er;
Robert Thomas, catcher;
may be proved and allowed ano
| Stonington, guests of
Larei.t. M: ar... M:
Letters
Testamentary
Issue
to
Una
D
that
other
things
being
equal,
more
guests These present were: Bill Ralph Ayers, first base; Robert
Edwards of Camden, she toelnyt the|
milk
can
be
produced
in
a
given
and Marshall Foxwell; Cedric Maddocks second base; Lyndall
Executrix named ln said Will, with
Mr and Mr
out bond.
Joyce; Homer Pendleton; Mary Upton, third base; Allen Hatch,
Attest:
bfiidiiu.
1 tlie
MARY V. RYDER
and
Herbert
Garey;
Donald right field, Frank Burridge left field and Meldon Smith, short
Register
Pro
tem
Knight; Allen Hatch and Helen field,; Carleton Appollonio, out- stop.
♦4 SMI
Miss Anr.e McLaui.
Stevenson.
Itained Wednesday Nigl
Patriots’ Day will be observed
P-'ie home of Mr: Art'
at the local Post Office with busi
herty Tnursday ni£ht, fcr
ness hours thus: General Delivery
refreshments. Honors
and Stamp Windows, open after
|»ent tc, ML: „ Cr,.
arrival of each mail; Carriers De
David McCarty the tret
livery, will make one delivery in
^cing to Mrs John Chu:
the morning; R.FD. and Star
Mr anc Mr W F F
Route, usual service; Arrival and
|B..:y wno spc.t : « V, i
Departure of Mails, usual service;
■Plint'.x lormer home on
Special Delivery, usual service. The
lhave returned to Thou
lobby will be open from 5 a. m.
to 6 p. m.
Mr and Mrs. Arthur
Stephen Gross who has been em
and daughter Sylvia a:
ployed in the Engineering Departlllie weekend in Boston
ford. has a position with Eastman
ment of Pratt & Whitney in HartDr. and Mrs Guy M
Kodak Co. at its Hawkeye plant in
fuelday fcr Caritxju io
New York.
fcunual Methods! ccnfe
Baptist worship will be held Sun
day at 11 with music by the
Mr. and Mrs Jert me
senior cho r. The subject of the
in Waihingtor. D C
fcfonday Mr. Burrows v
sermon is "The Body of Christ
|to practice in the V:
Lives On.” Church School meets
Supreme Court
at 9.45. The forums will meet at
6. The Church School Staff meets
Ar.na Cough h
Tuesday at 7 In the parlor. Prayer
|ifib week from New
meeting will be Thursday at 7.30x
he was the guest of her
President Hindis of Kents Hill
|Mary C Car.ho Oi
Junior College was a caller in town
s acrcmpanied by
Wednesday.
Melden E. Smith,
f 1
vl. R.
f' •
^bating Mr and Mr
ver notice that a golf ball, when
packed, fuel-fat ball of gas-mixture at
ughUo.

PARK THEATRE SUNDAY-MONDAY

At Strand Theatre Sunday-Monday-Tuesday

fre

Whyd
Golf Bi

wince ?

E

you drop it, bounces higher than
the top of the stroke — the Buick piston
something hollow, like a tennis ball? goes rushing down with more push,

more shove, more power than the same
That's partly because of internal pres
sures, which also have so much to do
with Buick’s extra Fireball power.

Rubber threads inside a golf ball are

amount of fuel gives up elsewhere.
Result: every Buick engine travels
farther per gallon this year than the
same-size engines did last year, while
Compound Carburetion* with Buick

packed tight, highly compressed. When
flattened against a hard object, like a
sidewalk, they come hack harder, with
more push, and so the ball bounces
higher.

Fireball design gives as much ns 10%
to 15% more miles per gallon.

A similar thing happens inside a Buick
Fireball straight-eight cylinder.

year, it’s pretty important to see and
drive a Buick before you’re through;
it’s Number One in

Fuel compression pressures are higher
here than in any other standard-pro
duction automobile engine.

smart engineering
as well as Number
One in solid, rock-

So when the spark jumps in the tightly-

bottom, all - round
VALUE!

This is one of the toughest tests any husband can go through. His wi'e
is trying to explain that the other man doesn’t mean a thing in her life.
But Richard Dix finds it hard to believe that Preston Foster hadn’t suc
ceeded in capturing the lovely Patricia Morison’s heart. There’s a new
twist to the eternal love triangle In "The Round Cp.” which opens Sunday
Jeeter and his family love to sit more than anythin# —except eat! Here they’re squatting on the front stoop at Park Theatre. This outdoor drama is action-filled with Indians on the
of the Lester homestead, gating out at “Tobacco Rood.*’ Shown above are, left to right, Charlie Grapewin, warpath, trick-riding cowboys, suspense, and all the trimmings of West
ern entertainment.
William Tracy. Elizabeth Patterson and Gene Tierney.

TEL. 44.
|Or < al) at 30 F

ROCK

In fact, if you’re buying any car this

•Optional equipment on the Buick Special, standard on all other models.

EXEMPLAR OP I

PART time
|'»UM be able to

UVIPIQ DAMGfKOUi
flWTIHG FURIOUS
10UIMG RfCKlFSSl

.for the Business
Coupe
deliveredat Flint, Mich.
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®SOCi ETY.
T!ie contract party that was to
„f been held at Mrs Louis E.
^‘^■ell's in Camden. April 24, for
’** Knox Hospital Auxiliary, has
cancelled because of illness.

Major and Mrs. Albert Pickering
divisional commanders from Port
land will direct the Sunday sevices
at the Salvation Army. It is hoped
the public will take advantage of
these fine speakers.

oL.s Katherine Rice, a student
'Emerson College, is confined to
Martin S. Graves Ls at the Togus
Jr home with measles.
Hospital for treatment.
g
Norma Philbrick, who h #
r an appendectomy patient in
pox Ho Pital> returned to her

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY

Ruth L. Rogers, Librarian
Every week-day: 9 a m. to 8 30 p. m.

• • • •
Spring hangs her infant blossoms
on the trees, rocked in the cradle
of the western breeze.—Cowper.
Gardtning is everybody’s hobby
in the Spiing. Have you a gar
den problem? Ycu will find many
hefpful hints in tlie garden books
which are being displayed at the
library this month
The l brary is deeply grateful to
the Methebesec Club for their gift
of the following ten books which
;hey recently presented: The file
and the wood by. R C. Hutchinson;
Buttle against time by Heinrich
Hauser; Tlie unobstructed universe
oy Stewart Edward White; This
amaz ng planet by Roy Chapman
Andres; Out of tire night by Jan
Valtin; The Vanishing Virginian
by Rebecca Williams; Weep no more
by Angela du Maurier; All the To
morrows by Naomi Babson; The
lights go down by Erika Mann;
Straws in Amber by Naomi Jacob.
Among the new bocks added this
month:
My Sister and I by Dirk van der
Heide.
A first hand record, written as
part of the diary. 12 year old Dirk
had kept for three years, gives the
hour by hour story of the five day
war against Holland, the bombing.
Rotterdam, life in the crowded
shelter, the coming of the para
chutists, death destruction, terror,
and a quiet coinage that sustained
him. Pen pictures cf tlie people
around him, particulaily of tlie
rich, gay Uncle who managed to get
h.m and Ills pretty little sister
through to England and on the
boat to America It Ls a book of
both human and historical inter

WRK

Mrs. Ella Hare of Ash Point re
turned home Sunday from Kncx
Hospital.
Mrs. Emery

Barbour

and

her

County Attorney and Mrs. Stuart brother, Austin Joyce arrive today
. Burgess have gone to North from Norwood, R I.
ftvuiouth, Mass., to spend PajctsDay and tl,e weekend with the
.^rs parents. Mr. and Mrs.
JJs H Burgess.

Red Cross Notes

v llobbs victim, Phylll
l.oeiu l.enfesl, Mrs. |,<jrj

stable If the cows ha
iHan will be produce
ro more cows are crowdei
>w Records of the pro)
(d the feed costs of man;
that the larger cows aj
Iturn the larger profit
Jer.lpnce no arrangenurj
ound that is better tha
,s in two rows with theii
krd the wall and an alle;
It leet wide between gutl
|n

is

but 78 miles from

br.
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jobate Notices
|l 1 It or MAINE
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es hereinafter named:
mtp Court held at Rock.
1 tor the County of Knox
day of March ln the yeaif
one thousand nine hun *
loit.-one ahd by adjourn1
to day from the I8tl
Id March
The following
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1 thereupon hereinafter In|
ereby ordered
"< • thereof be given to alt
i
ted by causing a copy
ler to be published three
ively ln The Courlernewspaper published at
said County, that they
at a Probate Court to be
|d Rockland on the 28th
A D. IM1 at nine o'clock
I
and be heard there| • ■
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A Scene at Matinicus 45 Years’Ago

jane Thursday.____

I.

rage 5>even

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday,
April
*
»
-» 19, »1941d
MRS, SUSIE E. BROWN
Released from severe suffering at
last. Susie E. Brown died at her
heme cn Talbot avenue Tuesday.
Although in poor health the past
two years, she was up, and about
her household tasks, when on April
7 .she was taken with a sudden ill
ness, from which she could not
rally. As patiently as poss ble. site
bore her affliction without a mur
mur and was ever thoughtful of
others who were sick and troubled
It was she who had cared and
nursed many back to health, as
nuioing had been her profession for
25 years. Many will be her pa
tients. who will remember when
they read tins, of the tender, de
voted caie she pave
M s

Brown was born in Corona.

L. I New York. Aug. 26. 1872,
laughter of John L. and Susan R
(Ciockett) Crowell. She was mari el to Charles A Smith, Nov. 15,
1892. and left a widow, with two
young daughters. She came to Maine

This And That

By K. 8. P.
Would you like your breakfast
egg with a tinted yolk to match
your necktie or dress? Chemists
say that eggs can be produced with
yelks of any color. Now a green
yelk wculd check the appetite of a
hed carrier and what could a real
lady do If preiented a violet yolked
eg J?
• • • •
Mexico knows things worth While.
In the State of Tabasco all jazz
music is barred and no saxophones
are allowed to be imported. What
a blessing fcr real music lovers.

o reside about 33 years ago, witli
ler mother's people. She was later
mar.ied to Sidney E. Brewn, who
The Disaster Committee
ur and Mrs. E. K. Le-ghton
fled nine years ago. and had lived
Holds a Late and
• 8 • •
pe arrived home Irom their
at her present home 15 years. She
Interesting Session
If
a
straight
line connecting the
fr.tPf'.-' ojourn in California. The
was
a
member
of
Pratt
Memorial
This time The Courier-Gazette takes its readers cut to sea where lies the prosperous fishing plantation
-pai. -i started so inauspiciously
M. E. Church and was a regular at earth’s poles should try to be drawn
of Matinicus. The objects on the shore are not wartime defenses. They are lobster traps—-emblems of peace
A meeting of the disaster com and thrift, and a means of obtaining a livelihood. From photo made in 18% by the late C. C. Cross.
<• steamship Manhattan
tendant until illress prevented. She it wculd miss the center of the
mittee
of the Knox County Chap
was a past president cf tlie Ladies’ earth by about 809 miles. Figure
lfrt ag.'ound on the coast of
Aid, and an earnest worker. She that out. The curvature of the
?^;d.i terminated very happily. ter of the American Red Cress was
EAST WALDOBORO
was a member of the National earth is approximately eight inches
/. the Rockland couple are not held at tlie Community Building
Thursday.
Present
were
J.
M.
Pom

Selectee Edwin G. Mank is now
THE LYRIC MUSE
jin apt to forget their uncomGrange, and a silver star and hon a mile Would you think that has
eroy, disaster chairman; Capt. K.
located at Camp Wheeler in Macon
orary member of Pleasant Valley much to do with it?
jtable experience.
A. Rice, chapter chairman: Robert
Cancer Control Effort
Grange.
Georgia. Company B. 9th Training
• • • •
Sne is survived by her daughter
Is Making Good Progress Battalion.
jltvs Winifred Dimick is spend- Gregory, Mayor E. R. Veazie, Fred
Chile has the greatest known
Etta, wile of Raymond L Andersen, copper deposits estimated at 700,the holiday weekend with Mr. eric Bird, L. A. Thurston. Horatio
Recent callers at Josiah Jame
In County
and two grandsons, of whom she 020.CC0 tens of ore to be mined.
_.j \fi- David G. Dimick in Poxt- Cowan, Augustus B. Huntley, Milson’s were Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
ton
Griffin,
W.
B.
D.
Gray,
and
Or

was so p:oud—one of whom she
• 8 • •
,r.d She will be joined there by
The county wide drive of the Allen of Rcckland. Mr. and Mrs.
ville
Williams.
Thomaston;
Allen
had from infancy, Robert Harold
ggs Dorothy Dimick of Ports
This
dreadful
war not only in
Woman's
Field
Army
to
raise
funds
Orville
Jameson
and
children
of
Payson and Edwin Dodge of Cam
Rackliffe. and whom she idolized— volves the destiny of Europe but
mouth. N. H.
for
cancer
control,
is
proceeding
Camden.
David
Hughes
and
family
den.
and Richard Crowell Anderson of this nation will suffer for years the
Publication Limited to Brief
steadily.
Mrs.
Horatio
C.
Cowan
of
Winslows
Mills.
MLss
Marguerite
McQuuide,
Red
Fort
McKinley.
Poems
Ms Earle R. Gowell entertained
Cross
field
representative,
Bangor,
Services
were privately held reflexes that hinge on what the
Jf
this
city
is
commander
for
the
William
Rines
of
Winthrop
is
of
Original
Composition
A'rdnc. day at a luncheon, at her
andi must do.
wa.s
also
present
to
represent
the
By
Subscribers
Thursday at 2 p. m. from her late people are doing
county and reports excellent prog- at llis brothers. John Rines, reg.r■
home.
Mrs. Donald
• 9 • •
National
Red
Cross,
which
is
ex

cuperatmg
from
an
operation.
esidence
at
259
Talbot
avenue.
Rev.
Hauls ot South Portland. Mrs. Alress in all parts of the field.
Minnesota piohibits operation of
Dr. Guy Wilson officiating. Com
Mr. and Mrs. S. W Glendenning
■rd Wilson. Mrs. Warren Saunders, pending great efforts in organizing
Rockport was the lirst town in
trucks within 35 miles of first class
SPRING ECSTASY
our
country
against
disaster
mittal
services
and
burial
will
be
in
Linton Raymond and Mrs.
the county to complete its work and and two daughters of Palermo were
| For The Courier-Gazette |
hazards.
the family lot in Achorn cemetery. cities between 9 a. m. and midnight
Fun kCollins cf Westbrook, and
submit is final report. The cam- Sunday callers at Harry M-Intires. Up a smiling woodland wide
Under the able chairmanship of
The bearers were Raymond L. An on Sundays and legal holidays ln
Rupert L Stratton.
Leading to a green hillside.
Leland O. ff and family cf North Hear
Mr. Pomeroy, fast progress Ls be paign under direction of Ai'Lne In
dersen. Harold L. Rackliffe, her Lire period 'between May 30 and
the gleeful brooklet's roar
graham has received mote money Waldoboro were guests at J. L. As lt cuts the forest floor.
ing
made
toward
a
thorough
state
two
grandsons Rieliard and Rob the second Sunday in September.
Mr .tiid Mre W W Gregory and
and the individual donations have Flanders last Sunday. Mr. and Courting down the valley deep
of
preparedness
in
Knox
County.
est.
ert,
Frederick Wilson and Myron Think this over.
While
the
Mayflowers
rouse
from
Kmneth Mignault went Friday to
been larger than any other year pre Mrs. H. W Flanders were callers
sleep.
• • • •
Sixty
Acres
More
or
Less;
tlie
Tliis
is
the
third
meeting
of
the
Young.
Surrounded by a wealth of
£a-t Braintree, Mass., for a week's
vious.
Tlie
solicitors
in
Camden
are
Hear
the
wood
folk
inlle
on
mile
Easter
over.
Next, Mother's Day.
diary
of
a
weekend
Vermonter,
by
Monday
evening.
beautiful flowers she loved, a poem
st with Mrs. Gregory’s parents, Disaster Committee. Various prob still busy with their work and are
Gladened by Spring's gentle smile:
Henry
B.
Lent,
A
campaign
has
been started to
wa.s
read
from
her
cwn
original
lems were thrashed out, and so
LaForest I. Mank attended the Hear the robin's sweet Spring song
Mr arid Mrs. W. H. Oxton.
making excellent progress. April
As he greets a joyful throng
The
book
tells
how
the
author
bock
of
writings,
make
big
trucks
wear
aprons on
high was the interest cf the publicKnights of Pythias installation of While the swallows bring their loads
39 is the dead-line.
and
his
family
gratified
their
desire
spirited
gentlemen
who
attended,
their
rear
wheels
to
protect
cars
THE
TWO
ADVENTURES
Mrs H. P Bickmore is visiting
Town chairmein new at work in officers at Warren Tuesday eve Frem the mud pools ln the roads.
for
a
farm.
There
are
many
prac

that
the
meeting
did
not
break
up
against
the
muddy
shower
baths.
On
tills
adventure
of
Jov
and
strife.
Soon the countryside will glow
..- rn and wife. Mr. and Mrs. Earle
addition to those already reported nlng.
tical ideas about remodeling an old The way has been lonely, sometimes This is cut in Kansas where they
.
.As the soft Spring breezes blow:
until 10.15 p. m.
Bickmore in Kittery.
include Mrs. Arthur Brown. Ash
Mrs. Harry McIntire. Mrs. Joseph : Sllver rain its music lend
to bear.
farm hcuse as well as interesting In thehard
Keryn ap Rice.
next adventure, a happier life do fine things.
Point; Mrs. Allan Borgerson, Owl's1 Glande and Raymond Simmons at- As the flowers sway ana bend
and amusing experiences with Ver I hope to find, if I am allowed to
Chairman Knox County Chapter. Head and Mrs. Henry York, Spruce tended meeting of Achorn Grange
• • • •
Chapin Class will meet Tuesday
- .
enter there
Happy ln the gay Springtime.
mont individual sts, and at the oldIn
W
nvngton.
Del., there is a
.ght at the home of Mss Edna
Head.
1 at Cushing Wednesday.
Maurice P. HUi
I wave my hand, ln passing
fashioned auctions, sugaring-off When from
Rockland.
Payson. Grace street.
APPLETON RIDGE
200-year-old
blue
law that bans
this
land.
-----------------------1
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rines, Mr.
parties, etc.
Will I find my loved ones waiting for sncw shoveling. What do the kids
at
st
at
«t
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Moody spent
me there?
and Mrs. Virgil Rines and two j
Call the New World, by John It must
John Sansom has returned frem a few days recently with Mrs. Nellie
KELP THOUGHTS
be wonderful to Join that
think of that?
children
cf
Oakland
were
Sunday
Jennings.
happy band,
• 8 8 8
i Winter in Florida, and is at his
[For The Courier-Gazette 1
Bradford and Mrs. Alice Cummings
from loneliness, heartaches,
(By Grace S. Bowden)
callers at J. A. Rines.
An historical novel, that will ap So free
inn .n South Waldoboro.
and care.
We
boys
at
our
play
along
the
sea
Curious
find
in New Hampshire
in Augusta.
peal especial!j' to men. The story
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilson re
School reopened Tuesday morn
shore
In
the
paths
of
life
where
my
work
—
Although
this
huge bone, found
days fifty years is of Peter Brooks, his adventures
William C. Darroch. Mr. and Mrs. ing after a 10-day recess.
turned to Leeds last Saturday after In thenowSummertime
has taken me.
Mr and Mrs. Walter E. Weeks
of yore
in
the
woods
near
an abandoned
I may have helped to ease some
The annual Superintendent's spend ng a wet k at their home Oft found a kelp plant cast up on and his loves. Cashiered .unjustly, I hopepotr
w been sjaending a few days in Lawrence Moody and son were re
souls
pain.
road
in
Chester
N.
IH.. by Frank
the
strand.
from the American army after And glad too. when tho e friends also
Stonington, guests of Mrs. Week's cent supper guests of Miss Lucy Conference is to be held April 23. here.
A gift of the ocean come Into our
Hackett
of
Derry, N.
puzzled
I
shall
see
Bladensburg,
soldier
of
fortune
un

hand.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Miller of
The theme is speech correction and
|orcnt> Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Bye. Moody.
In
the
beautiful
home,
that
has
been
Hackett,
his
dog.
Trixie,
was
ln no
der Bolivar and San Martin, diplo
their gain—
Arnold Pitman spent last week visual aids. Dr. Hcward L. Runion. Belfast, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Beane ■ We used the long and the hollow
such
quandary.
Paleontolog
sts
of
mat in the days of Canning, Peter So whv not try and seek this bitter
Mr and Mrs. Frank Wheeler are end with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. U. of M. and Hayden V Anderson. and fam.ly of Appleton, Mr. and j
siphon the water from many a
Peabody
Museum
cf
Harvard
Uni

saw
the
raw
new
w
’
crld
be
bern
and
land.
jtndniy the weekend in Beston.
A. G. Pitman.
Franklin Beane and children j _
hole
Gorham Normal School, are to be Mrs.
ethers, one and all to do versity. identified the bone as a
r _ ., ...
_ , i Nature had formed ln the hard granite tlie old world begin to rest wearily And help
the same.
ledge
Recent callers at Mrs. Bertha the pr.ncipal speakers. Roger Dow. of South Warren were Sunday j
on its past. Mr. Jennings com All can try to obey the Fathers com vertebra of a whale. They sur
Mi. Ante McLaughlin enter- Wentworth
guests
at
Norman
Miller's.
,
That
a11
alon
«
h?
the
tlde
water's
’s were Mr. and Mrs. of Wiscasset, Ls general chairman
mand.
mised that the curio was taken in
bines romance, adventure and solid And he
ainecl Wednesday- Night Club at
’n a brother or sister from
Mrs. Albert Jameson and Mrs. As oft we had watched the quarry
Roger Libby and children of Lin cf the affair.
land
by some whaler many years
research.
downfall
and
shame.
'-'.e home of Mrs. Arthur W. Domen do
The Senior class is to present Dwight Wotton of East Friendship In draining
colnville.
ago.
—
Exchange.
a
motion,
for
ws
young

The
Crcwthers
of
Bar.kdam,
bj
I think of lt. as a fairy land of p^ace
rtrtv Thursday night, for cards and
sters too
were recent callers cf Mrs. Austin
• • • •
And wili be glad to enter lf I m >y.
their
annual
play
Monday
evening
Thcmas
Armstrong.
Joseph
Wentworth
returned
Sun

tfreshments. Honors ln bridge
Were men at the labor of quarrying
Where troubles and sorrows forever Revising Our Similes
Wiley,
Henry
Cunningham
and
in
the
Little
Theatre.
"High
Pres

rocks
The story of three generations of
shall cease.
tent to Mrs. Louis Ccok and Mrs. day to Whitefield after spending
To get paving stone to be cut Into a Yorkshire family whose wool- In that beautiful land that knows nt
We used to say “cursed Ike a
David McCarty, the traveling prize three weeks' vacation with his sure Homer,’’ three act .comedy, Mrs. Viva Noyes of Jefferson were
blocks
decay.
Sunday
callers
at
the
Wiley
heme.
Or
else
we
were
sailors
performing
the
trade
fortune
nearly
ecmes
to
ruin
w.ll
be
given.
trooper."
or more recently, "cursed
mother.
Bertha
Wentworth.
Miss
icing to Mrs. John Chisholm.
care when this" adventure
task
A feud I shallls not
Burnell Mank was at home from Of getting
like a stevedore" or “like a truck
Calvacade of Christianity, a ra
Muriel Carr, who spent the past
o'er
a drink through a hole in through their schemings.
starts between old Simon Crowthers I will gladly say to this W’orld good driver.”
a oask.
Mr. and Mrs. W F. Flint and son week at the Wentworth's also re dio drama, was presented at the Rcckland last Saturday.
bye.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry lives, Jr., Hew different the world that we live two sons, Zebediah, cold and com If I shall
Those hackneyed cld similes need
weekly meeting of the Christian
B.lly. who spent the Winter at Mr. turned home Sunday.
meet my Savior, and friends
today!
on the other shore,
petent. and Joshua, het-tempered
revising,
according to Arthur S.
Mr. Cutting was a business caller Association. Those who tock part of Warren were Sunday guests at That ln
Flint .- former home on Park street.
kelp we oft used at our Juvenile
start my new adventure w.th
and honest. Joshua marries a I willout
play
Colborne. New York president of
Tuesday at A. G. Pitman's.
Cave returned to Thomaston.
were Roger Dow. Malcolm Blod J. L. Flanders’.
a sigh.
Would sometime become we never
i'nrpTb. lovable girl from the mills;
the Anti-Profanity league. Now
Harrie Stanley, MacKenzie Wil gett, Charles Paiker, Blaine LymCorp. Otto Bowden of Fort Levett
dreamed then
Zitiediah
marries Miss Clara, who MISS GLADYS NILES
A
bone
of
contention
for
big
business
Mr and Mrs. Artliur W. Doherty liams and Johnson Pitman have burner, Rcbert Perkins. Omar was home last weekend.
.t's the women, and especially "so
men
has petty and soaring social ambi
News was r< ce ved here this ciety women” who do the most
wd daughter Sylvia are spending employment in Camden.
Mrs. Nellie Reever who lias
Allison M Watts
Clukey, Bradley Bunker and John
tious. Tlie flavor cf passing time morning of tlie sudden death ol fluent cursing. Colborne says. We
Jamaica. Vt.
e weekend in Boston.
Harry Conant of Warren was a Seek. ns.
been spending the Winter in
and
changing customs, make up the Miss Gladys Niles of Bangor, Su trust he means “cafe society," as
at at at at
caller Monday in this vicinity.
Alice Web ter, '25, who teaches Massachusetts lias returned heme.
story
as the fortunes of the Crow- perior Court stenographer, who suming that theres any difference.
Dr -and Mrs. Guy Wilson leave
SHORE PICTURE
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Moody, Mr in Bangor, and Glendora Stevens. Glenwood Reever of Beverly mo
thers
develop.
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Tue.'day for Caribou to attend tlie and Mrs. Edmund Moody and
passed away in her sleep in BelAt any rate it is interesting to
'39. who teaches in Amherst, were tored down with his mother SunEngland
’s Hour, by Vera Brittain ast, where she was < fficiating in
•nnual Methodist confecence.
dav retiirnir-r Mnnrlav Yf>-c Reever ' Whpnce comes the petulent cry
daughter were guests Sunday of Mr. recent visitors at the schcol.
note
h.s suggestion that bad lan
aa\ returnit.o Monday Mrs.Keeter ; So piercingly sad and lonely?
The author pictuies civilian Eng ?curt with Justice George L. Emery
and Mrs Laurence Moody.
guage
is most prevalent among
also
visited
her
brother
John
j
"Ils
gulls
at
early
break
of
day
Mr. and Mrs. Carrell Wardwell
land under the impact of the pres fcr thp Apr 1 term.
Mr and Mrs. Jerome C. Burrows
-n i
.
j . r-, j i Winging turbulant waters.
Mr. and Mrs. Harrie Stanley and and Frederick Lee spent Saturday Standish
those
who
should, in theory at
at
W.nthrcp
and
at
Fred
i
ent war. She describes in brief, *Mi.ss Niies was one of the few
Jre in Washington, D. C., where on Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Newbert were
1 Grey rocks shimmering white and fay
least,
knew
better. We apologize
Mortons.
Georgetown.
j
As
the
suri
thunders
broken
shore
her
country
whose
fact
has
been
Monday Mr. Burrows was admitted business visitors in Bangor re in Belfast and Dark Harbor.
women
members
of
the
Bar
in
cavalryman,
doekman, and
Fred Yeung cf Friendship wa.s a Alld cragy hills of the coast line
<o dramatically changed by a year
A hare and hound hunt is to
50 practice in the United States
Makes harvest of gulls, many score.
Maine, having been admitted tc trucker. Hereaiter, let the simile
cently.
of war, but whose characteristic
justness caller at Ray Simmon's
Supreme Court.
A dart into blue and white wave
he Bar Oct. 7. 1911 at a term ol be "cursed like a night-club
Miss Joyce Fish visited Tuesday be held Saturday, April 19.
spirit
has remained unimpaired .
Monday.
Ah! Fish in t.ilons ls squirming;
The Ellsw-orth Alumni Associa
•ourt
in Bargor. She was gadu- debutante."
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Eleanor
Pit

But
the
grip
ls
sure
and
naive
Books cf the lighter type:
Mi=s Anna Coughlin returned
Mr. and M:s. M. E. Watson of For early food smacks alluring.
tion is to hold a meeting in Ells
• • • •
ited
from
the University of Maine
man.
Midway
to
Murder,
by
Yates.
is week from New York where
worth Tuesday evening. April 22. Bath were Sunday callers at L. Then chug ln fisherman's dory.
School
of
Law
iu
this
city
in
1913
Mrs.
Linnibel
Sprowl
was
a
Ban

“Swankiest Lsle in tlie World"
By Way of the Silverthorns, Grace
*■ wa the guest of her niece. Mrs.
As dawn spreads fiery splendor;
Elizabeth Wiggin King is in charge L. Mank*S.
'he had a low office in the Nichols includes pictures cf the famous
Livingston Hill Lutz.
Mary c. Carillo. On return, she gor visitor Friday.
Gardner
Wtiik
secntYi-niiird
A
whirling
msss
breaks
to
the
sky
uaianer Manx accompanied Wil- Thls picture remains a memoir,
of the program.
Case of the Haunted Husband, clock cn Exchange stret for some showplace on Mount Desert: The
J
ennpanied by he.- grandliam
Burgess to New Sharon re
K S. F.
Tlie
Boston
Alumni
’
Association
lnae and d.d werk as a public estate of A. Atwater Kent with its
Spencer
Individual
Desinging
Erie
Stanley Gardner
■fte Mary Rose Carillo, who is
Rock'.and.
cently where the latter has pur
Once There Was a Village, Kath itenegraphe:.
lovely gardens and old relics ot
'Siting Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Service. Corsets, girdles, brassieres is to meet in Boston May 10.
chased a hem?.
Nov. 13, 1937, she was appointed early history: the home of Ed
Coughlin.
erine
Dunlap.
and surgical .supports. Mrs. Mona
Harold Black and family of and Mrs. Jennie Mank. the meet
is a superior court stenographer ward Browning with Its fireside
A Gentleman Hangs, Dolland.
M McIntosh. 235 Broadway. Tel LINCOLNVILLE
Tenants Haihor were callers at ing April 24 will be held wdth Mrs.
jy
the late Chief Jjutice Charles slielves that once belong to the
Marionette,
L.
A
Cunningham.
Norman Eugene Leadbetter Jr H. F. Wilson' Sunday.
22-M.—adv.
44*47
Charles Bowers.
The
Patriotic
Murders,
Agatha
I
Dunn,
being the only woman to mr‘her cf Winston Churchill; the
WANTED
6 months, son of Mr. and Mrs. Nor
Miss Margaret Mank was a re
Chrlste
hold
such
a pcs tlon in this State. lobstermen at work getting fish
Leadbetter died Thursdaj
visit Lucien K. Green <fe Sons man
PART TIME HOUSEKEEPER
The Blue Cloak. Temple Bailey.
cent guest at H. W. Flande.s, Wal- j EAST FRIENDSHIP
Miss Nile-, took a secretarial ready fcr market; pottery making
night
at
Camden
Community
Hos

Anchors to Windward. E. A Hol xursc at Simmons Collette in Bos nd other tasks cn the Island as
'lust be able to take care of children ,econd floor, 16 School street, Odd pital following a short illness. Serv
' Helen Fales has employment at
Fellows
Block,
City,
for
Furs,
Fur
ton.
i
;
The
Sce'al
Club
met
at
Mrs.
Al

ton, and wa prcflcier‘ in all her well as ts best known beauty spots
ILL. 44. THOMASTON
the village Post Office.
ices will be held f om the residence
Counteipoint Murder, G. H. D jndertr kings. She was born July n ludir.g Mt. Cadillac.
Or < ill at 30 Knox St., Thomaston Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate Sunday at 2 o'clock, Rev. Duncar bert Mark's Thursday, eight memMr. and Mrs. Roland Somers '<■
>ers and gues s present. Readings Warren were visitors Sunday at the Cole.
• • • •
orices.
I. 1830. being therefore 53 years of
Rogers officiating.
The Trunk. Elizabeth Coatsworth ige at the time of her decease. >even Sabbaths
were given by members, scrambled heme of A. L. Burns.
The Wcunded Don’t C.y, by She was a granddaughter of the
R h cf the seven days in the
1 It would be nice if love was as sayings and sample contest, prizes
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Smith Quentin Reynolds.
TODAY—SATURDAY
awarded to Mis. Edna M Intire daughter Carol. Mr. and Mrs. Nel
ate Chailes R Duntcn cf Bar.gtr, werk is designated as the Sabbath
easy to keep as it is to make.
One cf the most appealing, best
Roy Rogers. Gabby Hayes
sen Sabien and children of Rock written, liveliest books that has yet me of the leading 1 fe insurance by various nationalities and re‘•ROBIN HOOD OF PEC OS ’
land were guests Sunday at W. W appeared on these grim pages ol •gents in M 'ine, and mads her lig ons. Monday ls the Greek SabROC
come with him fcr many years. ?ath. Tuesday the Persian, Wed
i Havener's.
European history. Unlike many An
LAST TIMES TODAY
runt is Mrs. Clarence W. Rey- nesday the Assyrian. Thursday the
John Matson is employed nt other authors, Mr. Reynolds has ccl-’s cf his city. Mr. Reynolds B^j-ptian,
Friday the Turkish. Sat
FRFOL FLYNN in
net attempted to explain the great
Snow’s Shipyard in Rockland.
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
rove
tc
Belfcit
upon
rcce.pt
of
the
urday
the
Jewish, the Sunday the
“1 COTSTEPS IN THE DARK"
Mr and Mrs. William Richards of political events which happened in tews of Vr s N les' sudden decease Christian.—Mid-West Review—ExBattling for the
Rcckland called Sunday on Mis? Europe in the Spring and Suminei —Frem ti e Bangor Da ly C m- rhange.
f lr'*0. From the beginning tc
man he hates . . .
Sadie Davis.
• • • •
SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY
the end of hu short volume he lias mercial.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel E. Pepicellc remained a “reporter"
to save the woman
As cf Jan. 1, 1940 the total miles
Miss Gladys Niles is a cousin to
of Owl's Head were guests Sundaj
he loves!
Mrs. Ernest C. Davis of this city. □f highway in the world was 10.037(
MCH4RD
at R. A. Doe's.
Mr. and Mrs. Davis attended the 94 mi s. as compared to 7527587
SOMERVILLE
une al in Bangor Sunday. Inter miles on Jan. 1, 1930.
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V
«
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ha?
returned
home
• • • 8
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visitors Sunday at W. A. Bradford's pital.
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world,
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after
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R. A. Doe has employment with
(
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S E Hyler of Cushing, building a
Go-don Mrrr of this place and
Frank Hisler. Mri F.sten Well nar.
•ecertly,
a
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to
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Ji I * pj
cottage on Long Island.
Miss Irene Marriner cf Searsmont
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Miller ac recently passed a ftw days w.th were united in marriage recently. world, of science.
• • • •
p*eston
companied by their daughter, Mrs her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Hisler
Frank Hisler and Foirest HLsler
Br
quettes
are
being used in
Mrs. Kenriek Light and "Elsie
Roy Vose. spent Sunday with Mr
have employment with the Central Russ a >y taxicab men to conserve
i and Mrs. Arthur Wyllie in Thom French are at th? Sisters Hospital Maine Power Co.
gascl.ne.
in Watery lie fcr appendectomies.
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• • • •
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at
H
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William Bradford has bought the
CHAilfY OCAMWIN • MAftJOBlt tAMBEAU
The Un ted States produces
FRIENDSHIP
GENE TICBNIY • WILLIAM TRACT «m D«»«
Charles N. 'Lewis property. Mr Brown's fcr a time.
AnArvwt
» Slim Sumie»»rv»H« • Ward B»nd
more petroleum than all other
Recent
vLs.torat
Mrs.
Percy
A
daughter
was
born
to
Mr
ana
Lewis has bought a place at Clark
Greet!
Tilfcwry • $<r«»« RUy bv
cc untries combined. How are the
NurmaMy
by JOHN FORD
Bettv Brewer • Don Wilson • Ruth Oonnelty
I Island which his son Arthur and Eatons were Celia Weilman, Mrs. Mrs. Rcbert Armstrong Pratt ot
by OAtRYl F ZANUCK
Estern Wellman, of Washington Kew Gardens, New York, cn April other countries getting so much
' family will occupy in June.
Jerome tlowan • Douglass
utn<e
A
C«R*wrv-F«*
Mrs. Frank Hisler. Mr and Mrs 15 in New York The child wilt gas of all kinds including petroleum
EaTRA!
“MEET THE STARS’
PH’S: LATEST NEWS—“CONTROLLING THE NERVES'
straight?
LATEST NEWS OF THE DAY
Subocrlbe to The Courier -Oaaette Ross Hisler and Elsie Hisler. Tlie be named Deborah Whittum.
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WHAT IS THIS THAT THIsls^
MAINE IN WASHINGTON

Two Glimpses of Hurricane Isle

Blanding. Florida — Tlie
Congressional recess afforded an
opportunity for a visit to Camp
Blanding—the fourth this season
as a result of the various factors
that have centered both national
and Maine on this Florida camp
near Jacksonville.
Camp

Maine Boys at Camp Blanding

Every Maine citizen would’ ex
perience a thrill of pride in watch
ing the activities of the Maine boys
at Camp Blanding. Already in a
single month their entire bearing
and appearance have changed.
While they were no “softies” at the
start because Maine boys do net get
that way, they now have the erect
soldierly bearing, the springy step,
and the bronzed complexion of
boys who have been steadily on
the Job under the Florida sun.
Health conditions are excellent.
Some touches of colds and mild in
fluenza in the early days of their
exposure have rapidly disappeared.
The hospital at one time had a
peak of 150, which compares very
favorably with the 31st Division
peak of 6D0 on a February visit
here, but the number te now back
to normal—under 75—and most of
these of a minor character as they
take no chances with the boys now.
Over night bivouacs in the sandy
pine wastes around the camp are
now the order of the day with the
boys sleeping in pup tents on the
ground They are plenty tired to
sleep moat anywhere by the time
they have completed a day of
marching with a heavy pack and
all the other impedimenta.
Thte week they turn from wool
to cotton for their clothing and it
comes none too soon as the ther
mometer hovers around 80 and 90
during tlie day although they still
like two or three w’oolcn blankets
at night.
A two-dollar word like curricu
lum would seem out of place to an
old soldier of 1917-18 but that is
about the only thing that expresses
tlie course of the doughboy’ of to
Here are two views made many years ago at Hurricane Isle, where the late Gen Davis Tillson conducted an
extensive granite industry. The quarry shown in the upper picture furnished cut stone for some of the na
tion’s finest public buildings, while the three-master pbtured below is seen taking on a cargo. Hurricane Isle
faded out of the industrial picture many years ago, and in place of hundreds of workmen who gained a liveli
hood there, is a keeper. Another ghost town.

Another Memory Man
“T. R. P.” Turns Back
“The Brook” Several
Decades, With Keen

Recollection

Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette: —
Seme time ago the statement was
•Dr. Geo.gc Payne, who has been , made in your columns that some
.pend ng a few days with Mr. and one as a part of his academic train
Mrs. Melville Maloney, has re- ing had learned the names of all
the bones of the body and that the
turned to New York.
Mr. and Mrs . Forest Young of only value he had received from it
Rcckland were recent guests of was in connection with solving
Mi;, and Mrs. Lawrence Stimpson. crossword puzzles.
As a confirmed and incorrigible
kirhard Dunn of Thomaston is double crosstics addict, the writer
new occupying his heme here. Mr. fully appreciates the wide field of
and Mrs Kenneth Savon and fam knowledge that is required for their
ily are making their home with solution, but he wonders if your in
him.
formant really meant to limit to
Oscar and George B lledeau of this field what was undoubtedly
Prospect are guests of Mr. and Mrs. intended to be and probably has
been a valuable training in
James Seavey.
mnemonics.
Harland Davis, Doris Davis,
In one of tlie Maine colleges
Philip Davis, Mrs. Madeline Stirryp- around
the turn of the century,
ton. Gwendolyn Stimpson, Roland one of the requirements of tlie class
Stimpson, Katheryn Maloney and in rhetoric was to commit to mem
Marilyn Maloney attended the ory Genung’s Rhetoric. It was
Easter Serv.ces at the Baptist quite a sizeable book but when one
Church in Thomaston Sunday.
had learned the titles of the chap
George BiHideau. Oscar Billi- ters. then the subdivisions and then*
ricau. and Mr. and Mrs. James finally the text, it was not an im
Seavey visited Mrs. Evelyn Lufkin possible task. One who accom
plished it is frank to admit that
at Faii-ficld Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Davis at after the lapse of years, he could
tended the Advent Church Sun not even recall the titles of the
day in Friendship for the Easter chapters, but he believes that the
training involved was of great value
services.
in developing a memory that has
served him in good stead.
NORTH WARREN
About a hundred years ago, a
Mr and Mrs. Donald Kenniston graduate of this Maine college went
and family of Massachusetts weie into the law and once when trying
guests last weekend of relatives in a case before the Supreme Court
this place.
in Washington was commended for
W A. Burgess is moving to his remarkable memory. He gave
F.umington where he has bought a all the credit to a little fresh-water
large farm.
college down in Maine.
Mrs. Clara Whitney recently visi
Many years later another gradu
ted her daughter, Mrs. William ate of that college was Director of
Stevens at the village.
the Budget and in his appearances
before Congressional committees,
without recourse to notes, would
rattle off figures running into the
millions <we had not begun to think
in billions then) even to the odd
cents. [Reference is made to Gen.
Herbert M Lord, former Editor of
this paper ]
It probably is a safe wager that
the genleman who learned the
bones of the body has a good mem
ory and that this exercise contrib
uted materially to its development
whether he realizes it or not.
You are publishing a very in
teresting series of remembrances of
people and events in Rockland of
bygone days. There must be quite
a few of your readers (and certain
ly the Roving Reporter) who will
remember walking down Main
street from the beautiful Tillson
estate. On your left was J. Fred
Hall's carriage repository, then Jim
Campbell's cooper shop. He was
Leonard Campbell’s brother and
made super-casks for use on shipbeard. Then came Gilbert Ather
ton’s blacksmith shop run by him
and his son.
Opposite was Macomber's watch
repairing shop and Waterman Hew
ett's bakery surrounded by the
church. H. N. Keene's store has
been mentioned but who remembers
Thomas Jefferson St. Clair who
ran a cobbler shop upstairs with
PLEASANT POINT

the

entrance

Iron

the

outside.

Then Smith & Ludwig’s market
next to Fred Rising's baker shop.

Outside of Charley Havener the
next block is a little hazy but some
thing says there was a hotel known
as the Central House there for a
while.
Fuller & Ccbb and H H. Crie
(anybody remember Ira Side
linger?) were under Farwell Opera
House which in those days was the
lengthened shadow of Col. Gorham
Leveret t Black, manager, ticket
taker, bill poster and general facto
tum. The Colonel lived on the
premises practically, across the
brook in back of Gustavus Safford's
store.
•
Passing “Penny” Hemingway's, T.
A. Wentworth had the shoe store
which was later sold together with
his house on Middle street, to Wil
liam A. McLain. Does anyone re
member Dr. Baynes who lived over
the Tibbetts’ market, and was quite
a character in his day?
•
Returning to the other side cf
the street, after the Torrey brass
foundry which has been mentioned
interestingly, Charles M. Sullivan
had a harness shop where he not
only made the flossiest harnesses
but also sold the best accoutre
ments of the horse and buggy days.
Also on this block was Woodman's
Oyster House. Arthur (Barney)
Shea, the plumber, and George W.
Drake who sold agricultural im
plements.
This brought one to the C.-G.
office which requires no comment.
After a glance down the alley to
ward the lumber yard where A
"Flat” Wheeler and the writer used
to, fish for smelts when the press
wasn't running, you could see
Charles Bicknell sitting out in
front of the Jones <5c Bicknell office
with Mr. Jones inside, and “Dandy''
asleep on the floor.
Somewhere in this block for a
time there was a Chinese laundry.
The look on the Chink's face when
Hal Crocker walked in one Satur
day night and asked for Mr.
Crocker’s laundry will never be for
gotten. Pnil Thomas had the best
fish market in town.
One of the most picturesque
characters at The Brook was Alfred
Murray, who married the only sis
ter cf the Warrenton Smiths, and
had a clothing store between the
Brook and Limerock street. He in
stalled a bell in the belfry over the
store and whenever a customer
bought $10 worth of goods the
whole neighborhood knew it.
T. R. P.

APPLETON
School Notes

From the speaking contest held
last Fiiday night the three contes
tants chosen to compete with Lib
erty and Washington High Schools
were: Miss Winona Clark, “Spread
ing The News;" Miss Dorothy Salo,
"Mothers of Men;” and Lawrence
Pease “Bloody Altars.” These three
contestants will appear in Liberty
Friday.
Baseball practice has started. A
tentative schedule has been ar
ranged with: Liberty. Rockport,
Union, Waldoboro, Washington,
Warren.
The Senior Class is now selling
tickets on a quilt made and pre
sented to them by Miss Lucy Moody.
The Grade schools opened Mon
day after a three weeks vacation.
Subscribe to The Courier-Owette

White Wings Coining
Boston Yacht Club Will
Visit Knox County Ports
In July
The fleet of the Boston Yacht
Club, the senor yachting organiza
tion in New England, which cele
brates its diamond jubilee at the
Copley Plaza Hotel in Boston April
26. will again cruise in Penobscot
Bay this Summer.
The squadron will rendezvous
at Marblehead on Fr.day July 11
and leave the next day for Boothbay Harbor, the sailing division
heading straight across to Seguin,
while the power boats will spend
the night at Cape Pcrpoise. The
entire squadron will probably be in
Bcothbay Harbor early in the aft
ernoon of Sunday July 13th.
The next day the combined fleet
will run round into the western
Penobscot, the power boats by way
of Davis Strait and Port Clyde
while the sailing section will race
round the Old) Man with the fin
ish at Vinalhaven. It will be the
first time that an organized yacht
fleet has dropped into that port.
Tuesday July 15th all hands will
enjoy a picnic at Hurricane Island
and reach this harbor late that
afternoon. On Wednesday July
16, the power boats will have what
is called a predicted time race in
the bay, followed at night by a
dance at the Samoset.
The final lun w 11 be up the bay
to Buck’s Harbor on Thursday July
17, where the fleet will disband.
Tlie

AS THE FRENCH SAY

(From the Office of Senator Ralph O Brewster)

Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton
and Mrs. C. S. Beverage
To Speak At
“Short Course”
Tlie annual two-day “Short
Course in Gardening, Horticulture
and Conservation” for members of
the Garden Club Federation of
Ma ne and other adults interested
in these subjects will be held at the
University of Maine. May 8 and ft
Fred P boring, director of Short
Courses at the University, working
with departmtent heads at the col
lege and Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton
of West Rockport, Federation
chairman of programs and lectures,
iias arranged an unusually interest
ing pregram by nationally known
authorities, including many new
speakers. Three out of State speak
ers are announced.
Mrs. William H. Champlin of
Rochester, N. H.. Immediate past
president of the New Hampshire
Federation of Garden Clubs, who
has been awarded a life member
ship in the National Council of
State Garden Clubs because of her
recognized work in horticulture,
flcwer shews and conservation of
native flora in her state, will speak
on “Flower Arrangements For the
I lving Rocin,” at the opening ses
sion May 8, and on "The Well-Ar
ranged Flcwer Show.” that same
afterncon.
Mrs. Champlin was
general chairman of the 1940 Na
tional Council Convention at Ports
mouth last June.
Prof. Heruy S. Clapp, landscape
specialist of the department of
Horticulture at the University of
New Hampshire will give two talks,
frustrated in color, May 9: the first
“Gardening With Rose.-,,’ and the
fccerd "Lilacs For the Garden.”
Paul W. Dempsey, horticulturist
of the Massachusetts State College
Field Station at Cedar Hill. Wal
tham, Mass., will speak on some
phase of garden:ng. May 8. and will
tell the Federation members and
guests what he believes a garden
club should be.
Faculty members of the Univer
sity of Maine giving demonstration
lectures during the two-day short
course, are Dean Arthur L. Deernig,
Prof. F. H Steinmetz, Prof. Roger
Clapp, Pi of. G. P. Steinbauer and
Miss Iva M. Burgess.
Garden Club Federation of Maine
members taking part will be Mrs.
Clarence S. Beverage of Augusta,
president of the G.C.F. of Maine;
Mrs E. Stewart Orbeton of West
Rockport, Federation chairman of
pregrams and lectures; Mrs. Lyie
M. Snow of Dover-Foxcroft, speak
ing on legisaltion.
A banquet is to be held in Estabrooke Hall Thursday evening,
May 8.

Every-Other-Day'
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Boston

Yacht

Club

fleet

came into the western Penobscot
on its first cruise in August 1867,
the Summer after its organization.
There were six yachts in the squad
ron headed by Commodore Dexter
H. Follett’s flagship the schooner
Nettie. After dropping in at Seal
Ha:*bor and North Haven, the
yachts kept on to Southwest Har
bor. and returning by Eggmoggin
Reach arrived back at Camden the
next week, continuing back to
Boston. It was the first organized
yacht squadron to cruise in Maine
waters.
William U. Swan

SOUTH WALDOBORO

Tablets Erected
What Local Daughters of
American Revolution
Have Done To Preserve

Local History

day. Everyone has read about the
new- styles in modern warfare but
it is brought heme very fccibly in
a visit to a great tra iling center of
40.000 men.
It suggests most closely the Of
ficers’ Training Camps of world
war days with an outline of courses
of study that would put the aver
age college curriculum to shame.
The schedule te mapped out a
week at a time with 44 hours cf in
struct on scattered all over a camp
several miles square and with
double time between the classes to
get the boys in trim.
The officers have a far tougher
time than the men in seme ways
since they must not only carry
through the very strenuous sched
ule but must be constantly prepar
ing for the days ahead.
After a month in camp it devel
oped) that the officers of the 152nd
Field Artillery and the 103d In
fantry had enjoyed practically no
contacts although they were located
within a few hundred yards of
each other. This reflected no lack
of the comradeship of arms but
simply the intensive schedule they
were carrying out with every man
on his toes every minute.
More than a million men under
arms are learning what modern
warfare means. There is no senti
ment for plunging into European
/
tragedy but there is a firm deter
This is how the motor ship Ripogenus looked as she stood on the stocks
mination that America shall be at the Cobb. Butler yard nearly ready for launching. Photographed bow
prepared for an difficulty that shall on, by J. N. Southard, she presents a formidable appearance.
ever reach our shores.
These boys know that modern
by hei- uncle, Roscoe Chandler, wis
mechanized warfare requires the
beautifully gowned in white em
last word in specialized prepara
broidered chiffon cut princess style,
tion. They are relying on the
with a long full train. Her veil cf
folks back home to furnish the
bridal illusion was fingertip length
tools. They knew that the village
and was caught to a coronet of
smithy might as well. try to com
orange blossoms. She carried an
pete with Henry Ford as for a
arm bouquet of white carnations and
squirrel hunter from Concord or
white snapdragOhs. Her only ornaLexington to go up against a Pan
ment was a white gold cross
zer Division of today. This is the
Mrs. Bennet A Kelley was attrac
What our lightkeepers and
story repeated over and over in
tive in salmon pink embroidered
coastguardsmen are doing to
Europe. They have no desire nor
chiffon cut princess style with
protect coastwise shipping by
intention of seeing thte repeated in
matching heart shaped hat She
day and by night. The day’s
America.
carried pink carnations and pink
news from many lonely out
snapdragons. Mrs. Roscoe Chand
posts along Maine’s waterfront.
ler, aunt of the bride, was in orchid
crepe
with grey accessories. Her
PORTLAND HEAD
shoulder
corsage was yellow talisman
Edward R. Snow and party of
roses.
Defense Program Is Add Winthrop. Mass., called Sunday on Mrs. Robert Kelley, mother of the
R. T. Sterling.
ing Heavy Burden To
Tlie Hilts, Miss N. H. Kinney and bridegroom, wore lavender with
Telephone Operations
Mrs. R. T. Sterling were guests white accessories. Her corsage was
Sunday afternoon of Mr. and Mrs. pink talisman roses.
The New England Telephone and Robert Sterling Jr., in Portland.
Following the ceremony, 50 rela
Telegraph Ccmpany estimates gross
Easter Sunday morning was tives and intim*te friends attended
additions to its plant throughout hailed with gladness and the usual a wedding breakfast and reception at
parade was on, but thanks to deep tlie home of the bridegroom's par
minded people many footsteps were ents in Monroe. Flowers and white
pressing forward to their respective tapers decorated the table. Assist
ing in serving were Mrs. Maud Web.
churches.
The Hilts and Miss N. H Kinney ber of Monroe. Miss Madeline Lanj
called Sunday cn the Grant family of Winterport, Miss Helen Pierce
at the Cape.
and Mrs. Margaret Burns of Bristol,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sterling, Conn.
Rumford were guests Monday of
Mr. and Mrs. Kelley left for a
the Sterlings at the Light.
wedding trip to Bar Harbor and
E. C. Stoddard visited Sunday New York. The bride traveled in a
at tire home of Mr. and Mrs. rose and tan ensemble with which
Charles Sterling, Torrington Point, she wore a brown hat and acces
Peaks Island.
sories.
Temperaures this week were rec
On their return they will be at
ord breaking for the month of April. home to friends in Thomaston,
Mrs. R T Sterling Sr. was over Conn.
night guest Wednesday of Mrs.
The bride was graduated from
Charles Sterling of Peak's Island. Brooklin high School and since
Mrs. F. O. Hilt and Miss N. H. then has been employed in Newton
Kinney were in Portland Thursday Center, Mass, and Bristol, Conn
afternoon. Mrs. Hilt was at her
The bridegroom was graduated
doctor’s office for treatment.
from Monroe High School After at
• • • •
tending University of Maine for one
Kelley - Lamprey
year, lie was graduated from Car
John J. Robinson. President New
Our Lady of the 'Rosary Church in rier's School of Air Conditioning and
England Tel. A Tel. Co.
Frankfort was the scene of a charm Refrigeration He is now employ’d
ing bridal Monday morning at 10
Maine at $2,800,600 for 1941. an in o’clock when Miss Josephine Lam in Thomaston. Conn.
crease of $800,000 over last year's prey. niece of Mr. and Mrs Roscoe
total, John J. Robinson, president Chandler of Burnt Coat Harbor GLEN COVE
of the ccmpany announces.
Lighthouse Station at Swan’s Island,
Mr. and Mro. Sidney V. Stinson
The requirements of the defense became the bride of Joseph B spent last weekend with relatives
program are placing a heavy bur Kelley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert in Deer Isle. Mr. and Mrs. Hawkden on the telephone business, al Kelley of Monroe. Rev. Father worth who were guests of the
though so far there have been no McEnry officiated at the nuptial Stinsons for a week have returned
adverse effects on normal service. mass.
to Belfast.
Easter lilies, ferns and lighted
The problem of maintaining serv
Bert Maxey has been greet:n»
ice at its present high level, and candles formed the altar decor.i- friends and neighbo s this
at the same time meeting the de toins and made a beautiful setting while at his home after a Winter
mands of the Army, Navy, govern for the ceremony. Charles Moore spent with his son in Winthrop
ment agencies and expanding in played the “Bridal Chorus” from
Miss Barbara Waldron. Bernard
dustries for special service and Lohengrin and Mendelssohn's "Wed
Andrews, Charles Hare and War
ding
March.
”
Mrs.
Bennet
A
Kelley,
additional equipment is becoming
cousin of the bride, was matron of ren Barrows left Fiiday mcrnii.?
increasingly important, he said.
with the Rockport senior clas> on
In Maine. Mr. Robinson said honor and Mr. Kelley, brother of the a trip to Washington, D C A
bridegroom, was best man. Bernal
7000 new telephones were placed
chandler and James Chandler were large crowd gathered at the Pest
in serv.ee during 1940. and it is ushers.
Office to give them a happy sendexpected that about 11.C00 new
The lovely bride who was escorted off.
telephones will be placed in service
during 1941. To meet the growing
need for swift communication,
many new facilities are to be pro
vided. For example, new tele
phone buildings are scheduled in
Ashland, Houlton. Mars Hill, Little
ton and Bowdoinham, to house the
equipment that will bring the ad
vantages of modem dial service to
these communities.
The company plans to spend
about $80,000 for new’ telephone
equipment at Portland.
Among the major long-distance
cable projects planned for the
current year are: Houlton to com
munities to the north. $96 000;
Bangor-Ellsworth $108,000. Liver
more Falls $20,000. Local cable
projects include: Mars Hill $17800.
Waterville $25,000. Augusta $9,000.
Bangor airport $10,000, Portland
$32,000. Cornish and Kezar Falls
$20,000. Lewiston $20800, Bruns
wick $23,000.
Mr. Robinson stated that for the
company as a whole gross additions
to its plant in five states are esti
mated at upwards of $26800 000 for
1941. an increase of $4800.000 over
1940.

GUARDIANS
OF OUR COAST

A'Huge Business

In 1914 the Rockland Chapter of
the Daughters of the American
Revolution placed a tablet on the
wall of the local Carnegie Library
which was made from metal sal
vaged from the Battleship “Maine’’
sunk in Havana Harbor in 1898.
This Chapter contributed a large
sum of money toward the purchase
of a monument now located in
Grand Army Park, in memory of
Soldiers and Sailors of the Civil
War.
In 1932 thte Chapter presented a
banner of the Thomaston Cavalry
(framed to preserve its delicate
structure) to “Montpelier” replica
of the home of Major General
Henry Knox, Thomaston.
Thte
banner, formerly belonged to the
company of Cavalry organized in
1800-1 which did escort duty at the
funeral of General Knox.
In 1936, on the anniversary of
the death of Mrs. Eliza K. (Perry)
Thomas, daughter of Joseph Perry
a Soldier of the Revolution, Nov:
11, 1900, a bronze D.A.R. marker
was placed on her grave in Achorn
cemetery, Rockland.
In the fall of 1934 a bronze tab
let was placed on a boulder “near
the site of the heme of John Perry”
tlie only spot in Rockland where
British soldiers are known to have
tended. John Perry was born in
Duxbury, Mass., 1741; came to Vi
nalhaven about 1764. Settled on
Crabtree’s Point He had 16 chil
dren by two wives.
About 1709 he was living on the
South Island where he cultivated a
small patch of land. He was one
of those who suffered from British
foragers who landed at his place
and helped themselves to his corn,
etc., thinking probably that one
man alone would not dare resent
their actions, but Perry secured
his guns and selecting a favorable
rpot shot two of the jjarty, then
fled to the wo<>ds. He was pursued;
he evaded capture by hicf.ng in en
old hollow tree where he remained
for about 48 h> ro.
He then escaped and went to
Boston; returned to Fox Island,
and the British made strenuous ef
forts to capture him, without suc
cess. Once while picking up some
birds which he had shot in the
vicinity of Crockett’s River he was
ordered ashore by some British who
happened to be there. He answered
that he would as soon as he had
gathered all of the birds.
Hte would-be captors stood care
lessly watching him, a fact which
he probably noticed, and while pre
tending to be getting ready to come
ashore he suddenly and with all
his might peddled in the opposite
direction. A shower of bullets fol
lowed him, but he escaped un
harmed. He is said to have been
a man of small stature, but full of
pluck and endurance. He at one
time owned a farm in Northport,
but in hte declining years resided
at North Haven. He died at the
age of 92. (From ‘‘A Brief Sketch
of the Town of Vinalhaven” (1904).
While trying to evade capture by
the British Perry came to East
Thomaston (now Rockland) form
erly called “The Shore Village” and
built a log cabin at what is now
The population of continental
the Highlands, near the site of the
United
States on April 1, 1940 was
mansion built by the late Elmer
131.,
669,
275 according to the final
8. Bird, and the present home of

Miss Pauline Winchenbach who
is employed in Lexington, Mass.,
spent the Easter recess at her home
here.
Mrs. Edna Dyer entertained the
Ladies Aid Thursday, several visi
tors being present from Friendship.
Rev. and Mrs. Sidney E. Packard
of Camden were also among the
guests. The next meeting will be
April 24 at Mrs. Clara Winchenbach's.
Mrs. T. H. Fernald who has been
ill, is now able to be out of doors
each .pleasant day.
John Eakins is a surgical patient
at Knox Hospital.
Mr and Mrs. Alvin Stone of
Rockland were callers Tuesday at
Alvin Wallace’s.
Harry Rogers was in Camden
Monday on a business trip.
The McCarty children of Lewis
ton are spending the Easter vaca
tion with their grandmother. Mrs.
Leforest A Thurston.
Mary Knowlton.

count of the Census.

